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Unit Five Introduction: 

Transcendental Theory and 

Practice 

Yet another major cultural shift would occur in America well after the birthing 

pangs of becoming a new nation were beginning to pass. Though the United 

States may have severed political ties with England, evolving European influences 

would continue to greatly impact these shores and the varied writings produced 

here. Behind the rise of American Transcendentalism there lies the European-born 

movement of literary romanticism. An understanding of romanticism is necessary 

not only to fully comprehend the background of transcendentalism in this country 

but also to understand its influences on the creative literature that the United 

States would produce in the early to the late nineteenth century. 

Kathryn VanSpanckeren introduces the period well in the two opening segments 

of her chapter on this subject. As she notes, 

Romantic ideas centered around art as inspiration, the spiritual and aesthetic 

dimension of nature, and metaphors of organic growth. Art, rather than science, 

Romantics argued, would best express universal truth. 

This is a far cry from Franklin's scientific deism and Locke's reliance upon the 

senses to properly comprehend the universe. 

Lilia Melani provides this background. 

[In romanticism,] the imagination was elevated to a position as the supreme 

faculty of the mind. This contrasted distinctly with the traditional arguments for 

the supremacy of reason. The Romantics tended to define and to present the 

imagination as our ultimate "shaping" or creative power, the approximate human 

equivalent of the creative powers of nature or even deity. It is dynamic, an active, 

rather than passive power, with many functions. Imagination is the primary 

faculty for creating all art. On a broader scale, it is also the faculty that helps 

humans to constitute reality, for (as Wordsworth suggested), we not only 

perceive the world around us, but also in part create it. Uniting both reason and 

feeling (Coleridge described it with the paradoxical phrase, "intellectual 

intuition"), imagination is extolled as the ultimate synthesizing faculty, enabling 

humans to reconcile differences and opposites in the world of appearance. The 

reconciliation of opposites is a central ideal for the Romantics. Finally, imagination 
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is inextricably bound up with the other two major concepts, for it is presumed to 

be the faculty which enables us to "read" nature as a system of symbols. 

"Nature" meant many things to the Romantics. As suggested above, it was often 

presented as itself a work of art, constructed by a divine imagination, in 

emblematic language. For example, throughout "Song of Myself," Whitman makes 

a practice of presenting commonplace items in nature--"ants," "heap'd stones," 

and "poke-weed"--as containing divine elements, and he refers to the "grass" as a 

natural "hieroglyphic," "the handkerchief of the Lord." While particular 

perspectives with regard to nature varied considerably--nature as a healing 

power, nature as a source of subject and image, nature as a refuge from the 

artificial constructs of civilization, including artificial language--the prevailing 

views accorded nature the status of an organically unified whole. It was viewed as 

"organic," rather than, as in the scientific or rationalist view, as a system of 

"mechanical" laws, for Romanticism displaced the rationalist view of the universe 

as a machine (e.g., the deistic image of a clock) with the analogue of an "organic" 

image, a living tree or mankind itself. At the same time, Romantics gave greater 

attention both to describing natural phenomena accurately and to capturing 

"sensuous nuance"--and this is as true of Romantic landscape painting as of 

Romantic nature poetry. Accuracy of observation, however, was not sought for its 

own sake. Romantic nature poetry is essentially a poetry of meditation. 

Ann Woodlief concisely defines elements of American romanticism and that 

generation's reaction to the prior Age of Reason in these ways: 

Connected to [the search for new spiritual roots] was the rise and 

professionalization of science, which seemed to many to conflict with religion. 

Many felt a psychic dislocation, that the bottom had dropped out of their world 

since traditional values and conventional reality were just not enough for them. 

They tried to impose meaning individually, for institutions and dogmas seemed to 

possess little truth. Philosophically, they reacted against the materialistic 

educational theories of Locke and rationalism. They found Truth more a matter of 

intuition and imagination than logic and reason. They rejected the mechanistic 

view of the universe so dear to Franklin and Deists and opted for a more organic 

view, seeing the world more as dynamic and living. 

Aesthetically, the romantics were also in a state of revolt, primarily against the 

restraints of classicism and formalism. Form, particularly traditional literary 

forms, mattered much less than inspiration, enthusiasm, and emotion. Good 

literature should have heart, not rules, although it is never so simple as that. 

There were specifically American components to the romanticism of our authors. 

They were particularly aware of nature, especially its wild aspects, and were 
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beginning to comprehend that it was being lost as fast as they were appreciating 

it. The physical frontiers were being conquered in this time of "manifest destiny" 

and there was little [local] wilderness to explore (and exploit). They turned to 

artistic, metaphysical, and intellectual frontiers to recapture the ecstasy of 

exploration and discovery. 

Reaction was a major, but not the only, mode for these romantics. They 

confronted the distinctively American pressures for conformity and definitions of 

success in terms of money. They spoke out, to some degree, against slavery, 

promoting the ideals of Jacksonian democracy, that "any man can do anything" (if 

he's white and educated). They sought to create a distinctive American literary 

voice; it was time for the cultural revolution to follow the political one. They felt 

compelled to declare cultural and individual independence from Europe, even 

though they had little idea of what form that could take. 

See the rest of her intuitive essay at: 

http://www.vcu.edu/engweb/eng372/intro.htm 

The majority of these romantic characteristics made their way into or greatly 

influenced American transcendentalism. 

Henry A. Beers depicts American transcendental influences in this manner. 

It has been said that, on its philosophical side, New England transcendentalism 

was a restatement of idealism. The impulse came from Germany, from the 

philosophical writings of Kant, Fichte, Jacobi, and Schelling, and from the works of 

Coleridge and Carlyle, who had domesticated German thought in England. In 

Channing's Remarks on a National Literature, quoted in our last chapter, the 

essayist urged that our scholars should study the authors of France and Germany 

as one means of emancipating American letters from a slavish dependence on 

British literature. And in fact German literature began, not long after, to be 

eagerly studied in New England. Emerson published an American edition of 

Carlyle's Miscellanies, including his essays on German writers that had appeared 

in England between 1822 and 1830. In 1838 Ripley began to publish Specimens 

of Foreign Standard Literature, which extended to fourteen volumes. In his work 

of translating and supplying introductions to the matter selected, he was helped 

by Ripley, Margaret Fuller, John S. Dwight, and others who had more or less 

connection with the transcendental movement. 

The definition of the new faith given by Emerson in his lecture on the 

Transcendentalist, 1842, is as follows; "What is popularly called 

transcendentalism among us is idealism. . . . The idealism of the present day 

acquired the name of transcendental from the use of that term by Immanuel 
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Kant, who replied to the skeptical philosophy of Locke, which insisted that there 

was nothing in the intellect which was not previously in the experience of the 

senses, by showing that there was a very important class of ideas, or imperative 

forms, which did not come by experience, but through which experience was 

acquired; that these were intuitions of the mind itself, and he denominated them 

transcendental forms." Idealism denies the independent existence of matter. 

Transcendentalism claims for the innate ideas of God and the soul a higher 

assurance of reality than for the knowledge of the outside world derived through 

the senses. 

Finally, Paul Rueben provides an informative lecture on key concepts of this 

movement, in his "American Transcendentalism: A Brief Introduction." He 

explains these elements of transcendentalism: 

● Basic Assumption and Premises 

● A Brief Chronology of Events 

● Basic Tenets of American Transcendentalism, and 

● The Transcendental Legacy 

Questions and Considerations 

Compare and contrast ideas from the previous era, the Age of Enlightenment/Rise 

of Nationalism, to key elements of Romanticism and Transcendentalism. 

In the unending debate in this country on issues of individualism and 

self-reliance, as opposed to social and civic cooperation, where do Emerson and 

Thoreau seem to comment on this subject and what do they advocate? 

Try to briefly summarize the importance that Nature plays in human endeavors 

for Emerson. 

What are the three duties of Emerson's American Scholar? 

What would Henry David Thoreau say about American society today 

(extrapolating from his attitudes about his own day and age)? 

Briefly summarize Thoreau's key concepts in his essay on Civil Disobedience. 

Works Cited 
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Other Resources 

Segment on Emerson and Eastern Philosophy at East Meets West 

Unit Five Readings: Transcendental 

Theory and Practice 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

(1803-1882) 

[image] Ralph Waldo Emerson was born in Boston on May 25, 1803. Emerson’s 

father, William, a Unitarian minister, died of stomach cancer eight years later. His 

mother, Ruth Haskins Emerson ran boardinghouses to bring in income for herself 

and her five young sons. Emerson secured a good early education and graduated 

from Harvard in 1821. He became an ordained pastor in 1829 and married Ellen 

Louisa Tucker in 1829, but his wife died from tuberculosis a few years later. His 

deep grief may have contributed to his resignation from the church, confessing 
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doubts about the Communion service and other tenants of his faith. His wife left 

Emerson a comfortable estate providing him the leisure to travel, write, and 

lecture. He toured Europe in 1833, meeting such figures as Mill, Carlyle, 

Wordsworth and Coleridge, soon returning to the United States to take up 

lecturing on the Lyceum tour. Emerson married again in 1835 to Lydia Jackson 

and settled in Concord, Massachusetts. Under the influences of European 

romanticism, Emerson established his reputation as a writer and philosopher with 

two key books, Nature (1836) and Essays (1841). He became a member of the 

Transcendental Club and was an important proponent of American 

transcendentalism. He continued as a popular lecturer throughout the 1870s. He 

died on April 27, 1882 and is buried in Sleepy Hollow Cemetery in Concord. His 

impact on his times and on later writers and thinkers is unquestioned. Three key 

biographies are Ralph L. Rusk’s The Life of Ralph Waldo Emerson(1949), Gay 

Wilson Allen’s Waldo Emerson (1981), and Robert D. Richardson’s The Mind on 

Fire (1995). Students seeking critical summaries should examine Joel Porte and 

Saundra Morris’s Cambridge Companion to Ralph Waldo Emerson (1999) and the 

Norton Critical Edition of Ralph Waldo Emerson: Prose and Poetry (2001). 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo. Essays. New York: Charles E. Merrill Co., 1907. 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo. Poems. Household Edition. 1911. 

source of electronic texts: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/12843 Poems 

source of electronic texts: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/16643 Essays 

Brahma 

If the red slayer think he slays, 

Or if the slain think he is slain, 

They know not well the subtle ways 

I keep, and pass, and turn again. 

Far or forgot to me is near; 

Shadow and sunlight are the same; 

The vanished gods to me appear; 

And one to me are shame and fame. 

They reckon ill who leave me out; 

When me they fly, I am the wings; 

I am the doubter and the doubt, 

I am the hymn the Brahmin sings. 

The strong gods pine for my abode, 

And pine in vain the sacred Seven; 

But thou, meek lover of the good! 
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Find me, and turn thy back on heaven. 

Concord Hymn 

By the rude bridge that arched the flood, 

Their flag to April's breeze unfurled, 

Here once the embattled farmers stood 

And fired the shot heard round the world. 

The foe long since in silence slept; 

Alike the conqueror silent sleeps; 

And Time the ruined bridge has swept 

Down the dark stream which seaward creeps. 

On this green bank, by this soft stream, 

We set today a votive stone; 

That memory may their deed redeem, 

When, like our sires, our sons are gone. 

Spirit, that made those heroes dare 

To die, and leave their children free, 

Bid Time and Nature gently spare 

The shaft we raise to them and thee. 

Days 

Daughters of Time, the hypocritic Days, 

Muffled and dumb like barefoot dervishes, 

And marching single in an endless file, 

Bring diadems and fagots in their hands. 

To each they offer gifts after his will, 

Bread, kingdoms, stars, or sky that holds them all. 

I, in my pleached garden, watched the pomp, 

Forgot my morning wishes, hastily 

Took a few herbs and apples, and the Day 

Turned and departed silent. I, too late, 

Under her solemn fillet saw the scorn. 

Experience 

The lords of life, the lords of life,— 

I saw them pass, 

In their own guise, 

Like and unlike, 

Portly and grim,— 

Use and Surprise, 
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Surface and Dream, 

Succession swift and spectral Wrong, 

Temperament without a tongue, 

And the inventor of the game 

Omnipresent without name;— 

Some to see, some to be guessed, 

They marched from east to west: 

Little man, least of all, 

Among the legs of his guardians tall, 

Walked about with puzzled look. 

Him by the hand dear Nature took, 

Dearest Nature, strong and kind, 

Whispered, 'Darling, never mind! 

To-morrow they will wear another face, 

The founder thou; these are thy race!' 

Self-Reliance 

"Ne te quaesiveris extra."  

"Man is his own star; and the soul that can  

Render an honest and a perfect man,  

Commands all light, all influence, all fate;  

Nothing to him falls early or too late. 

Our acts our angels are, or good or ill,  

Our fatal shadows that walk by us still."  

Epilogue to Beaumont and Fletcher's Honest Man's Fortune  

 

Cast the bantling on the rocks,  

Suckle him with the she-wolf's teat;  

Wintered with the hawk and fox,  

Power and speed be hands and feet.  

ESSAY II "Self-Reliance" 

I read the other day some verses written by an eminent painter which were 

original and not conventional. The soul always hears an admonition in such lines, 

let the subject be what it may. The sentiment they instill is of more value than 

any thought they may contain. To believe your own thought, to believe that what 

is true for you in your private heart is true for all men, — that is genius. Speak 

your latent conviction, and it shall be the universal sense; for the inmost in due 

time becomes the outmost,—— and our first thought is rendered back to us by 

the trumpets of the Last Judgment. Familiar as the voice of the mind is to each, 

the highest merit we ascribe to Moses, Plato, and Milton is, that they set at 
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naught books and traditions, and spoke not what men but what they thought. A 

man should learn to detect and watch that gleam of light which flashes across his 

mind from within, more than the lustre of the firmament of bards and sages. Yet 

he dismisses without notice his thought, because it is his. In every work of genius 

we recognize our own rejected thoughts: they come back to us with a certain 

alienated majesty. Great works of art have no more affecting lesson for us than 

this. They teach us to abide by our spontaneous impression with good-humored 

inflexibility then most when the whole cry of voices is on the other side. Else, 

to-morrow a stranger will say with masterly good sense precisely what we have 

thought and felt all the time, and we shall be forced to take with shame our own 

opinion from another. 

There is a time in every man's education when he arrives at the conviction that 

envy is ignorance; that imitation is suicide; that he must take himself for better, 

for worse, as his portion; that though the wide universe is full of good, no kernel 

of nourishing corn can come to him but through his toil bestowed on that plot of 

ground which is given to him to till. The power which resides in him is new in 

nature, and none but he knows what that is which he can do, nor does he know 

until he has tried. Not for nothing one face, one character, one fact, makes much 

impression on him, and another none. This sculpture in the memory is not 

without preestablished harmony. The eye was placed where one ray should fall, 

that it might testify of that particular ray. We but half express ourselves, and are 

ashamed of that divine idea which each of us represents. It may be safely trusted 

as proportionate and of good issues, so it be faithfully imparted, but God will not 

have his work made manifest by cowards. A man is relieved and gay when he has 

put his heart into his work and done his best; but what he has said or done 

otherwise, shall give him no peace. It is a deliverance which does not deliver. In 

the attempt his genius deserts him; no muse befriends; no invention, no hope. 

Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string. Accept the place the divine 

providence has found for you, the society of your contemporaries, the connection 

of events. Great men have always done so, and confided themselves childlike to 

the genius of their age, betraying their perception that the absolutely trustworthy 

was seated at their heart, working through their hands, predominating in all their 

being. And we are now men, and must accept in the highest mind the same 

transcendent destiny; and not minors and invalids in a protected corner, not 

cowards fleeing before a revolution, but guides, redeemers, and benefactors, 

obeying the Almighty effort, and advancing on Chaos and the Dark. 

What pretty oracles nature yields us on this text, in the face and behaviour of 

children, babes, and even brutes! That divided and rebel mind, that distrust of a 

sentiment because our arithmetic has computed the strength and means opposed 
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to our purpose, these have not. Their mind being whole, their eye is as yet 

unconquered, and when we look in their faces, we are disconcerted. Infancy 

conforms to nobody: all conform to it, so that one babe commonly makes four or 

five out of the adults who prattle and play to it. So God has armed youth and 

puberty and manhood no less with its own piquancy and charm, and made it 

enviable and gracious and its claims not to be put by, if it will stand by itself. Do 

not think the youth has no force, because he cannot speak to you and me. Hark! 

in the next room his voice is sufficiently clear and emphatic. It seems he knows 

how to speak to his contemporaries. Bashful or bold, then, he will know how to 

make us seniors very unnecessary. 

The nonchalance of boys who are sure of a dinner, and would disdain as much as 

a lord to do or say aught to conciliate one, is the healthy attitude of human 

nature. A boy is in the parlour what the pit is in the playhouse; independent, 

irresponsible, looking out from his corner on such people and facts as pass by, he 

tries and sentences them on their merits, in the swift, summary way of boys, as 

good, bad, interesting, silly, eloquent, troublesome. He cumbers himself never 

about consequences, about interests: he gives an independent, genuine verdict. 

You must court him: he does not court you. But the man is, as it were, clapped 

into jail by his consciousness. As soon as he has once acted or spoken with eclat, 

he is a committed person, watched by the sympathy or the hatred of hundreds, 

whose affections must now enter into his account. There is no Lethe for this. Ah, 

that he could pass again into his neutrality! Who can thus avoid all pledges, and 

having observed, observe again from the same unaffected, unbiased, unbribable, 

unaffrighted innocence, must always be formidable. He would utter opinions on all 

passing affairs, which being seen to be not private, but necessary, would sink like 

darts into the ear of men, and put them in fear. 

These are the voices which we hear in solitude, but they grow faint and inaudible 

as we enter into the world. Society everywhere is in conspiracy against the 

manhood of every one of its members. Society is a joint-stock company, in which 

the members agree, for the better securing of his bread to each shareholder, to 

surrender the liberty and culture of the eater. The virtue in most request is 

conformity. Self-reliance is its aversion. It loves not realities and creators, but 

names and customs. 

Whoso would be a man must be a nonconformist. He who would gather immortal 

palms must not be hindered by the name of goodness, but must explore if it be 

goodness. Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of your own mind. Absolve 

you to yourself, and you shall have the suffrage of the world. I remember an 

answer which when quite young I was prompted to make to a valued adviser, 

who was wont to importune me with the dear old doctrines of the church. On my 
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saying, What have I to do with the sacredness of traditions, if I live wholly from 

within? my friend suggested, — "But these impulses may be from below, not from 

above." I replied, "They do not seem to me to be such; but if I am the Devil's 

child, I will live then from the Devil." No law can be sacred to me but that of my 

nature. Good and bad are but names very readily transferable to that or this; the 

only right is what is after my constitution, the only wrong what is against it. A 

man is to carry himself in the presence of all opposition, as if every thing were 

titular and ephemeral but he. I am ashamed to think how easily we capitulate to 

badges and names, to large societies and dead institutions. Every decent and 

well-spoken individual affects and sways me more than is right. I ought to go 

upright and vital, and speak the rude truth in all ways. If malice and vanity wear 

the coat of philanthropy, shall that pass? If an angry bigot assumes this bountiful 

cause of Abolition, and comes to me with his last news from Barbadoes, why 

should I not say to him, 'Go love thy infant; love thy wood-chopper: be 

good-natured and modest: have that grace; and never varnish your hard, 

uncharitable ambition with this incredible tenderness for black folk a thousand 

miles off. Thy love afar is spite at home.' Rough and graceless would be such 

greeting, but truth is handsomer than the affectation of love. Your goodness must 

have some edge to it, — else it is none. The doctrine of hatred must be preached 

as the counteraction of the doctrine of love when that pules and whines. I shun 

father and mother and wife and brother, when my genius calls me. I would write 

on the lintels of the door-post, Whim . I hope it is somewhat better than whim at 

last, but we cannot spend the day in explanation. Expect me not to show cause 

why I seek or why I exclude company. Then, again, do not tell me, as a good 

man did to-day, of my obligation to put all poor men in good situations. Are they 

my poor? I tell thee, thou foolish philanthropist, that I grudge the dollar, the 

dime, the cent, I give to such men as do not belong to me and to whom I do not 

belong. There is a class of persons to whom by all spiritual affinity I am bought 

and sold; for them I will go to prison, if need be; but your miscellaneous popular 

charities; the education at college of fools; the building of meeting-houses to the 

vain end to which many now stand; alms to sots; and the thousandfold Relief 

Societies; — though I confess with shame I sometimes succumb and give the 

dollar, it is a wicked dollar which by and by I shall have the manhood to withhold. 

Virtues are, in the popular estimate, rather the exception than the rule. There is 

the man and his virtues. Men do what is called a good action, as some piece of 

courage or charity, much as they would pay a fine in expiation of daily 

non-appearance on parade. Their works are done as an apology or extenuation of 

their living in the world, — as invalids and the insane pay a high board. Their 

virtues are penances. I do not wish to expiate, but to live. My life is for itself and 

not for a spectacle. I much prefer that it should be of a lower strain, so it be 

genuine and equal, than that it should be glittering and unsteady. I wish it to be 
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sound and sweet, and not to need diet and bleeding. I ask primary evidence that 

you are a man, and refuse this appeal from the man to his actions. I know that 

for myself it makes no difference whether I do or forbear those actions which are 

reckoned excellent. I cannot consent to pay for a privilege where I have intrinsic 

right. Few and mean as my gifts may be, I actually am, and do not need for my 

own assurance or the assurance of my fellows any secondary testimony. 

What I must do is all that concerns me, not what the people think. This rule, 

equally arduous in actual and in intellectual life, may serve for the whole 

distinction between greatness and meanness. It is the harder, because you will 

always find those who think they know what is your duty better than you know it. 

It is easy in the world to live after the world's opinion; it is easy in solitude to live 

after our own; but the great man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with 

perfect sweetness the independence of solitude. 

The objection to conforming to usages that have become dead to you is, that it 

scatters your force. It loses your time and blurs the impression of your character. 

If you maintain a dead church, contribute to a dead Bible-society, vote with a 

great party either for the government or against it, spread your table like base 

housekeepers, — under all these screens I have difficulty to detect the precise 

man you are. And, of course, so much force is withdrawn from your proper life. 

But do your work, and I shall know you. Do your work, and you shall reinforce 

yourself. A man must consider what a blindman's-buff is this game of conformity. 

If I know your sect, I anticipate your argument. I hear a preacher announce for 

his text and topic the expediency of one of the institutions of his church. Do I not 

know beforehand that not possibly can he say a new and spontaneous word? Do I 

not know that, with all this ostentation of examining the grounds of the 

institution, he will do no such thing? Do I not know that he is pledged to himself 

not to look but at one side, — the permitted side, not as a man, but as a parish 

minister? He is a retained attorney, and these airs of the bench are the emptiest 

affectation. Well, most men have bound their eyes with one or another 

handkerchief, and attached themselves to some one of these communities of 

opinion. This conformity makes them not false in a few particulars, authors of a 

few lies, but false in all particulars. Their every truth is not quite true. Their two is 

not the real two, their four not the real four; so that every word they say chagrins 

us, and we know not where to begin to set them right. Meantime nature is not 

slow to equip us in the prison-uniform of the party to which we adhere. We come 

to wear one cut of face and figure, and acquire by degrees the gentlest asinine 

expression. There is a mortifying experience in particular, which does not fail to 

wreak itself also in the general history; I mean "the foolish face of praise," the 

forced smile which we put on in company where we do not feel at ease in answer 

to conversation which does not interest us. The muscles, not spontaneously 
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moved, but moved by a low usurping wilfulness, grow tight about the outline of 

the face with the most disagreeable sensation. 

For nonconformity the world whips you with its displeasure. And therefore a man 

must know how to estimate a sour face. The by-standers look askance on him in 

the public street or in the friend's parlour. If this aversation had its origin in 

contempt and resistance like his own, he might well go home with a sad 

countenance; but the sour faces of the multitude, like their sweet faces, have no 

deep cause, but are put on and off as the wind blows and a newspaper directs. 

Yet is the discontent of the multitude more formidable than that of the senate and 

the college. It is easy enough for a firm man who knows the world to brook the 

rage of the cultivated classes. Their rage is decorous and prudent, for they are 

timid as being very vulnerable themselves. But when to their feminine rage the 

indignation of the people is added, when the ignorant and the poor are aroused, 

when the unintelligent brute force that lies at the bottom of society is made to 

growl and mow, it needs the habit of magnanimity and religion to treat it godlike 

as a trifle of no concernment. 

The other terror that scares us from self-trust is our consistency; a reverence for 

our past act or word, because the eyes of others have no other data for 

computing our orbit than our past acts, and we are loath to disappoint them. 

But why should you keep your head over your shoulder? Why drag about this 

corpse of your memory, lest you contradict somewhat you have stated in this or 

that public place? Suppose you should contradict yourself; what then? It seems to 

be a rule of wisdom never to rely on your memory alone, scarcely even in acts of 

pure memory, but to bring the past for judgment into the thousand-eyed present, 

and live ever in a new day. In your metaphysics you have denied personality to 

the Deity: yet when the devout motions of the soul come, yield to them heart and 

life, though they should clothe God with shape and color. Leave your theory, as 

Joseph his coat in the hand of the harlot, and flee. 

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adored by little statesmen 

and philosophers and divines. With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to 

do. He may as well concern himself with his shadow on the wall. Speak what you 

think now in hard words, and to-morrow speak what to-morrow thinks in hard 

words again, though it contradict every thing you said to-day. — 'Ah, so you shall 

be sure to be misunderstood.' — Is it so bad, then, to be misunderstood? 

Pythagoras was misunderstood, and Socrates, and Jesus, and Luther, and 

Copernicus, and Galileo, and Newton, and every pure and wise spirit that ever 

took flesh. To be great is to be misunderstood. 
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I suppose no man can violate his nature. All the sallies of his will are rounded in 

by the law of his being, as the inequalities of Andes and Himmaleh are 

insignificant in the curve of the sphere. Nor does it matter how you gauge and try 

him. A character is like an acrostic or Alexandrian stanza; — read it forward, 

backward, or across, it still spells the same thing. In this pleasing, contrite 

wood-life which God allows me, let me record day by day my honest thought 

without prospect or retrospect, and, I cannot doubt, it will be found symmetrical, 

though I mean it not, and see it not. My book should smell of pines and resound 

with the hum of insects. The swallow over my window should interweave that 

thread or straw he carries in his bill into my web also. We pass for what we are. 

Character teaches above our wills. Men imagine that they communicate their 

virtue or vice only by overt actions, and do not see that virtue or vice emit a 

breath every moment. 

There will be an agreement in whatever variety of actions, so they be each honest 

and natural in their hour. For of one will, the actions will be harmonious, however 

unlike they seem. These varieties are lost sight of at a little distance, at a little 

height of thought. One tendency unites them all. The voyage of the best ship is a 

zigzag line of a hundred tacks. See the line from a sufficient distance, and it 

straightens itself to the average tendency. Your genuine action will explain itself, 

and will explain your other genuine actions. Your conformity explains nothing. Act 

singly, and what you have already done singly will justify you now. Greatness 

appeals to the future. If I can be firm enough to-day to do right, and scorn eyes, 

I must have done so much right before as to defend me now. Be it how it will, do 

right now. Always scorn appearances, and you always may. The force of character 

is cumulative. All the foregone days of virtue work their health into this. What 

makes the majesty of the heroes of the senate and the field, which so fills the 

imagination? The consciousness of a train of great days and victories behind. 

They shed an united light on the advancing actor. He is attended as by a visible 

escort of angels. That is it which throws thunder into Chatham's voice, and dignity 

into Washington's port, and America into Adams's eye. Honor is venerable to us 

because it is no ephemeris. It is always ancient virtue. We worship it to-day 

because it is not of to-day. We love it and pay it homage, because it is not a trap 

for our love and homage, but is self-dependent, self-derived, and therefore of an 

old immaculate pedigree, even if shown in a young person. 

I hope in these days we have heard the last of conformity and consistency. Let 

the words be gazetted and ridiculous henceforward. Instead of the gong for 

dinner, let us hear a whistle from the Spartan fife. Let us never bow and 

apologize more. A great man is coming to eat at my house. I do not wish to 

please him; I wish that he should wish to please me. I will stand here for 

humanity, and though I would make it kind, I would make it true. Let us affront 
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and reprimand the smooth mediocrity and squalid contentment of the times, and 

hurl in the face of custom, and trade, and office, the fact which is the upshot of all 

history, that there is a great responsible Thinker and Actor working wherever a 

man works; that a true man belongs to no other time or place, but is the centre 

of things. Where he is, there is nature. He measures you, and all men, and all 

events. Ordinarily, every body in society reminds us of somewhat else, or of some 

other person. Character, reality, reminds you of nothing else; it takes place of the 

whole creation. The man must be so much, that he must make all circumstances 

indifferent. Every true man is a cause, a country, and an age; requires infinite 

spaces and numbers and time fully to accomplish his design; — and posterity 

seem to follow his steps as a train of clients. A man Caesar is born, and for ages 

after we have a Roman Empire. Christ is born, and millions of minds so grow and 

cleave to his genius, that he is confounded with virtue and the possible of man. 

An institution is the lengthened shadow of one man; as, Monachism, of the 

Hermit Antony; the Reformation, of Luther; Quakerism, of Fox; Methodism, of 

Wesley; Abolition, of Clarkson. Scipio, Milton called "the height of Rome"; and all 

history resolves itself very easily into the biography of a few stout and earnest 

persons. 

Let a man then know his worth, and keep things under his feet. Let him not peep 

or steal, or skulk up and down with the air of a charity-boy, a bastard, or an 

interloper, in the world which exists for him. But the man in the street, finding no 

worth in himself which corresponds to the force which built a tower or sculptured 

a marble god, feels poor when he looks on these. To him a palace, a statue, or a 

costly book have an alien and forbidding air, much like a gay equipage, and seem 

to say like that, 'Who are you, Sir?' Yet they all are his, suitors for his notice, 

petitioners to his faculties that they will come out and take possession. The 

picture waits for my verdict: it is not to command me, but I am to settle its claims 

to praise. That popular fable of the sot who was picked up dead drunk in the 

street, carried to the duke's house, washed and dressed and laid in the duke's 

bed, and, on his waking, treated with all obsequious ceremony like the duke, and 

assured that he had been insane, owes its popularity to the fact, that it 

symbolizes so well the state of man, who is in the world a sort of sot, but now 

and then wakes up, exercises his reason, and finds himself a true prince. 

Our reading is mendicant and sycophantic. In history, our imagination plays us 

false. Kingdom and lordship, power and estate, are a gaudier vocabulary than 

private John and Edward in a small house and common day's work; but the things 

of life are the same to both; the sum total of both is the same. Why all this 

deference to Alfred, and Scanderbeg, and Gustavus? Suppose they were virtuous; 

did they wear out virtue? As great a stake depends on your private act to-day, as 

followed their public and renowned steps. When private men shall act with 
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original views, the lustre will be transferred from the actions of kings to those of 

gentlemen. 

The world has been instructed by its kings, who have so magnetized the eyes of 

nations. It has been taught by this colossal symbol the mutual reverence that is 

due from man to man. The joyful loyalty with which men have everywhere 

suffered the king, the noble, or the great proprietor to walk among them by a law 

of his own, make his own scale of men and things, and reverse theirs, pay for 

benefits not with money but with honor, and represent the law in his person, was 

the hieroglyphic by which they obscurely signified their consciousness of their own 

right and comeliness, the right of every man. 

The magnetism which all original action exerts is explained when we inquire the 

reason of self-trust. Who is the Trustee? What is the aboriginal Self, on which a 

universal reliance may be grounded? What is the nature and power of that 

science-baffling star, without parallax, without calculable elements, which shoots 

a ray of beauty even into trivial and impure actions, if the least mark of 

independence appear? The inquiry leads us to that source, at once the essence of 

genius, of virtue, and of life, which we call Spontaneity or Instinct. We denote this 

primary wisdom as Intuition, whilst all later teachings are tuitions. In that deep 

force, the last fact behind which analysis cannot go, all things find their common 

origin. For, the sense of being which in calm hours rises, we know not how, in the 

soul, is not diverse from things, from space, from light, from time, from man, but 

one with them, and proceeds obviously from the same source whence their life 

and being also proceed. We first share the life by which things exist, and 

afterwards see them as appearances in nature, and forget that we have shared 

their cause. Here is the fountain of action and of thought. Here are the lungs of 

that inspiration which giveth man wisdom, and which cannot be denied without 

impiety and atheism. We lie in the lap of immense intelligence, which makes us 

receivers of its truth and organs of its activity. When we discern justice, when we 

discern truth, we do nothing of ourselves, but allow a passage to its beams. If we 

ask whence this comes, if we seek to pry into the soul that causes, all philosophy 

is at fault. Its presence or its absence is all we can affirm. Every man 

discriminates between the voluntary acts of his mind, and his involuntary 

perceptions, and knows that to his involuntary perceptions a perfect faith is due. 

He may err in the expression of them, but he knows that these things are so, like 

day and night, not to be disputed. My wilful actions and acquisitions are but 

roving; — the idlest reverie, the faintest native emotion, command my curiosity 

and respect. Thoughtless people contradict as readily the statement of 

perceptions as of opinions, or rather much more readily; for, they do not 

distinguish between perception and notion. They fancy that I choose to see this or 

that thing. But perception is not whimsical, but fatal. If I see a trait, my children 
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will see it after me, and in course of time, all mankind, — although it may chance 

that no one has seen it before me. For my perception of it is as much a fact as 

the sun. 

The relations of the soul to the divine spirit are so pure, that it is profane to seek 

to interpose helps. It must be that when God speaketh he should communicate, 

not one thing, but all things; should fill the world with his voice; should scatter 

forth light, nature, time, souls, from the centre of the present thought; and new 

date and new create the whole. Whenever a mind is simple, and receives a divine 

wisdom, old things pass away, — means, teachers, texts, temples fall; it lives 

now, and absorbs past and future into the present hour. All things are made 

sacred by relation to it, — one as much as another. All things are dissolved to 

their centre by their cause, and, in the universal miracle, petty and particular 

miracles disappear. If, therefore, a man claims to know and speak of God, and 

carries you backward to the phraseology of some old mouldered nation in another 

country, in another world, believe him not. Is the acorn better than the oak which 

is its fulness and completion? Is the parent better than the child into whom he 

has cast his ripened being? Whence, then, this worship of the past? The centuries 

are conspirators against the sanity and authority of the soul. Time and space are 

but physiological colors which the eye makes, but the soul is light; where it is, is 

day; where it was, is night; and history is an impertinence and an injury, if it be 

any thing more than a cheerful apologue or parable of my being and becoming. 

Man is timid and apologetic; he is no longer upright; he dares not say 'I think,' 'I 

am,' but quotes some saint or sage. He is ashamed before the blade of grass or 

the blowing rose. These roses under my window make no reference to former 

roses or to better ones; they are for what they are; they exist with God to-day. 

There is no time to them. There is simply the rose; it is perfect in every moment 

of its existence. Before a leaf-bud has burst, its whole life acts; in the full-blown 

flower there is no more; in the leafless root there is no less. Its nature is 

satisfied, and it satisfies nature, in all moments alike. But man postpones or 

remembers; he does not live in the present, but with reverted eye laments the 

past, or, heedless of the riches that surround him, stands on tiptoe to foresee the 

future. He cannot be happy and strong until he too lives with nature in the 

present, above time. 

This should be plain enough. Yet see what strong intellects dare not yet hear God 

himself, unless he speak the phraseology of I know not what David, or Jeremiah, 

or Paul. We shall not always set so great a price on a few texts, on a few lives. 

We are like children who repeat by rote the sentences of grandames and tutors, 

and, as they grow older, of the men of talents and character they chance to see, 

— painfully recollecting the exact words they spoke; afterwards, when they come 
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into the point of view which those had who uttered these sayings, they 

understand them, and are willing to let the words go; for, at any time, they can 

use words as good when occasion comes. If we live truly, we shall see truly. It is 

as easy for the strong man to be strong, as it is for the weak to be weak. When 

we have new perception, we shall gladly disburden the memory of its hoarded 

treasures as old rubbish. When a man lives with God, his voice shall be as sweet 

as the murmur of the brook and the rustle of the corn. 

And now at last the highest truth on this subject remains unsaid; probably cannot 

be said; for all that we say is the far-off remembering of the intuition. That 

thought, by what I can now nearest approach to say it, is this. When good is near 

you, when you have life in yourself, it is not by any known or accustomed way; 

you shall not discern the foot-prints of any other; you shall not see the face of 

man; you shall not hear any name;—— the way, the thought, the good, shall be 

wholly strange and new. It shall exclude example and experience. You take the 

way from man, not to man. All persons that ever existed are its forgotten 

ministers. Fear and hope are alike beneath it. There is somewhat low even in 

hope. In the hour of vision, there is nothing that can be called gratitude, nor 

properly joy. The soul raised over passion beholds identity and eternal causation, 

perceives the self-existence of Truth and Right, and calms itself with knowing that 

all things go well. Vast spaces of nature, the Atlantic Ocean, the South Sea, — 

long intervals of time, years, centuries, — are of no account. This which I think 

and feel underlay every former state of life and circumstances, as it does underlie 

my present, and what is called life, and what is called death. 

Life only avails, not the having lived. Power ceases in the instant of repose; it 

resides in the moment of transition from a past to a new state, in the shooting of 

the gulf, in the darting to an aim. This one fact the world hates, that the soul 

becomes ; for that for ever degrades the past, turns all riches to poverty, all 

reputation to a shame, confounds the saint with the rogue, shoves Jesus and 

Judas equally aside. Why, then, do we prate of self-reliance? Inasmuch as the 

soul is present, there will be power not confident but agent. To talk of reliance is 

a poor external way of speaking. Speak rather of that which relies, because it 

works and is. Who has more obedience than I masters me, though he should not 

raise his finger. Round him I must revolve by the gravitation of spirits. We fancy 

it rhetoric, when we speak of eminent virtue. We do not yet see that virtue is 

Height, and that a man or a company of men, plastic and permeable to principles, 

by the law of nature must overpower and ride all cities, nations, kings, rich men, 

poets, who are not. 

This is the ultimate fact which we so quickly reach on this, as on every topic, the 

resolution of all into the ever-blessed ONE. Self-existence is the attribute of the 
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Supreme Cause, and it constitutes the measure of good by the degree in which it 

enters into all lower forms. All things real are so by so much virtue as they 

contain. Commerce, husbandry, hunting, whaling, war, eloquence, personal 

weight, are somewhat, and engage my respect as examples of its presence and 

impure action. I see the same law working in nature for conservation and growth. 

Power is in nature the essential measure of right. Nature suffers nothing to 

remain in her kingdoms which cannot help itself. The genesis and maturation of a 

planet, its poise and orbit, the bended tree recovering itself from the strong wind, 

the vital resources of every animal and vegetable, are demonstrations of the 

self-sufficing, and therefore self-relying soul. 

Thus all concentrates: let us not rove; let us sit at home with the cause. Let us 

stun and astonish the intruding rabble of men and books and institutions, by a 

simple declaration of the divine fact. Bid the invaders take the shoes from off 

their feet, for God is here within. Let our simplicity judge them, and our docility to 

our own law demonstrate the poverty of nature and fortune beside our native 

riches. 

But now we are a mob. Man does not stand in awe of man, nor is his genius 

admonished to stay at home, to put itself in communication with the internal 

ocean, but it goes abroad to beg a cup of water of the urns of other men. We 

must go alone. I like the silent church before the service begins, better than any 

preaching. How far off, how cool, how chaste the persons look, begirt each one 

with a precinct or sanctuary! So let us always sit. Why should we assume the 

faults of our friend, or wife, or father, or child, because they sit around our 

hearth, or are said to have the same blood? All men have my blood, and I have 

all men's. Not for that will I adopt their petulance or folly, even to the extent of 

being ashamed of it. But your isolation must not be mechanical, but spiritual, that 

is, must be elevation. At times the whole world seems to be in conspiracy to 

importune you with emphatic trifles. Friend, client, child, sickness, fear, want, 

charity, all knock at once at thy closet door, and say, — 'Come out unto us.' But 

keep thy state; come not into their confusion. The power men possess to annoy 

me, I give them by a weak curiosity. No man can come near me but through my 

act. "What we love that we have, but by desire we bereave ourselves of the love." 

If we cannot at once rise to the sanctities of obedience and faith, let us at least 

resist our temptations; let us enter into the state of war, and wake Thor and 

Woden, courage and constancy, in our Saxon breasts. This is to be done in our 

smooth times by speaking the truth. Check this lying hospitality and lying 

affection. Live no longer to the expectation of these deceived and deceiving 

people with whom we converse. Say to them, O father, O mother, O wife, O 

brother, O friend, I have lived with you after appearances hitherto. Henceforward 
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I am the truth's. Be it known unto you that henceforward I obey no law less than 

the eternal law. I will have no covenants but proximities. I shall endeavour to 

nourish my parents, to support my family, to be the chaste husband of one wife, 

— but these relations I must fill after a new and unprecedented way. I appeal 

from your customs. I must be myself. I cannot break myself any longer for you, 

or you. If you can love me for what I am, we shall be the happier. If you cannot, I 

will still seek to deserve that you should. I will not hide my tastes or aversions. I 

will so trust that what is deep is holy, that I will do strongly before the sun and 

moon whatever inly rejoices me, and the heart appoints. If you are noble, I will 

love you; if you are not, I will not hurt you and myself by hypocritical attentions. 

If you are true, but not in the same truth with me, cleave to your companions; I 

will seek my own. I do this not selfishly, but humbly and truly. It is alike your 

interest, and mine, and all men's, however long we have dwelt in lies, to live in 

truth. Does this sound harsh to-day? You will soon love what is dictated by your 

nature as well as mine, and, if we follow the truth, it will bring us out safe at last. 

— But so you may give these friends pain. Yes, but I cannot sell my liberty and 

my power, to save their sensibility. Besides, all persons have their moments of 

reason, when they look out into the region of absolute truth; then will they justify 

me, and do the same thing. 

The populace think that your rejection of popular standards is a rejection of all 

standard, and mere antinomianism; and the bold sensualist will use the name of 

philosophy to gild his crimes. But the law of consciousness abides. There are two 

confessionals, in one or the other of which we must be shriven. You may fulfil 

your round of duties by clearing yourself in the direct , or in the reflex way. 

Consider whether you have satisfied your relations to father, mother, cousin, 

neighbour, town, cat, and dog; whether any of these can upbraid you. But I may 

also neglect this reflex standard, and absolve me to myself. I have my own stern 

claims and perfect circle. It denies the name of duty to many offices that are 

called duties. But if I can discharge its debts, it enables me to dispense with the 

popular code. If any one imagines that this law is lax, let him keep its 

commandment one day. 

And truly it demands something godlike in him who has cast off the common 

motives of humanity, and has ventured to trust himself for a taskmaster. High be 

his heart, faithful his will, clear his sight, that he may in good earnest be doctrine, 

society, law, to himself, that a simple purpose may be to him as strong as iron 

necessity is to others! 

If any man consider the present aspects of what is called by distinction society , 
he will see the need of these ethics. The sinew and heart of man seem to be 

drawn out, and we are become timorous, desponding whimperers. We are afraid 
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of truth, afraid of fortune, afraid of death, and afraid of each other. Our age yields 

no great and perfect persons. We want men and women who shall renovate life 

and our social state, but we see that most natures are insolvent, cannot satisfy 

their own wants, have an ambition out of all proportion to their practical force, 

and do lean and beg day and night continually. Our housekeeping is mendicant, 

our arts, our occupations, our marriages, our religion, we have not chosen, but 

society has chosen for us. We are parlour soldiers. We shun the rugged battle of 

fate, where strength is born. 

If our young men miscarry in their first enterprises, they lose all heart. If the 

young merchant fails, men say he is ruined . If the finest genius studies at one of 

our colleges, and is not installed in an office within one year afterwards in the 

cities or suburbs of Boston or New York, it seems to his friends and to himself 

that he is right in being disheartened, and in complaining the rest of his life. A 

sturdy lad from New Hampshire or Vermont, who in turn tries all the professions, 

who teams it , farms it , peddles , keeps a school, preaches, edits a newspaper, 

goes to Congress, buys a township, and so forth, in successive years, and always, 

like a cat, falls on his feet, is worth a hundred of these city dolls. He walks 

abreast with his days, and feels no shame in not 'studying a profession,' for he 

does not postpone his life, but lives already. He has not one chance, but a 

hundred chances. Let a Stoic open the resources of man, and tell men they are 

not leaning willows, but can and must detach themselves; that with the exercise 

of self-trust, new powers shall appear; that a man is the word made flesh, born to 

shed healing to the nations, that he should be ashamed of our compassion, and 

that the moment he acts from himself, tossing the laws, the books, idolatries, and 

customs out of the window, we pity him no more, but thank and revere him, — 

and that teacher shall restore the life of man to splendor, and make his name 

dear to all history. 

It is easy to see that a greater self-reliance must work a revolution in all the 

offices and relations of men; in their religion; in their education; in their pursuits; 

their modes of living; their association; in their property; in their speculative 

views. 

1. In what prayers do men allow themselves! That which they call a holy office is 

not so much as brave and manly. Prayer looks abroad and asks for some foreign 

addition to come through some foreign virtue, and loses itself in endless mazes of 

natural and supernatural, and mediatorial and miraculous. Prayer that craves a 

particular commodity, — any thing less than all good, — is vicious. Prayer is the 

contemplation of the facts of life from the highest point of view. It is the soliloquy 

of a beholding and jubilant soul. It is the spirit of God pronouncing his works 

good. But prayer as a means to effect a private end is meanness and theft. It 
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supposes dualism and not unity in nature and consciousness. As soon as the man 

is at one with God, he will not beg. He will then see prayer in all action. The 

prayer of the farmer kneeling in his field to weed it, the prayer of the rower 

kneeling with the stroke of his oar, are true prayers heard throughout nature, 

though for cheap ends. Caratach, in Fletcher's Bonduca, when admonished to 

inquire the mind of the god Audate, replies, — 

"His hidden meaning lies in our endeavours; 

Our valors are our best gods." 

Another sort of false prayers are our regrets. Discontent is the want of 

self-reliance: it is infirmity of will. Regret calamities, if you can thereby help the 

sufferer; if not, attend your own work, and already the evil begins to be repaired. 

Our sympathy is just as base. We come to them who weep foolishly, and sit down 

and cry for company, instead of imparting to them truth and health in rough 

electric shocks, putting them once more in communication with their own reason. 

The secret of fortune is joy in our hands. Welcome evermore to gods and men is 

the self-helping man. For him all doors are flung wide: him all tongues greet, all 

honors crown, all eyes follow with desire. Our love goes out to him and embraces 

him, because he did not need it. We solicitously and apologetically caress and 

celebrate him, because he held on his way and scorned our disapprobation. The 

gods love him because men hated him. "To the persevering mortal," said 

Zoroaster, "the blessed Immortals are swift." 

As men's prayers are a disease of the will, so are their creeds a disease of the 

intellect. They say with those foolish Israelites, 'Let not God speak to us, lest we 

die. Speak thou, speak any man with us, and we will obey.' Everywhere I am 

hindered of meeting God in my brother, because he has shut his own temple 

doors, and recites fables merely of his brother's, or his brother's brother's God. 

Every new mind is a new classification. If it prove a mind of uncommon activity 

and power, a Locke, a Lavoisier, a Hutton, a Bentham, a Fourier, it imposes its 

classification on other men, and lo! a new system. In proportion to the depth of 

the thought, and so to the number of the objects it touches and brings within 

reach of the pupil, is his complacency. But chiefly is this apparent in creeds and 

churches, which are also classifications of some powerful mind acting on the 

elemental thought of duty, and man's relation to the Highest. Such is Calvinism, 

Quakerism, Swedenborgism. The pupil takes the same delight in subordinating 

every thing to the new terminology, as a girl who has just learned botany in 

seeing a new earth and new seasons thereby. It will happen for a time, that the 

pupil will find his intellectual power has grown by the study of his master's mind. 

But in all unbalanced minds, the classification is idolized, passes for the end, and 

not for a speedily exhaustible means, so that the walls of the system blend to 
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their eye in the remote horizon with the walls of the universe; the luminaries of 

heaven seem to them hung on the arch their master built. They cannot imagine 

how you aliens have any right to see, — how you can see; 'It must be somehow 

that you stole the light from us.' They do not yet perceive, that light, 

unsystematic, indomitable, will break into any cabin, even into theirs. Let them 

chirp awhile and call it their own. If they are honest and do well, presently their 

neat new pinfold will be too strait and low, will crack, will lean, will rot and vanish, 

and the immortal light, all young and joyful, million-orbed, million-colored, will 

beam over the universe as on the first morning. 

2. It is for want of self-culture that the superstition of Travelling, whose idols are 

Italy, England, Egypt, retains its fascination for all educated Americans. They who 

made England, Italy, or Greece venerable in the imagination did so by sticking 

fast where they were, like an axis of the earth. In manly hours, we feel that duty 

is our place. The soul is no traveller; the wise man stays at home, and when his 

necessities, his duties, on any occasion call him from his house, or into foreign 

lands, he is at home still, and shall make men sensible by the expression of his 

countenance, that he goes the missionary of wisdom and virtue, and visits cities 

and men like a sovereign, and not like an interloper or a valet. 

I have no churlish objection to the circumnavigation of the globe, for the purposes 

of art, of study, and benevolence, so that the man is first domesticated, or does 

not go abroad with the hope of finding somewhat greater than he knows. He who 

travels to be amused, or to get somewhat which he does not carry, travels away 

from himself, and grows old even in youth among old things. In Thebes, in 

Palmyra, his will and mind have become old and dilapidated as they. He carries 

ruins to ruins. 

Travelling is a fool's paradise. Our first journeys discover to us the indifference of 

places. At home I dream that at Naples, at Rome, I can be intoxicated with 

beauty, and lose my sadness. I pack my trunk, embrace my friends, embark on 

the sea, and at last wake up in Naples, and there beside me is the stern fact, the 

sad self, unrelenting, identical, that I fled from. I seek the Vatican, and the 

palaces. I affect to be intoxicated with sights and suggestions, but I am not 

intoxicated. My giant goes with me wherever I go. 

3. But the rage of travelling is a symptom of a deeper unsoundness affecting the 

whole intellectual action. The intellect is vagabond, and our system of education 

fosters restlessness. Our minds travel when our bodies are forced to stay at 

home. We imitate; and what is imitation but the travelling of the mind? Our 

houses are built with foreign taste; our shelves are garnished with foreign 

ornaments; our opinions, our tastes, our faculties, lean, and follow the Past and 

the Distant. The soul created the arts wherever they have flourished. It was in his 
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own mind that the artist sought his model. It was an application of his own 

thought to the thing to be done and the conditions to be observed. And why need 

we copy the Doric or the Gothic model? Beauty, convenience, grandeur of 

thought, and quaint expression are as near to us as to any, and if the American 

artist will study with hope and love the precise thing to be done by him, 

considering the climate, the soil, the length of the day, the wants of the people, 

the habit and form of the government, he will create a house in which all these 

will find themselves fitted, and taste and sentiment will be satisfied also. 

Insist on yourself; never imitate. Your own gift you can present every moment 

with the cumulative force of a whole life's cultivation; but of the adopted talent of 

another, you have only an extemporaneous, half possession. That which each can 

do best, none but his Maker can teach him. No man yet knows what it is, nor can, 

till that person has exhibited it. Where is the master who could have taught 

Shakspeare? Where is the master who could have instructed Franklin, or 

Washington, or Bacon, or Newton? Every great man is a unique. The Scipionism 

of Scipio is precisely that part he could not borrow. Shakspeare will never be 

made by the study of Shakspeare. Do that which is assigned you, and you cannot 

hope too much or dare too much. There is at this moment for you an utterance 

brave and grand as that of the colossal chisel of Phidias, or trowel of the 

Egyptians, or the pen of Moses, or Dante, but different from all these. Not 

possibly will the soul all rich, all eloquent, with thousand-cloven tongue, deign to 

repeat itself; but if you can hear what these patriarchs say, surely you can reply 

to them in the same pitch of voice; for the ear and the tongue are two organs of 

one nature. Abide in the simple and noble regions of thy life, obey thy heart, and 

thou shalt reproduce the Foreworld again. 

4. As our Religion, our Education, our Art look abroad, so does our spirit of 

society. All men plume themselves on the improvement of society, and no man 

improves. 

Society never advances. It recedes as fast on one side as it gains on the other. It 

undergoes continual changes; it is barbarous, it is civilized, it is christianized, it is 

rich, it is scientific; but this change is not amelioration. For every thing that is 

given, something is taken. Society acquires new arts, and loses old instincts. 

What a contrast between the well-clad, reading, writing, thinking American, with 

a watch, a pencil, and a bill of exchange in his pocket, and the naked New 

Zealander, whose property is a club, a spear, a mat, and an undivided twentieth 

of a shed to sleep under! But compare the health of the two men, and you shall 

see that the white man has lost his aboriginal strength. If the traveller tell us 

truly, strike the savage with a broad axe, and in a day or two the flesh shall unite 
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and heal as if you struck the blow into soft pitch, and the same blow shall send 

the white to his grave. 

The civilized man has built a coach, but has lost the use of his feet. He is 

supported on crutches, but lacks so much support of muscle. He has a fine 

Geneva watch, but he fails of the skill to tell the hour by the sun. A Greenwich 

nautical almanac he has, and so being sure of the information when he wants it, 

the man in the street does not know a star in the sky. The solstice he does not 

observe; the equinox he knows as little; and the whole bright calendar of the year 

is without a dial in his mind. His note-books impair his memory; his libraries 

overload his wit; the insurance-office increases the number of accidents; and it 

may be a question whether machinery does not encumber; whether we have not 

lost by refinement some energy, by a Christianity entrenched in establishments 

and forms, some vigor of wild virtue. For every Stoic was a Stoic; but in 

Christendom where is the Christian? 

There is no more deviation in the moral standard than in the standard of height or 

bulk. No greater men are now than ever were. A singular equality may be 

observed between the great men of the first and of the last ages; nor can all the 

science, art, religion, and philosophy of the nineteenth century avail to educate 

greater men than Plutarch's heroes, three or four and twenty centuries ago. Not 

in time is the race progressive. Phocion, Socrates, Anaxagoras, Diogenes, are 

great men, but they leave no class. He who is really of their class will not be 

called by their name, but will be his own man, and, in his turn, the founder of a 

sect. The arts and inventions of each period are only its costume, and do not 

invigorate men. The harm of the improved machinery may compensate its good. 

Hudson and Behring accomplished so much in their fishing-boats, as to astonish 

Parry and Franklin, whose equipment exhausted the resources of science and art. 

Galileo, with an opera-glass, discovered a more splendid series of celestial 

phenomena than any one since. Columbus found the New World in an undecked 

boat. It is curious to see the periodical disuse and perishing of means and 

machinery, which were introduced with loud laudation a few years or centuries 

before. The great genius returns to essential man. We reckoned the 

improvements of the art of war among the triumphs of science, and yet Napoleon 

conquered Europe by the bivouac, which consisted of falling back on naked valor, 

and disencumbering it of all aids. The Emperor held it impossible to make a 

perfect army, says Las Casas, "without abolishing our arms, magazines, 

commissaries, and carriages, until, in imitation of the Roman custom, the soldier 

should receive his supply of corn, grind it in his hand-mill, and bake his bread 

himself." 
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Society is a wave. The wave moves onward, but the water of which it is composed 

does not. The same particle does not rise from the valley to the ridge. Its unity is 

only phenomenal. The persons who make up a nation to-day, next year die, and 

their experience with them. 

And so the reliance on Property, including the reliance on governments which 

protect it, is the want of self-reliance. Men have looked away from themselves 

and at things so long, that they have come to esteem the religious, learned, and 

civil institutions as guards of property, and they deprecate assaults on these, 

because they feel them to be assaults on property. They measure their esteem of 

each other by what each has, and not by what each is. But a cultivated man 

becomes ashamed of his property, out of new respect for his nature. Especially he 

hates what he has, if he see that it is accidental, — came to him by inheritance, 

or gift, or crime; then he feels that it is not having; it does not belong to him, has 

no root in him, and merely lies there, because no revolution or no robber takes it 

away. But that which a man is does always by necessity acquire, and what the 

man acquires is living property, which does not wait the beck of rulers, or mobs, 

or revolutions, or fire, or storm, or bankruptcies, but perpetually renews itself 

wherever the man breathes. "Thy lot or portion of life," said the Caliph Ali, "is 

seeking after thee; therefore be at rest from seeking after it." Our dependence on 

these foreign goods leads us to our slavish respect for numbers. The political 

parties meet in numerous conventions; the greater the concourse, and with each 

new uproar of announcement, The delegation from Essex! The Democrats from 

New Hampshire! The Whigs of Maine! the young patriot feels himself stronger 

than before by a new thousand of eyes and arms. In like manner the reformers 

summon conventions, and vote and resolve in multitude. Not so, O friends! will 

the God deign to enter and inhabit you, but by a method precisely the reverse. It 

is only as a man puts off all foreign support, and stands alone, that I see him to 

be strong and to prevail. He is weaker by every recruit to his banner. Is not a 

man better than a town? Ask nothing of men, and in the endless mutation, thou 

only firm column must presently appear the upholder of all that surrounds thee. 

He who knows that power is inborn, that he is weak because he has looked for 

good out of him and elsewhere, and so perceiving, throws himself unhesitatingly 

on his thought, instantly rights himself, stands in the erect position, commands 

his limbs, works miracles; just as a man who stands on his feet is stronger than a 

man who stands on his head. 

So use all that is called Fortune. Most men gamble with her, and gain all, and lose 

all, as her wheel rolls. But do thou leave as unlawful these winnings, and deal 

with Cause and Effect, the chancellors of God. In the Will work and acquire, and 

thou hast chained the wheel of Chance, and shalt sit hereafter out of fear from 

her rotations. A political victory, a rise of rents, the recovery of your sick, or the 
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return of your absent friend, or some other favorable event, raises your spirits, 

and you think good days are preparing for you. Do not believe it. Nothing can 

bring you peace but yourself. Nothing can bring you peace but the triumph of 

principles. 

Nature (excerpt) 

Introduction 

OUR age is retrospective. It builds the sepulchers of the fathers. It writes 

biographies, histories, and criticism. The foregoing generations beheld God and 

nature face to face; we, through their eyes. Why should not we also enjoy an 

original relation to the universe? Why should not we have a poetry and philosophy 

of insight and not of tradition, and a religion by revelation to us, and not the 

history of theirs? Embosomed for a season in nature, whose floods of life stream 

around and through us, and invite us by the powers they supply, to action 

proportioned to nature, why should we grope among the dry bones of the past, or 

put the living generation into masquerade out of its faded wardrobe? The sun 

shines to-day also. There is more wool and flax in the fields. There are new lands, 

new men, new thoughts. Let us demand our own works and laws and worship. 

Undoubtedly we have no questions to ask which are unanswerable. We must trust 

the perfection of the creation so far, as to believe that whatever curiosity the 

order of things has awakened in our minds, the order of things can satisfy. Every 

man's condition is a solution in hieroglyphic to those inquiries he would put. He 

acts it as life, before he apprehends it as truth. In like manner, nature is already, 

in its forms and tendencies, describing its own design. Let us interrogate the 

great apparition, that shines so peacefully around us. Let us inquire, to what end 

is nature? 

All science has one aim, namely, to find a theory of nature. We have theories of 

races and of functions, but scarcely yet a remote approach to an idea of creation. 

We are now so far from the road to truth, that religious teachers dispute and hate 

each other, and speculative men are esteemed unsound and frivolous. But to a 

sound judgment, the most abstract truth is the most practical. Whenever a true 

theory appears, it will be its own evidence. Its test is, that it will explain all 

phenomena. Now many are thought not only unexplained but inexplicable; as 

language, sleep, madness, dreams, beasts, sex. 

Philosophically considered, the universe is composed of Nature and the Soul. 

Strictly speaking, therefore, all that is separate from us, all which Philosophy 

distinguishes as the NOT ME, that is, both nature and art, all other men and my 

own body, must be ranked under this name, NATURE. In enumerating the values 
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of nature and casting up their sum, I shall use the word in both senses;—in its 

common and in its philosophical import. In inquiries so general as our present 

one, the inaccuracy is not material; no confusion of thought will occur. Nature, in 

the common sense, refers to essences unchanged by man; space, the air, the 

river, the leaf. Art is applied to the mixture of his will with the same things, as in 

a house, a canal, a statue, a picture. But his operations taken together are so 

insignificant, a little chipping, baking, patching, and washing, that in an 

impression so grand as that of the world on the human mind, they do not vary 

the result. 

Chapter I, Nature 

TO go into solitude, a man needs to retire as much from his chamber as from 

society. I am not solitary whilst I read and write, though nobody is with me. But if 

a man would be alone, let him look at the stars. The rays that come from those 

heavenly worlds, will separate between him and what he touches. One might 

think the atmosphere was made transparent with this design, to give man, in the 

heavenly bodies, the perpetual presence of the sublime. Seen in the streets of 

cities, how great they are! If the stars should appear one night in a thousand 

years, how would men believe and adore; and preserve for many generations the 

remembrance of the city of God which had been shown! But every night come out 

these envoys of beauty, and light the universe with their admonishing smile. 

The stars awaken a certain reverence, because though always present, they are 

inaccessible; but all natural objects make a kindred impression, when the mind is 

open to their influence. Nature never wears a mean appearance. Neither does the 

wisest man extort her secret, and lose his curiosity by finding out all her 

perfection. Nature never became a toy to a wise spirit. The flowers, the animals, 

the mountains, reflected the wisdom of his best hour, as much as they had 

delighted the simplicity of his childhood. 

When we speak of nature in this manner, we have a distinct but most poetical 

sense in the mind. We mean the integrity of impression made by manifold natural 

objects. It is this which distinguishes the stick of timber of the wood-cutter, from 

the tree of the poet. The charming landscape which I saw this morning, is 

indubitably made up of some twenty or thirty farms. Miller owns this field, Locke 

that, and Manning the woodland beyond. But none of them owns the landscape. 

There is a property in the horizon which no man has but he whose eye can 

integrate all the parts, that is, the poet. This is the best part of these men's 

farms, yet to this their warranty-deeds give no title. 

To speak truly, few adult persons can see nature. Most persons do not see the 

sun. At least they have a very superficial seeing. The sun illuminates only the eye 
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of the man, but shines into the eye and the heart of the child. The lover of nature 

is he whose inward and outward senses are still truly adjusted to each other; who 

has retained the spirit of infancy even into the era of manhood. His intercourse 

with heaven and earth, becomes part of his daily food. In the presence of nature, 

a wild delight runs through the man, in spite of real sorrows. Nature says,—he is 

my creature, and maugre all his impertinent griefs, he shall be glad with me. Not 

the sun or the summer alone, but every hour and season yields its tribute of 

delight; for every hour and change corresponds to and authorizes a different state 

of the mind, from breathless noon to grimmest midnight. Nature is a setting that 

fits equally well a comic or a mourning piece. In good health, the air is a cordial of 

incredible virtue. Crossing a bare common, in snow puddles, at twilight, under a 

clouded sky, without having in my thoughts any occurrence of special good 

fortune, I have enjoyed a perfect exhilaration. I am glad to the brink of fear. In 

the woods too, a man casts off his years, as the snake his slough, and at what 

period soever of life, is always a child. In the woods, is perpetual youth. Within 

these plantations of God, a decorum and sanctity reign, a perennial festival is 

dressed, and the guest sees not how he should tire of them in a thousand years. 

In the woods, we return to reason and faith. There I feel that nothing can befall 

me in life,—no disgrace, no calamity, (leaving me my eyes,) which nature cannot 

repair. Standing on the bare ground,—my head bathed by the blithe air, and 

uplifted into infinite space,—all mean egotism vanishes. I become a transparent 

eye-ball; I am nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal Being circulate 

through me; I am part or particle of God. The name of the nearest friend sounds 

then foreign and accidental: to be brothers, to be acquaintances,—master or 

servant, is then a trifle and a disturbance. I am the lover of uncontained and 

immortal beauty. In the wilderness, I find something more dear and connate than 

in streets or villages. In the tranquil landscape, and especially in the distant line 

of the horizon, man beholds somewhat as beautiful as his own nature. 

The greatest delight which the fields and woods minister, is the suggestion of an 

occult relation between man and the vegetable. I am not alone and 

unacknowledged. They nod to me, and I to them. The waving of the boughs in the 

storm, is new to me and old. It takes me by surprise, and yet is not unknown. Its 

effect is like that of a higher thought or a better emotion coming over me, when I 

deemed I was thinking justly or doing right. 

Yet it is certain that the power to produce this delight, does not reside in nature, 

but in man, or in a harmony of both. It is necessary to use these pleasures with 

great temperance. For, nature is not always tricked in holiday attire, but the same 

scene which yesterday breathed perfume and glittered as for the frolic of the 

nymphs, is overspread with melancholy today. Nature always wears the colors of 

the spirit. To a man laboring under calamity, the heat of his own fire hath sadness 
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in it. Then, there is a kind of contempt of the landscape felt by him who has just 

lost by death a dear friend. The sky is less grand as it shuts down over less worth 

in the population. 

[text omitted] 

The American Scholar 

Mr. President and Gentlemen, 

I greet you on the re-commencement of our literary year. Our anniversary is one 

of hope, and, perhaps, not enough of labor. We do not meet for games of 

strength or skill, for the recitation of histories, tragedies, and odes, like the 

ancient Greeks; for parliaments of love and poesy, like the Troubadours; nor for 

the advancement of science, like our contemporaries in the British and European 

capitals. Thus far, our holiday has been simply a friendly sign of the survival of 

the love of letters amongst a people too busy to give to letters any more. As 

such, it is precious as the sign of an indestructible instinct. Perhaps the time is 

already come, when it ought to be, and will be, something else; when the 

sluggard intellect of this continent will look from under its iron lids, and fill the 

postponed expectation of the world with something better than the exertions of 

mechanical skill. Our day of dependence, our long apprenticeship to the learning 

of other lands, draws to a close. 

The millions, that around us are rushing into life, cannot always be fed on the 

sere remains of foreign harvests. Events, actions arise, that must be sung, that 

will sing themselves. Who can doubt, that poetry will revive and lead in a new 

age, as the star in the constellation Harp, which now flames in our zenith, 

astronomers announce, shall one day be the pole-star for a thousand years? 

In this hope, I accept the topic which not only usage, but the nature of our 

association, seem to prescribe to this day,--the AMERICAN SCHOLAR. Year by 

year, we come up hither to read one more chapter of his biography. Let us inquire 

what light new days and events have thrown on his character, and his hopes. 

It is one of those fables, which, out of an unknown antiquity, convey an 

unlooked-for wisdom, that the gods, in the beginning, divided Man into men, that 

he might be more helpful to himself; just as the hand was divided into fingers, 

the better to answer its end. 

The old fable covers a doctrine ever new and sublime; that there is One 

Man,--present to all particular men only partially, or through one faculty; and that 

you must take the whole society to find the whole man. Man is not a farmer, or a 
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professor, or an engineer, but he is all. Man is priest, and scholar, and statesman, 

and producer, and soldier. In the divided or social state, these functions are 

parceled out to individuals, each of whom aims to do his stint of the joint work, 

whilst each other performs his. The fable implies, that the individual, to possess 

himself, must sometimes return from his own labor to embrace all the other 

laborers. But unfortunately, this original unit, this fountain of power, has been so 

distributed to multitudes, has been so minutely subdivided and peddled out, that 

it is spilled into drops, and cannot be gathered. The state of society is one in 

which the members have suffered amputation from the trunk, and strut about so 

many walking monsters,--a good finger, a neck, a stomach, an elbow, but never a 

man. 

Man is thus metamorphosed into a thing, into many things. The planter, who is 

Man sent out into the field to gather food, is seldom cheered by any idea of the 

true dignity of his ministry. He sees his bushel and his cart, and nothing beyond, 

and sinks into the farmer, instead of Man on the farm. The tradesman scarcely 

ever gives an ideal worth to his work, but is ridden by the routine of his craft, and 

the soul is subject to dollars. The priest becomes a form; the attorney, a 

statute-book; the mechanic, a machine; the sailor, a rope of a ship. 

In this distribution of functions, the scholar is the delegated intellect. In the right 

state, he is, Man Thinking. In the degenerate state, when the victim of society, he 

tends to become a mere thinker, or, still worse, the parrot of other men's 

thinking. 

In this view of him, as Man Thinking, the theory of his office is contained. Him 

nature solicits with all her placid, all her monitory pictures; him the past instructs; 

him the future invites. 

Is not, indeed, every man a student, and do not all things exist for the student's 

behoof? And, finally, is not the true scholar the only true master? But the old 

oracle said, `All things have two handles: beware of the wrong one.' In life, too 

often, the scholar errs with mankind and forfeits his privilege. Let us see him in 

his school, and consider him in reference to the main influences he receives. 

I. The first in time and the first in importance of the influences upon the mind is 

that of nature. Every day, the sun; and, after sunset, night and her stars. Ever 

the winds blow; ever the grass grows. Every day, men and women, conversing, 

beholding and beholden. The scholar is he of all men whom this spectacle most 

engages. He must settle its value in his mind. What is nature to him? There is 

never a beginning, there is never an end, to the inexplicable continuity of this 

web of God, but always circular power returning into itself. Therein it resembles 

his own spirit, whose beginning, whose ending, he never can find,--so entire, so 
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boundless. Far, too, as her splendors shine, system on system shooting like rays, 

upward, downward, without centre, without circumference,--in the mass and in 

the particle, nature hastens to render account of herself to the mind. 

Classification begins. To the young mind, every thing is individual, stands by 

itself. By and by, it finds how to join two things, and see in them one nature; then 

three, then three thousand; and so, tyrannized over by its own unifying instinct, it 

goes on tying things together, diminishing anomalies, discovering roots running 

under ground, whereby contrary and remote things cohere, and flower out from 

one stem. It presently learns, that, since the dawn of history, there has been a 

constant accumulation and classifying of facts. But what is classification but the 

perceiving that these objects are not chaotic, and are not foreign, but have a law 

which is also a law of the human mind? The astronomer discovers that geometry, 

a pure abstraction of the human mind, is the measure of planetary motion. The 

chemist finds proportions and intelligible method throughout matter; and science 

is nothing but the finding of analogy, identity, in the most remote parts. The 

ambitious soul sits down before each refractory fact; one after another, reduces 

all strange constitutions, all new powers, to their class and their law, and goes on 

for ever to animate the last fibre of organization, the outskirts of nature, by 

insight. 

Thus to him, to this school-boy under the bending dome of day, is suggested, that 

he and it proceed from one root; one is leaf and one is flower; relation, 

sympathy, stirring in every vein. And what is that Root? Is not that the soul of his 

soul?--A thought too bold,--a dream too wild. Yet when this spiritual light shall 

have revealed the law of more earthly natures,--when he has learned to worship 

the soul, and to see that the natural philosophy that now is, is only the first 

gropings of its gigantic hand, he shall look forward to an ever expanding 

knowledge as to a becoming creator. He shall see, that nature is the opposite of 

the soul, answering to it part for part. One is seal, and one is print. Its beauty is 

the beauty of his own mind. Its laws are the laws of his own mind. Nature then 

becomes to him the measure of his attainments. So much of nature as he is 

ignorant of, so much of his own mind does he not yet possess. And, in fine, the 

ancient precept, "Know thyself," and the modern precept, "Study nature," become 

at last one maxim. 

II. The next great influence into the spirit of the scholar, is, the mind of the 

Past,--in whatever form, whether of literature, of art, of institutions, that mind is 

inscribed. Books are the best type of the influence of the past, and perhaps we 

shall get at the truth,--learn the amount of this influence more conveniently,--by 

considering their value alone. 
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The theory of books is noble. The scholar of the first age received into him the 

world around; brooded thereon; gave it the new arrangement of his own mind, 

and uttered it again. It came into him, life; it went out from him, truth. It came to 

him, short-lived actions; it went out from him, immortal thoughts. It came to 

him, business; it went from him, poetry. It was dead fact; now, it is quick 

thought. It can stand, and it can go. It now endures, it now flies, it now inspires. 

Precisely in proportion to the depth of mind from which it issued, so high does it 

soar, so long does it sing. 

Or, I might say, it depends on how far the process had gone, of transmuting life 

into truth. In proportion to the completeness of the distillation, so will the purity 

and imperishableness of the product be. But none is quite perfect. As no air-pump 

can by any means make a perfect vacuum, so neither can any artist entirely 

exclude the conventional, the local, the perishable from his book, or write a book 

of pure thought, that shall be as efficient, in all respects, to a remote posterity, as 

to contemporaries, or rather to the second age. Each age, it is found, must write 

its own books; or rather, each generation for the next succeeding. The books of 

an older period will not fit this. 

Yet hence arises a grave mischief. The sacredness which attaches to the act of 

creation,--the act of thought,--is transferred to the record. The poet chanting, 

was felt to be a divine man: henceforth the chant is divine also. The writer was a 

just and wise spirit: henceforward it is settled, the book is perfect; as love of the 

hero corrupts into worship of his statue. Instantly, the book becomes noxious: the 

guide is a tyrant. The sluggish and perverted mind of the multitude, slow to open 

to the incursions of Reason, having once so opened, having once received this 

book, stands upon it, and makes an outcry, if it is disparaged. Colleges are built 

on it. Books are written on it by thinkers, not by Man Thinking; by men of talent, 

that is, who start wrong, who set out from accepted dogmas, not from their own 

sight of principles. Meek young men grow up in libraries, believing it their duty to 

accept the views, which Cicero, which Locke, which Bacon, have given, forgetful 

that Cicero, Locke, and Bacon were only young men in libraries, when they wrote 

these books. 

Hence, instead of Man Thinking, we have the bookworm. Hence, the book-learned 

class, who value books, as such; not as related to nature and the human 

constitution, but as making a sort of Third Estate with the world and the soul. 

Hence, the restorers of readings, the emendators, the bibliomaniacs of all 

degrees. 

Books are the best of things, well used; abused, among the worst. What is the 

right use? What is the one end, which all means go to effect? They are for nothing 
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but to inspire. I had better never see a book, than to be warped by its attraction 

clean out of my own orbit, and made a satellite instead of a system. The one 

thing in the world, of value, is the active soul. This every man is entitled to; this 

every man contains within him, although, in almost all men, obstructed, and as 

yet unborn. The soul active sees absolute truth; and utters truth, or creates. In 

this action, it is genius; not the privilege of here and there a favorite, but the 

sound estate of every man. In its essence, it is progressive. The book, the 

college, the school of art, the institution of any kind, stop with some past 

utterance of genius. This is good, say they,--let us hold by this. They pin me 

down. They look backward and not forward. But genius looks forward: the eyes of 

man are set in his forehead, not in his hindhead: man hopes: genius creates. 

Whatever talents may be, if the man create not, the pure efflux of the Deity is not 

his;--cinders and smoke there may be, but not yet flame. There are creative 

manners, there are creative actions, and creative words; manners, actions, 

words, that is, indicative of no custom or authority, but springing spontaneous 

from the mind's own sense of good and fair. 

On the other part, instead of being its own seer, let it receive from another mind 

its truth, though it were in torrents of light, without periods of solitude, inquest, 

and self-recovery, and a fatal disservice is done. Genius is always sufficiently the 

enemy of genius by over influence. The literature of every nation bear me 

witness. The English dramatic poets have Shakspearized now for two hundred 

years. 

Undoubtedly there is a right way of reading, so it be sternly subordinated. Man 

Thinking must not be subdued by his instruments. Books are for the scholar's idle 

times. When he can read God directly, the hour is too precious to be wasted in 

other men's transcripts of their readings. But when the intervals of darkness 

come, as come they must,--when the sun is hid, and the stars withdraw their 

shining, --we repair to the lamps which were kindled by their ray, to guide our 

steps to the East again, where the dawn is. We hear, that we may speak. The 

Arabian proverb says, "A fig tree, looking on a fig tree, becometh fruitful." 

It is remarkable, the character of the pleasure we derive from the best books. 

They impress us with the conviction, that one nature wrote and the same reads. 

We read the verses of one of the great English poets, of Chaucer, of Marvell, of 

Dryden, with the most modern joy,--with a pleasure, I mean, which is in great 

part caused by the abstraction of all time from their verses. There is some awe 

mixed with the joy of our surprise, when this poet, who lived in some past world, 

two or three hundred years ago, says that which lies close to my own soul, that 

which I also had wellnigh thought and said. But for the evidence thence afforded 

to the philosophical doctrine of the identity of all minds, we should suppose some 
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preestablished harmony, some foresight of souls that were to be, and some 

preparation of stores for their future wants, like the fact observed in insects, who 

lay up food before death for the young grub they shall never see. 

I would not be hurried by any love of system, by any exaggeration of instincts, to 

underrate the Book. We all know, that, as the human body can be nourished on 

any food, though it were boiled grass and the broth of shoes, so the human mind 

can be fed by any knowledge. And great and heroic men have existed, who had 

almost no other information than by the printed page. I only would say, that it 

needs a strong head to bear that diet. One must be an inventor to read well. As 

the proverb says, "He that would bring home the wealth of the Indies, must carry 

out the wealth of the Indies." There is then creative reading as well as creative 

writing. When the mind is braced by labor and invention, the page of whatever 

book we read becomes luminous with manifold allusion. Every sentence is doubly 

significant, and the sense of our author is as broad as the world. We then see, 

what is always true, that, as the seer's hour of vision is short and rare among 

heavy days and months, so is its record, perchance, the least part of his volume. 

The discerning will read, in his Plato or Shakespeare, only that least part,--only 

the authentic utterances of the oracle;-- all the rest he rejects, were it never so 

many times Plato's and Shakespeare's. 

Of course, there is a portion of reading quite indispensable to a wise man. History 

and exact science he must learn by laborious reading. Colleges, in like manner, 

have their indispensable office,--to teach elements. But they can only highly serve 

us, when they aim not to drill, but to create; when they gather from far every ray 

of various genius to their hospitable halls, and, by the concentrated fires, set the 

hearts of their youth on flame. Thought and knowledge are natures in which 

apparatus and pretension avail nothing. Gowns, and pecuniary foundations, 

though of towns of gold, can never countervail the least sentence or syllable of 

wit. Forget this, and our American colleges will recede in their public importance, 

whilst they grow richer every year. 

III. There goes in the world a notion, that the scholar should be a recluse, a 

valetudinarian,--as unfit for any handiwork or public labor, as a penknife for an 

axe. The so-called 'practical men' sneer at speculative men, as if, because they 

speculate or see, they could do nothing. I have heard it said that the clergy,--who 

are always, more universally than any other class, the scholars of their day,--are 

addressed as women; that the rough, spontaneous conversation of men they do 

not hear, but only a mincing and diluted speech. They are often virtually 

disfranchised; and, indeed, there are advocates for their celibacy. As far as this is 

true of the studious classes, it is not just and wise. Action is with the scholar 

subordinate, but it is essential. Without it, he is not yet man. Without it, thought 
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can never ripen into truth. Whilst the world hangs before the eye as a cloud of 

beauty, we cannot even see its beauty. Inaction is cowardice, but there can be no 

scholar without the heroic mind. The preamble of thought, the transition through 

which it passes from the unconscious to the conscious, is action. Only so much do 

I know, as I have lived. Instantly we know whose words are loaded with life, and 

whose not. 

The world,--this shadow of the soul, or other me, lies wide around. Its attractions 

are the keys which unlock my thoughts and make me acquainted with myself. I 

run eagerly into this resounding tumult. I grasp the hands of those next me, and 

take my place in the ring to suffer and to work, taught by an instinct, that so shall 

the dumb abyss be vocal with speech. I pierce its order; I dissipate its fear; I 

dispose of it within the circuit of my expanding life. So much only of life as I know 

by experience, so much of the wilderness have I vanquished and planted, or so 

far have I extended my being, my dominion. I do not see how any man can 

afford, for the sake of his nerves and his nap, to spare any action in which he can 

partake. It is pearls and rubies to his discourse. Drudgery, calamity, 

exasperation, want, are instructors in eloquence and wisdom. The true scholar 

grudges every opportunity of action past by, as a loss of power. 

It is the raw material out of which the intellect moulds her splendid products. A 

strange process too, this, by which experience is converted into thought, as a 

mulberry leaf is converted into satin. The manufacture goes forward at all hours. 

The actions and events of our childhood and youth, are now matters of calmest 

observation. They lie like fair pictures in the air. Not so with our recent 

actions,--with the business which we now have in hand. On this we are quite 

unable to speculate. Our affections as yet circulate through it. We no more feel or 

know it, than we feel the feet, or the hand, or the brain of our body. The new 

deed is yet a part of life,--remains for a time immersed in our unconscious life. In 

some contemplative hour, it detaches itself from the life like a ripe fruit, to 

become a thought of the mind. Instantly, it is raised, transfigured; the corruptible 

has put on incorruption. Henceforth it is an object of beauty, however base its 

origin and neighborhood. Observe, too, the impossibility of antedating this act. In 

its grub state, it cannot fly, it cannot shine, it is a dull grub. But suddenly, without 

observation, the selfsame thing unfurls beautiful wings, and is an angel of 

wisdom. 

So is there no fact, no event, in our private history, which shall not, sooner or 

later, lose its adhesive, inert form, and astonish us by soaring from our body into 

the empyrean. Cradle and infancy, school and playground, the fear of boys, and 

dogs, and ferules, the love of little maids and berries, and many another fact that 
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once filled the whole sky, are gone already; friend and relative profession and 

party, town and country, nation and world, must also soar and sing. 

Of course, he who has put forth his total strength in fit actions, has the richest 

return of wisdom. I will not shut myself out of this globe of action, and transplant 

an oak into a flower-pot, there to hunger and pine; nor trust the revenue of some 

single faculty, and exhaust one vein of thought, much like those Savoyards, who, 

getting their livelihood by carving shepherds, shepherdesses, and smoking 

Dutchmen, for all Europe, went out one day to the mountain to find stock, and 

discovered that they had whittled up the last of their pine-trees. Authors we have, 

in numbers, who have written out their vein, and who, moved by a commendable 

prudence, sail for Greece or Palestine, follow the trapper into the prairie, or 

ramble round Algiers, to replenish their merchantable stock. If it were only for a 

vocabulary, the scholar would be covetous of action. Life is our dictionary. Years 

are well spent in country labors; in town,--in the insight into trades and 

manufactures; in frank intercourse with many men and women; in science; in art; 

to the one end of mastering in all their facts a language by which to illustrate and 

embody our perceptions. I learn immediately from any speaker how much he has 

already lived, through the poverty or the splendor of his speech. Life lies behind 

us as the quarry from whence we get tiles and copestones for the masonry of 

to-day. This is the way to learn grammar. Colleges and books only copy the 

language which the field and the work-yard made. 

But the final value of action, like that of books, and better than books, is, that it 

is a resource. That great principle of Undulation in nature, that shows itself in the 

inspiring and expiring of the breath; in desire and satiety; in the ebb and flow of 

the sea; in day and night; in heat and cold; and as yet more deeply ingrained in 

every atom and every fluid, is known to us under the name of Polarity,--these 

"fits of easy transmission and reflection," as Newton called them, are the law of 

nature because they are the law of spirit. 

The mind now thinks; now acts; and each fit reproduces the other. When the 

artist has exhausted his materials, when the fancy no longer paints, when 

thoughts are no longer apprehended, and books are a weariness,--he has always 

the resource to live. Character is higher than intellect. Thinking is the function. 

Living is the functionary. The stream retreats to its source. A great soul will be 

strong to live, as well as strong to think. Does he lack organ or medium to impart 

his truths? He can still fall back on this elemental force of living them. This is a 

total act. Thinking is a partial act. Let the grandeur of justice shine in his affairs. 

Let the beauty of affection cheer his lowly roof. Those 'far from fame,' who dwell 

and act with him, will feel the force of his constitution in the doings and passages 

of the day better than it can be measured by any public and designed display. 
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Time shall teach him, that the scholar loses no hour which the man lives. Herein 

he unfolds the sacred germ of his instinct, screened from influence. What is lost in 

seemliness is gained in strength. Not out of those, on whom systems of education 

have exhausted their culture, comes the helpful giant to destroy the old or to 

build the new, but out of unhandselled savage nature, out of terrible Druids and 

Berserkirs, come at last Alfred and Shakespeare. 

I hear therefore with joy whatever is beginning to be said of the dignity and 

necessity of labor to every citizen. There is virtue yet in the hoe and the spade, 

for learned as well as for unlearned hands. And labor is everywhere welcome; 

always we are invited to work; only be this limitation observed, that a man shall 

not for the sake of wider activity sacrifice any opinion to the popular judgments 

and modes of action. 

I have now spoken of the education of the scholar by nature, by books, and by 

action. It remains to say somewhat of his duties. They are such as become Man 

Thinking. They may all be comprised in self-trust. The office of the scholar is to 

cheer, to raise, and to guide men by showing them facts amidst appearances. He 

plies the slow, unhonored, and unpaid task of observation. Flamsteed and 

Herschel, in their glazed observatories, may catalogue the stars with the praise of 

all men, and, the results being splendid and useful, honor is sure. But he, in his 

private observatory, cataloguing obscure and nebulous stars of the human mind, 

which as yet no man has thought of as such, --watching days and months, 

sometimes, for a few facts; correcting still his old records;--must relinquish 

display and immediate fame. In the long period of his preparation, he must 

betray often an ignorance and shiftlessness in popular arts, incurring the disdain 

of the able who shoulder him aside. Long he must stammer in his speech; often 

forego the living for the dead. Worse yet, he must accept,--how often! poverty 

and solitude. For the ease and pleasure of treading the old road, accepting the 

fashions, the education, the religion of society, he takes the cross of making his 

own, and, of course, the self-accusation, the faint heart, the frequent uncertainty 

and loss of time, which are the nettles and tangling vines in the way of the 

self-relying and self-directed; and the state of virtual hostility in which he seems 

to stand to society, and especially to educated society. For all this loss and scorn, 

what offset? He is to find consolation in exercising the highest functions of human 

nature. He is one, who raises himself from private considerations, and breathes 

and lives on public and illustrious thoughts. He is the world's eye. 

He is the world's heart. He is to resist the vulgar prosperity that retrogrades ever 

to barbarism, by preserving and communicating heroic sentiments, noble 

biographies, melodious verse, and the conclusions of history. Whatsoever oracles 

the human heart, in all emergencies, in all solemn hours, has uttered as its 
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commentary on the world of actions,--these he shall receive and impart. And 

whatsoever new verdict Reason from her inviolable seat pronounces on the 

passing men and events of to-day,--this he shall hear and promulgate. 

These being his functions, it becomes him to feel all confidence in himself, and to 

defer never to the popular cry. He and he only knows the world. The world of any 

moment is the merest appearance. Some great decorum, some fetish of a 

government, some ephemeral trade, or war, or man, is cried up by half mankind 

and cried down by the other half, as if all depended on this particular up or down. 

The odds are that the whole question is not worth the poorest thought which the 

scholar has lost in listening to the controversy. Let him not quit his belief that a 

popgun is a popgun, though the ancient and honorable of the earth affirm it to be 

the crack of doom. In silence, in steadiness, in severe abstraction, let him hold by 

himself; add observation to observation, patient of neglect, patient of reproach; 

and bide his own time,--happy enough, if he can satisfy himself alone, that this 

day he has seen something truly. Success treads on every right step. For the 

instinct is sure, that prompts him to tell his brother what he thinks. He then 

learns, that in going down into the secrets of his own mind, he has descended 

into the secrets of all minds. He learns that he who has mastered any law in his 

private thoughts, is master to that extent of all men whose language he speaks, 

and of all into whose language his own can be translated. The poet, in utter 

solitude remembering his spontaneous thoughts and recording them, is found to 

have recorded that, which men in crowded cities find true for them also. The 

orator distrusts at first the fitness of his frank confessions, --his want of 

knowledge of the persons he addresses,--until he finds that he is the complement 

of his hearers;--that they drink his words because he fulfill for them their own 

nature; the deeper he dives into his privatest, secretest presentiment, to his 

wonder he finds, this is the most acceptable, most public, and universally true. 

The people delight in it; the better part of every man feels, This is my music; this 

is myself. 

In self-trust, all the virtues are comprehended. Free should the scholar be,--free 

and brave. Free even to the definition of freedom, "without any hindrance that 

does not arise out of his own constitution." Brave; for fear is a thing, which a 

scholar by his very function puts behind him. Fear always springs from ignorance. 

It is a shame to him if his tranquility, amid dangerous times, arise from the 

presumption, that, like children and women, his is a protected class; or if he seek 

a temporary peace by the diversion of his thoughts from politics or vexed 

questions, hiding his head like an ostrich in the flowering bushes, peeping into 

microscopes, and turning rhymes, as a boy whistles to keep his courage up. So is 

the danger a danger still; so is the fear worse. Manlike let him turn and face it. 

Let him look into its eye and search its nature, inspect its origin,--see the 
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whelping of this lion,--which lies no great way back; he will then find in himself a 

perfect comprehension of its nature and extent; he will have made his hands 

meet on the other side, and can henceforth defy it, and pass on superior. The 

world is his, who can see through its pretension. What deafness, what stone-blind 

custom, what overgrown error you behold, is there only by sufferance,--by your 

sufferance. See it to be a lie, and you have already dealt it its mortal blow. 

Yes, we are the cowed,--we the trustless. It is a mischievous notion that we are 

come late into nature; that the world was finished a long time ago. As the world 

was plastic and fluid in the hands of God, so it is ever to so much of his attributes 

as we bring to it. To ignorance and sin, it is flint. They adapt themselves to it as 

they may; but in proportion as a man has any thing in him divine, the firmament 

flows before him and takes his signet and form. Not he is great who can alter 

matter, but he who can alter my state of mind. They are the kings of the world 

who give the color of their present thought to all nature and all art, and persuade 

men by the cheerful serenity of their carrying the matter, that this thing which 

they do, is the apple which the ages have desired to pluck, now at last ripe, and 

inviting nations to the harvest. The great man makes the great thing. Wherever 

Macdonald sits, there is the head of the table. Linnaeus makes botany the most 

alluring of studies, and wins it from the farmer and the herb-woman; Davy, 

chemistry; and Cuvier, fossils. The day is always his, who works in it with serenity 

and great aims. The unstable estimates of men crowd to him whose mind is filled 

with a truth, as the heaped waves of the Atlantic follow the moon. 

For this self-trust, the reason is deeper than can be fathomed,--darker than can 

be enlightened. I might not carry with me the feeling of my audience in stating 

my own belief. But I have already shown the ground of my hope, in adverting to 

the doctrine that man is one. I believe man has been wronged; he has wronged 

himself. He has almost lost the light, that can lead him back to his prerogatives. 

Men are become of no account. Men in history, men in the world of to-day are 

bugs, are spawn, and are called 'the mass' and 'the herd.' In a century, in a 

millennium, one or two men; that is to say,--one or two approximations to the 

right state of every man. All the rest behold in the hero or the poet their own 

green and crude being,--ripened; yes, and are content to be less, so that may 

attain to its full stature. What a testimony,--full of grandeur, full of pity, is borne 

to the demands of his own nature, by the poor clansman, the poor partisan, who 

rejoices in the glory of his chief. The poor and the low find some amends to their 

immense moral capacity, for their acquiescence in a political and social inferiority. 

They are content to be brushed like flies from the path of a great person, so that 

justice shall be done by him to that common nature which it is the dearest desire 

of all to see enlarged and glorified. They sun themselves in the great man's light, 

and feel it to be their own element. They cast the dignity of man from their 
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downtrod selves upon the shoulders of a hero, and will perish to add one drop of 

blood to make that great heart beat, those giant sinews combat and conquer. He 

lives for us, and we live in him. 

Men such as they are, very naturally seek money or power; and power because it 

is as good as money,--the "spoils," so called, "of office." And why not? for they 

aspire to the highest, and this, in their sleep-walking, they dream is highest. 

Wake them, and they shall quit the false good, and leap to the true, and leave 

governments to clerks and desks. This revolution is to be wrought by the gradual 

domestication of the idea of Culture. The main enterprise of the world for 

splendor, for extent, is the upbuilding of a man. Here are the materials strown 

along the ground. The private life of one man shall be a more illustrious 

monarchy,--more formidable to its enemy, more sweet and serene in its influence 

to its friend, than any kingdom in history. For a man, rightly viewed, 

comprehendeth the particular natures of all men. Each philosopher, each bard, 

each actor, has only done for me, as by a delegate, what one day I can do for 

myself. The books which once we valued more than the apple of the eye, we have 

quite exhausted. What is that but saying, that we have come up with the point of 

view which the universal mind took through the eyes of one scribe; we have been 

that man, and have passed on. First, one; then, another; we drain all cisterns, 

and, waxing greater by all these supplies, we crave a better and more abundant 

food. The man has never lived that can feed us ever. The human mind cannot be 

enshrined in a person, who shall set a barrier on any one side to this unbounded, 

unboundable empire. 

It is one central fire, which, flaming now out of the lips of Etna, lightens the capes 

of Sicily; and, now out of the throat of Vesuvius, illuminates the towers and 

vineyards of Naples. It is one light which beams out of a thousand stars. It is one 

soul which animates all men. 

But I have dwelt perhaps tediously upon this abstraction of the Scholar. I ought 

not to delay longer to add what I have to say, of nearer reference to the time and 

to this country. 

Historically, there is thought to be a difference in the ideas which predominate 

over successive epochs, and there are data for marking the genius of the Classic, 

of the Romantic, and now of the Reflective or Philosophical age. With the views I 

have intimated of the oneness or the identity of the mind through all individuals, I 

do not much dwell on these differences. In fact, I believe each individual passes 

through all three. The boy is a Greek; the youth, romantic; the adult, reflective. I 

deny not, however, that a revolution in the leading idea may be distinctly enough 

traced. 
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Our age is bewailed as the age of Introversion. Must that needs be evil? We, it 

seems, are critical; we are embarrassed with second thoughts; we cannot enjoy 

any thing for hankering to know whereof the pleasure consists; we are lined with 

eyes; we see with our feet; the time is infected with Hamlet's 

unhappiness,--"Sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought. Is it so bad then? Sight 

is the last thing to be pitied. Would we be blind? Do we fear lest we should outsee 

nature and God, and drink truth dry? I look upon the discontent of the literary 

class, as a mere announcement of the fact, that they find themselves not in the 

state of mind of their fathers, and regret the coming state as untried; as a boy 

dreads the water before he has learned that he can swim. If there is any period 

one would desire to be born in,-- is it not the age of Revolution; when the old and 

the new stand side by side, and admit of being compared; when the energies of 

all men are searched by fear and by hope; when the historic glories of the old, 

can be compensated by the rich possibilities of the new era? This time, like all 

times, is a very good one, if we but know what to do with it. 

I read with joy some of the auspicious signs of the coming days, as they glimmer 

already through poetry and art, through philosophy and science, through church 

and state. 

One of these signs is the fact, that the same movement which effected the 

elevation of what was called the lowest class in the state, assumed in literature a 

very marked and as benign an aspect. Instead of the sublime and beautiful; the 

near, the low, the common, was explored and poetized. That, which had been 

negligently trodden under foot by those who were harnessing and provisioning 

themselves for long journeys into far countries, is suddenly found to be richer 

than all foreign parts. The literature of the poor, the feelings of the child, the 

philosophy of the street, the meaning of household life, are the topics of the time. 

It is a great stride. It is a sign,--is it not? of new vigor, when the extremities are 

made active, when currents of warm life run into the hands and the feet. 

I ask not for the great, the remote, the romantic; what is doing in Italy or Arabia; 

what is Greek art, or Provencal minstrelsy; I embrace the common, I explore and 

sit at the feet of the familiar, the low. Give me insight into to-day, and you may 

have the antique and future worlds. What would we really know the meaning of? 

The meal in the firkin; the milk in the pan; the ballad in the street; the news of 

the boat; the glance of the eye; the form and the gait of the body;--show me the 

ultimate reason of these matters; show me the sublime presence of the highest 

spiritual cause lurking, as always it does lurk, in these suburbs and extremities of 

nature; let me see every trifle bristling with the polarity that ranges it instantly on 

an eternal law; and the shop, the plough, and the ledger, referred to the like 

cause by which light undulates and poets sing;--and the world lies no longer a 
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dull miscellany and lumber-room, but has form and order; there is no trifle; there 

is no puzzle; but one design unites and animates the farthest pinnacle and the 

lowest trench. This idea has inspired the genius of Goldsmith, Burns, Cowper, 

and, in a newer time, of Goethe, Wordsworth, and Carlyle. This idea they have 

differently followed and with various success. In contrast with their writing, the 

style of Pope, of Johnson, of Gibbon, looks cold and pedantic. This writing is 

blood-warm. Man is surprised to find that things near are not less beautiful and 

wondrous than things remote. The near explains the far. The drop is a small 

ocean. A man is related to all nature. This perception of the worth of the vulgar is 

fruitful in discoveries. Goethe, in this very thing the most modern of the moderns, 

has shown us, as none ever did, the genius of the ancients. There is one man of 

genius, who has done much for this philosophy of life, whose literary value has 

never yet been rightly estimated;--I mean Emanuel Swedenborg. The most 

imaginative of men, yet writing with the precision of a mathematician, he 

endeavored to engraft a purely philosophical Ethics on the popular Christianity of 

his time. Such an attempt, of course, must have difficulty, which no genius could 

surmount. But he saw and showed the connection between nature and the 

affections of the soul. He pierced the emblematic or spiritual character of the 

visible, audible, tangible world. Especially did his shade-loving muse hover over 

and interpret the lower parts of nature; he showed the mysterious bond that 

allies moral evil to the foul material forms, and has given in epical parables a 

theory of insanity, of beasts, of unclean and fearful things. 

Another sign of our times, also marked by an analogous political movement, is, 

the new importance given to the single person. Every thing that tends to insulate 

the individual, --to surround him with barriers of natural respect, so that each 

man shall feel the world is his, and man shall treat with man as a sovereign state 

with a sovereign state;--tends to true union as well as greatness. "I learned," said 

the melancholy Pestalozzi, "that no man in God's wide earth is either willing or 

able to help any other man." 

Help must come from the bosom alone. The scholar is that man who must take up 

into himself all the ability of the time, all the contributions of the past, all the 

hopes of the future. He must be an university of knowledges. If there be one 

lesson more than another, which should pierce his ear, it is, The world is nothing, 

the man is all; in yourself is the law of all nature, and you know not yet how a 

globule of sap ascends; in yourself slumbers the whole of Reason; it is for you to 

know all, it is for you to dare all. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen, this confidence in the unsearched might of man 

belongs, by all motives, by all prophecy, by all preparation, to the American 

Scholar. We have listened too long to the courtly muses of Europe. The spirit of 
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the American freeman is already suspected to be timid, imitative, tame. Public 

and private avarice make the air we breathe thick and fat. The scholar is decent, 

indolent, complaisant. See already the tragic consequence. The mind of this 

country, taught to aim at low objects, eats upon itself. There is no work for any 

but the decorous and the complaisant. Young men of the fairest promise, who 

begin life upon our shores, inflated by the mountain winds, shined upon by all the 

stars of God, find the earth below not in unison with these,--but are hindered 

from action by the disgust which the principles on which business is managed 

inspire, and turn drudges, or die of disgust, --some of them suicides. What is the 

remedy? They did not yet see, and thousands of young men as hopeful now 

crowding to the barriers for the career do not yet see, that, if the single man 

plant himself indomitably on his instincts, and there abide, the huge world will 

come round to him. Patience,--patience;--with the shades of all the good and 

great for company; and for solace, the perspective of your own infinite life; and 

for work, the study and the communication of principles, the making those 

instincts prevalent, the conversion of the world. Is it not the chief disgrace in the 

world, not to be an unit;--not to be reckoned one character;--not to yield that 

peculiar fruit which each man was created to bear, but to be reckoned in the 

gross, in the hundred, or the thousand, of the party, the section, to which we 

belong; and our opinion predicted geographically, as the north, or the south? Not 

so, brothers and friends,--please God, ours shall not be so. We will walk on our 

own feet; we will work with our own hands; we will speak our own minds. The 

study of letters shall be no longer a name for pity, for doubt, and for sensual 

indulgence. The dread of man and the love of man shall be a wall of defence and 

a wreath of joy around all. A nation of men will for the first time exist, because 

each believes himself inspired by the Divine Soul which also inspires all men. 

Resources for Transcendental Theory and Practice 

Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862) 

[image] Henry David Thoreau was born on July 12, 1817 in Concord, 

Massachusetts to John Thoreau and Cynthia Dunbar. His father owned a pencil 

factory, while his mother took in boarders. He had three siblings, Helen, John Jr., 

and Sophia. Thoreau attended Harvard University on a scholarship at the age of 

sixteen, taking classes in rhetoric, classics, philosophy, mathematics, and science. 

He graduated in 1837, then taught public school in Concord. In 1838, he and his 

brother opened their own grammar school called Concord Academy; however, it 

closed in 1842 when John became fatally ill from tetanus after he had cut himself 

shaving. Thoreau often wrote about nature and its relation to the human 

condition. He followed theories of Transcendentalism throughout his early years 
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as a disciple of Ralph Waldo Emerson, often working for him as a handyman. In 

1845, Thoreau moved to an isolated piece of land owned by Emerson, next to 

Walden Pond. He built a small cabin and began a two-year experiment on simple 

living and self-reliance.  This experience would become the basis for his most 

famous work, Walden; or Life in the Woods, printed in 1854 after years of 

revising it when he could not originally find a publisher.  In July 1846, Thoreau 

was asked to pay six years of delinquent poll taxes, but he refused due to his 

passionate opposition to the Mexican-American War and to an expansion of 

slavery. After this refusal, Thoreau was forced to spend a night in jail. This 

experience left a strong impact, prompting him to deliver lectures on “The Rights 

and Duties of the Individual in Relation to Government” in the winter 1848. A 

revised copy of the lecture turned into an essay entitled Resistance to Civil 

Government (or Civil Disobedience). Thoreau later completed a rough draft of A 

Week on the Concord Merrimack Rivers, a travel journal and elegy to his late 

brother, John. In 1851, Thoreau’s fascination with natural history, prompted him 

to become a land surveyor. He wrote a series of natural history pieces such as 

Autumnal Tints, The Succession of Trees, and Wild Apples. Today, many consider 

Thoreau one of America’s first environmentalists and nature writers. Thoreau had 

battled tuberculosis in 1835, and later, in 1859, he became ill with bronchitis, 

which led to a decline over the next three years, eventually causing him to 

become bedridden. Thoreau spent his last years revising and editing unpublished 

works. He also wrote letters and journal entries until he became too weak to 

continue. Thoreau died on May 6, 1862 at the age of 44 and is buried in Sleepy 

Hollow Cemetery in Concord, Massachusetts. Much has been written about 

Thoreau’s life and works. Biographies include Walter Harding’s The Days of Henry 

Thoreau: A Biography (1965) and Robert D. Richardson’s Henry Thoreau: A Life 

of the Mind (1986). Key critical works include Robert Sattelmeyer’s Thoreau’s 

Reading:  A Study in Intellectual History (1988) and Gary Scharnhorst’s Henry 

David Thoreau: A Case Study in Canonization (1993).   Students will find Joel 

Myerson’s The Cambridge Companion to Henry David Thoreau (1995) valuable. 

Walden 

Illustration: Title page from first edition of Henry David Thoreau's Walden, 1854. 

Thoreau, Henry David. Walden; or Life in the Woods. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 

1854. 

source of electronic text: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/205 

from Economy 
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When I wrote the following pages, or rather the bulk of them, I lived alone, in the 

woods, a mile from any neighbor, in a house which I had built myself, on the 

shore of Walden Pond, in Concord, Massachusetts, and earned my living by the 

labor of my hands only. I lived there two years and two months. At present I am 

a sojourner in civilized life again. 

I should not obtrude my affairs so much on the notice of my readers if very 

particular inquiries had not been made by my townsmen concerning my mode of 

life, which some would call impertinent, though they do not appear to me at all 

impertinent, but, considering the circumstances, very natural and pertinent. 

Some have asked what I got to eat; if I did not feel lonesome; if I was not afraid; 

and the like. Others have been curious to learn what portion of my income I 

devoted to charitable purposes; and some, who have large families, how many 

poor children I maintained. I will therefore ask those of my readers who feel no 

particular interest in me to pardon me if I undertake to answer some of these 

questions in this book. In most books, the I, or first person, is omitted; in this it 

will be retained; that, in respect to egotism, is the main difference. We commonly 

do not remember that it is, after all, always the first person that is speaking. I 

should not talk so much about myself if there were anybody else whom I knew as 

well. Unfortunately, I am confined to this theme by the narrowness of my 

experience. Moreover, I, on my side, require of every writer, first or last, a simple 

and sincere account of his own life, and not merely what he has heard of other 

men's lives; some such account as he would send to his kindred from a distant 

land; for if he has lived sincerely, it must have been in a distant land to me. 

Perhaps these pages are more particularly addressed to poor students. As for the 

rest of my readers, they will accept such portions as apply to them. I trust that 

none will stretch the seams in putting on the coat, for it may do good service to 

him whom it fits. 

I would fain say something, not so much concerning the Chinese and Sandwich 

Islanders as you who read these pages, who are said to live in New England; 

something about your condition, especially your outward condition or 

circumstances in this world, in this town, what it is, whether it is necessary that it 

be as bad as it is, whether it cannot be improved as well as not. I have travelled a 

good deal in Concord; and everywhere, in shops, and offices, and fields, the 

inhabitants have appeared to me to be doing penance in a thousand remarkable 

ways. What I have heard of Bramins sitting exposed to four fires and looking in 

the face of the sun; or hanging suspended, with their heads downward, over 

flames; or looking at the heavens over their shoulders "until it becomes 

impossible for them to resume their natural position, while from the twist of the 

neck nothing but liquids can pass into the stomach"; or dwelling, chained for life, 

at the foot of a tree; or measuring with their bodies, like caterpillars, the breadth 
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of vast empires; or standing on one leg on the tops of pillars—even these forms 

of conscious penance are hardly more incredible and astonishing than the scenes 

which I daily witness. The twelve labors of Hercules were trifling in comparison 

with those which my neighbors have undertaken; for they were only twelve, and 

had an end; but I could never see that these men slew or captured any monster 

or finished any labor. They have no friend Iolaus to burn with a hot iron the root 

of the hydra's head, but as soon as one head is crushed, two spring up. 

I see young men, my townsmen, whose misfortune it is to have inherited farms, 

houses, barns, cattle, and farming tools; for these are more easily acquired than 

got rid of. Better if they had been born in the open pasture and suckled by a wolf, 

that they might have seen with clearer eyes what field they were called to labor 

in. Who made them serfs of the soil? Why should they eat their sixty acres, when 

man is condemned to eat only his peck of dirt? Why should they begin digging 

their graves as soon as they are born? They have got to live a man's life, pushing 

all these things before them, and get on as well as they can. How many a poor 

immortal soul have I met well-nigh crushed and smothered under its load, 

creeping down the road of life, pushing before it a barn seventy-five feet by forty, 

its Augean stables never cleansed, and one hundred acres of land, tillage, 

mowing, pasture, and woodlot! The portionless, who struggle with no such 

unnecessary inherited encumbrances, find it labor enough to subdue and cultivate 

a few cubic feet of flesh. 

But men labor under a mistake. The better part of the man is soon plowed into 

the soil for compost. By a seeming fate, commonly called necessity, they are 

employed, as it says in an old book, laying up treasures which moth and rust will 

corrupt and thieves break through and steal. It is a fool's life, as they will find 

when they get to the end of it, if not before. It is said that Deucalion and Pyrrha 

created men by throwing stones over their heads behind them:— 

Inde genus durum sumus, experiensque laborum, 

Et documenta damus qua simus origine nati. 

Or, as Raleigh rhymes it in his sonorous way,— 

"From thence our kind hard-hearted is, enduring pain and care, 

Approving that our bodies of a stony nature are." 

So much for a blind obedience to a blundering oracle, throwing the stones over 

their heads behind them, and not seeing where they fell. 

Most men, even in this comparatively free country, through mere ignorance and 

mistake, are so occupied with the factitious cares and superfluously coarse labors 

of life that its finer fruits cannot be plucked by them. Their fingers, from excessive 
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toil, are too clumsy and tremble too much for that. Actually, the laboring man has 

not leisure for a true integrity day by day; he cannot afford to sustain the 

manliest relations to men; his labor would be depreciated in the market. He has 

no time to be anything but a machine. How can he remember well his 

ignorance—which his growth requires—who has so often to use his knowledge? 

We should feed and clothe him gratuitously sometimes, and recruit him with our 

cordials, before we judge of him. The finest qualities of our nature, like the bloom 

on fruits, can be preserved only by the most delicate handling. Yet we do not 

treat ourselves nor one another thus tenderly. 

Some of you, we all know, are poor, find it hard to live, are sometimes, as it 

were, gasping for breath. I have no doubt that some of you who read this book 

are unable to pay for all the dinners which you have actually eaten, or for the 

coats and shoes which are fast wearing or are already worn out, and have come 

to this page to spend borrowed or stolen time, robbing your creditors of an hour. 

It is very evident what mean and sneaking lives many of you live, for my sight 

has been whetted by experience; always on the limits, trying to get into business 

and trying to get out of debt, a very ancient slough, called by the Latins aes 

alienum, another's brass, for some of their coins were made of brass; still living, 

and dying, and buried by this other's brass; always promising to pay, promising 

to pay, tomorrow, and dying today, insolvent; seeking to curry favor, to get 

custom, by how many modes, only not state-prison offenses; lying, flattering, 

voting, contracting yourselves into a nutshell of civility or dilating into an 

atmosphere of thin and vaporous generosity, that you may persuade your 

neighbor to let you make his shoes, or his hat, or his coat, or his carriage, or 

import his groceries for him; making yourselves sick, that you may lay up 

something against a sick day, something to be tucked away in an old chest, or in 

a stocking behind the plastering, or, more safely, in the brick bank; no matter 

where, no matter how much or how little. 

I sometimes wonder that we can be so frivolous, I may almost say, as to attend 

to the gross but somewhat foreign form of servitude called Negro Slavery, there 

are so many keen and subtle masters that enslave both North and South. It is 

hard to have a Southern overseer; it is worse to have a Northern one; but worst 

of all when you are the slave-driver of yourself. Talk of a divinity in man! Look at 

the teamster on the highway, wending to market by day or night; does any 

divinity stir within him? His highest duty to fodder and water his horses! What is 

his destiny to him compared with the shipping interests? Does not he drive for 

Squire Make-a-stir? How godlike, how immortal, is he? See how he cowers and 

sneaks, how vaguely all the day he fears, not being immortal nor divine, but the 

slave and prisoner of his own opinion of himself, a fame won by his own deeds. 

Public opinion is a weak tyrant compared with our own private opinion. What a 
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man thinks of himself, that it is which determines, or rather indicates, his fate. 

Self-emancipation even in the West Indian provinces of the fancy and 

imagination—what Wilberforce is there to bring that about? Think, also, of the 

ladies of the land weaving toilet cushions against the last day, not to betray too 

green an interest in their fates! As if you could kill time without injuring eternity. 

The mass of men lead lives of quiet desperation. What is called resignation is 

confirmed desperation. From the desperate city you go into the desperate 

country, and have to console yourself with the bravery of minks and muskrats. A 

stereotyped but unconscious despair is concealed even under what are called the 

games and amusements of mankind. There is no play in them, for this comes 

after work. But it is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate things. 

[text omitted] 

Near the end of March, 1845, I borrowed an axe and went down to the woods by 

Walden Pond, nearest to where I intended to build my house, and began to cut 

down some tall, arrowy white pines, still in their youth, for timber. It is difficult to 

begin without borrowing, but perhaps it is the most generous course thus to 

permit your fellow-men to have an interest in your enterprise. The owner of the 

axe, as he released his hold on it, said that it was the apple of his eye; but I 

returned it sharper than I received it. It was a pleasant hillside where I worked, 

covered with pine woods, through which I looked out on the pond, and a small 

open field in the woods where pines and hickories were springing up. The ice in 

the pond was not yet dissolved, though there were some open spaces, and it was 

all dark-colored and saturated with water. There were some slight flurries of snow 

during the days that I worked there; but for the most part when I came out on to 

the railroad, on my way home, its yellow sand heap stretched away gleaming in 

the hazy atmosphere, and the rails shone in the spring sun, and I heard the lark 

and pewee and other birds already come to commence another year with us. 

They were pleasant spring days, in which the winter of man's discontent was 

thawing as well as the earth, and the life that had lain torpid began to stretch 

itself. One day, when my axe had come off and I had cut a green hickory for a 

wedge, driving it with a stone, and had placed the whole to soak in a pond-hole in 

order to swell the wood, I saw a striped snake run into the water, and he lay on 

the bottom, apparently without inconvenience, as long as I stayed there, or more 

than a quarter of an hour; perhaps because he had not yet fairly come out of the 

torpid state. It appeared to me that for a like reason men remain in their present 

low and primitive condition; but if they should feel the influence of the spring of 

springs arousing them, they would of necessity rise to a higher and more ethereal 

life. I had previously seen the snakes in frosty mornings in my path with portions 

of their bodies still numb and inflexible, waiting for the sun to thaw them. On the 

1st of April it rained and melted the ice, and in the early part of the day, which 
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was very foggy, I heard a stray goose groping about over the pond and cackling 

as if lost, or like the spirit of the fog. 

So I went on for some days cutting and hewing timber, and also studs and 

rafters, all with my narrow axe, not having many communicable or scholar-like 

thoughts, singing to myself,— 

Men say they know many things; 

But lo! they have taken wings— 

The arts and sciences, 

And a thousand appliances; 

The wind that blows 

Is all that any body knows. 

I hewed the main timbers six inches square, most of the studs on two sides only, 

and the rafters and floor timbers on one side, leaving the rest of the bark on, so 

that they were just as straight and much stronger than sawed ones. Each stick 

was carefully mortised or tenoned by its stump, for I had borrowed other tools by 

this time. My days in the woods were not very long ones; yet I usually carried my 

dinner of bread and butter, and read the newspaper in which it was wrapped, at 

noon, sitting amid the green pine boughs which I had cut off, and to my bread 

was imparted some of their fragrance, for my hands were covered with a thick 

coat of pitch. Before I had done I was more the friend than the foe of the pine 

tree, though I had cut down some of them, having become better acquainted with 

it. Sometimes a rambler in the wood was attracted by the sound of my axe, and 

we chatted pleasantly over the chips which I had made. 

By the middle of April, for I made no haste in my work, but rather made the most 

of it, my house was framed and ready for the raising. I had already bought the 

shanty of James Collins, an Irishman who worked on the Fitchburg Railroad, for 

boards. James Collins' shanty was considered an uncommonly fine one. When I 

called to see it he was not at home. I walked about the outside, at first 

unobserved from within, the window was so deep and high. It was of small 

dimensions, with a peaked cottage roof, and not much else to be seen, the dirt 

being raised five feet all around as if it were a compost heap. The roof was the 

soundest part, though a good deal warped and made brittle by the sun. Doorsill 

there was none, but a perennial passage for the hens under the door board. Mrs. 

C. came to the door and asked me to view it from the inside. The hens were 

driven in by my approach. It was dark, and had a dirt floor for the most part, 

dank, clammy, and aguish, only here a board and there a board which would not 

bear removal. She lighted a lamp to show me the inside of the roof and the walls, 

and also that the board floor extended under the bed, warning me not to step into 

the cellar, a sort of dust hole two feet deep. In her own words, they were "good 
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boards overhead, good boards all around, and a good window"—of two whole 

squares originally, only the cat had passed out that way lately. There was a stove, 

a bed, and a place to sit, an infant in the house where it was born, a silk parasol, 

gilt-framed looking-glass, and a patent new coffee-mill nailed to an oak sapling, 

all told. The bargain was soon concluded, for James had in the meanwhile 

returned. I to pay four dollars and twenty-five cents tonight, he to vacate at five 

tomorrow morning, selling to nobody else meanwhile: I to take possession at six. 

It were well, he said, to be there early, and anticipate certain indistinct but wholly 

unjust claims on the score of ground rent and fuel. This he assured me was the 

only encumbrance. At six I passed him and his family on the road. One large 

bundle held their all—bed, coffee-mill, looking-glass, hens—all but the cat; she 

took to the woods and became a wild cat, and, as I learned afterward, trod in a 

trap set for woodchucks, and so became a dead cat at last. 

I took down this dwelling the same morning, drawing the nails, and removed it to 

the pond-side by small cartloads, spreading the boards on the grass there to 

bleach and warp back again in the sun. One early thrush gave me a note or two 

as I drove along the woodland path. I was informed treacherously by a young 

Patrick that neighbor Seeley, an Irishman, in the intervals of the carting, 

transferred the still tolerable, straight, and drivable nails, staples, and spikes to 

his pocket, and then stood when I came back to pass the time of day, and look 

freshly up, unconcerned, with spring thoughts, at the devastation; there being a 

dearth of work, as he said. He was there to represent spectatordom, and help 

make this seemingly insignificant event one with the removal of the gods of Troy. 

I dug my cellar in the side of a hill sloping to the south, where a woodchuck had 

formerly dug his burrow, down through sumach and blackberry roots, and the 

lowest stain of vegetation, six feet square by seven deep, to a fine sand where 

potatoes would not freeze in any winter. The sides were left shelving, and not 

stoned; but the sun having never shone on them, the sand still keeps its place. It 

was but two hours' work. I took particular pleasure in this breaking of ground, for 

in almost all latitudes men dig into the earth for an equable temperature. Under 

the most splendid house in the city is still to be found the cellar where they store 

their roots as of old, and long after the superstructure has disappeared posterity 

remark its dent in the earth. The house is still but a sort of porch at the entrance 

of a burrow. 

At length, in the beginning of May, with the help of some of my acquaintances, 

rather to improve so good an occasion for neighborliness than from any necessity, 

I set up the frame of my house. No man was ever more honored in the character 

of his raisers than I. They are destined, I trust, to assist at the raising of loftier 

structures one day. I began to occupy my house on the 4th of July, as soon as it 
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was boarded and roofed, for the boards were carefully feather-edged and lapped, 

so that it was perfectly impervious to rain, but before boarding I laid the 

foundation of a chimney at one end, bringing two cartloads of stones up the hill 

from the pond in my arms. I built the chimney after my hoeing in the fall, before 

a fire became necessary for warmth, doing my cooking in the meanwhile out of 

doors on the ground, early in the morning: which mode I still think is in some 

respects more convenient and agreeable than the usual one. When it stormed 

before my bread was baked, I fixed a few boards over the fire, and sat under 

them to watch my loaf, and passed some pleasant hours in that way. In those 

days, when my hands were much employed, I read but little, but the least scraps 

of paper which lay on the ground, my holder, or tablecloth, afforded me as much 

entertainment, in fact answered the same purpose as the Iliad. 

It would be worth the while to build still more deliberately than I did, considering, 

for instance, what foundation a door, a window, a cellar, a garret, have in the 

nature of man, and perchance never raising any superstructure until we found a 

better reason for it than our temporal necessities even. There is some of the 

same fitness in a man's building his own house that there is in a bird's building its 

own nest. Who knows but if men constructed their dwellings with their own 

hands, and provided food for themselves and families simply and honestly 

enough, the poetic faculty would be universally developed, as birds universally 

sing when they are so engaged? But alas! we do like cowbirds and cuckoos, which 

lay their eggs in nests which other birds have built, and cheer no traveller with 

their chattering and unmusical notes. Shall we forever resign the pleasure of 

construction to the carpenter? What does architecture amount to in the 

experience of the mass of men? I never in all my walks came across a man 

engaged in so simple and natural an occupation as building his house. We belong 

to the community. It is not the tailor alone who is the ninth part of a man; it is as 

much the preacher, and the merchant, and the farmer. Where is this division of 

labor to end? and what object does it finally serve? No doubt another may also 

think for me; but it is not therefore desirable that he should do so to the 

exclusion of my thinking for myself. 

True, there are architects so called in this country, and I have heard of one at 

least possessed with the idea of making architectural ornaments have a core of 

truth, a necessity, and hence a beauty, as if it were a revelation to him. All very 

well perhaps from his point of view, but only a little better than the common 

dilettantism. A sentimental reformer in architecture, he began at the cornice, not 

at the foundation. It was only how to put a core of truth within the ornaments, 

that every sugarplum, in fact, might have an almond or caraway seed in 

it—though I hold that almonds are most wholesome without the sugar—and not 

how the inhabitant, the indweller, might build truly within and without, and let the 
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ornaments take care of themselves. What reasonable man ever supposed that 

ornaments were something outward and in the skin merely—that the tortoise got 

his spotted shell, or the shell-fish its mother-o'-pearl tints, by such a contract as 

the inhabitants of Broadway their Trinity Church? But a man has no more to do 

with the style of architecture of his house than a tortoise with that of its shell: nor 

need the soldier be so idle as to try to paint the precise color of his virtue on his 

standard. The enemy will find it out. He may turn pale when the trial comes. This 

man seemed to me to lean over the cornice, and timidly whisper his half truth to 

the rude occupants who really knew it better than he. What of architectural 

beauty I now see, I know has gradually grown from within outward, out of the 

necessities and character of the indweller, who is the only builder—out of some 

unconscious truthfulness, and nobleness, without ever a thought for the 

appearance and whatever additional beauty of this kind is destined to be 

produced will be preceded by a like unconscious beauty of life. The most 

interesting dwellings in this country, as the painter knows, are the most 

unpretending, humble log huts and cottages of the poor commonly; it is the life of 

the inhabitants whose shells they are, and not any peculiarity in their surfaces 

merely, which makes them picturesque; and equally interesting will be the 

citizen's suburban box, when his life shall be as simple and as agreeable to the 

imagination, and there is as little straining after effect in the style of his dwelling. 

A great proportion of architectural ornaments are literally hollow, and a 

September gale would strip them off, like borrowed plumes, without injury to the 

substantials. They can do without architecture who have no olives nor wines in 

the cellar. What if an equal ado were made about the ornaments of style in 

literature, and the architects of our bibles spent as much time about their cornices 

as the architects of our churches do? So are made the belles-lettres and the 

beaux-arts and their professors. Much it concerns a man, forsooth, how a few 

sticks are slanted over him or under him, and what colors are daubed upon his 

box. It would signify somewhat, if, in any earnest sense, he slanted them and 

daubed it; but the spirit having departed out of the tenant, it is of a piece with 

constructing his own coffin—the architecture of the grave—and "carpenter" is but 

another name for "coffin-maker." One man says, in his despair or indifference to 

life, take up a handful of the earth at your feet, and paint your house that color. 

Is he thinking of his last and narrow house? Toss up a copper for it as well. What 

an abundance of leisure be must have! Why do you take up a handful of dirt? 

Better paint your house your own complexion; let it turn pale or blush for you. An 

enterprise to improve the style of cottage architecture! When you have got my 

ornaments ready, I will wear them. 
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Before winter I built a chimney, and shingled the sides of my house, which were 

already impervious to rain, with imperfect and sappy shingles made of the first 

slice of the log, whose edges I was obliged to straighten with a plane. 

I have thus a tight shingled and plastered house, ten feet wide by fifteen long, 

and eight-feet posts, with a garret and a closet, a large window on each side, two 

trap doors, one door at the end, and a brick fireplace opposite. The exact cost of 

my house, paying the usual price for such materials as I used, but not counting 

the work, all of which was done by myself, was as follows; and I give the details 

because very few are able to tell exactly what their houses cost, and fewer still, if 

any, the separate cost of the various materials which compose them:— 

 

Boards.......................... $ 8.03+, mostly shanty boards. 

Refuse shingles for roof sides... 4.00 

Laths............................ 1.25 

Two second-hand windows with glass.................... 2.43 

One thousand old brick........... 4.00 

Two casks of lime................ 2.40 That was high. 

Hair............................. 0.31 More than I needed. 

Mantle-tree iron................. 0.15 

Nails............................ 3.90 

Hinges and screws................ 0.14 

Latch............................ 0.10 

Chalk............................ 0.01 

Transportation................... 1.40 I carried a good part on my back. 

In all...................... $28.12+ 

These are all the materials, excepting the timber, stones, and sand, which I 

claimed by squatter's right. I have also a small woodshed adjoining, made chiefly 

of the stuff which was left after building the house. 

I intend to build me a house which will surpass any on the main street in Concord 

in grandeur and luxury, as soon as it pleases me as much and will cost me no 

more than my present one. 

I thus found that the student who wishes for a shelter can obtain one for a 

lifetime at an expense not greater than the rent which he now pays annually. If I 

seem to boast more than is becoming, my excuse is that I brag for humanity 

rather than for myself; and my shortcomings and inconsistencies do not affect the 

truth of my statement. Notwithstanding much cant and hypocrisy—chaff which I 

find it difficult to separate from my wheat, but for which I am as sorry as any 
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man—I will breathe freely and stretch myself in this respect, it is such a relief to 

both the moral and physical system; and I am resolved that I will not through 

humility become the devil's attorney. I will endeavor to speak a good word for the 

truth. At Cambridge College the mere rent of a student's room, which is only a 

little larger than my own, is thirty dollars each year, though the corporation had 

the advantage of building thirty-two side by side and under one roof, and the 

occupant suffers the inconvenience of many and noisy neighbors, and perhaps a 

residence in the fourth story. I cannot but think that if we had more true wisdom 

in these respects, not only less education would be needed, because, forsooth, 

more would already have been acquired, but the pecuniary expense of getting an 

education would in a great measure vanish. Those conveniences which the 

student requires at Cambridge or elsewhere cost him or somebody else ten times 

as great a sacrifice of life as they would with proper management on both sides. 

Those things for which the most money is demanded are never the things which 

the student most wants. Tuition, for instance, is an important item in the term 

bill, while for the far more valuable education which he gets by associating with 

the most cultivated of his contemporaries no charge is made. The mode of 

founding a college is, commonly, to get up a subscription of dollars and cents, 

and then, following blindly the principles of a division of labor to its extreme—a 

principle which should never be followed but with circumspection—to call in a 

contractor who makes this a subject of speculation, and he employs Irishmen or 

other operatives actually to lay the foundations, while the students that are to be 

are said to be fitting themselves for it; and for these oversights successive 

generations have to pay. I think that it would be better than this, for the 

students, or those who desire to be benefited by it, even to lay the foundation 

themselves. The student who secures his coveted leisure and retirement by 

systematically shirking any labor necessary to man obtains but an ignoble and 

unprofitable leisure, defrauding himself of the experience which alone can make 

leisure fruitful. "But," says one, "you do not mean that the students should go to 

work with their hands instead of their heads?" I do not mean that exactly, but I 

mean something which he might think a good deal like that; I mean that they 

should not play life, or study it merely, while the community supports them at 

this expensive game, but earnestly live it from beginning to end. How could 

youths better learn to live than by at once trying the experiment of living? 

Methinks this would exercise their minds as much as mathematics. If I wished a 

boy to know something about the arts and sciences, for instance, I would not 

pursue the common course, which is merely to send him into the neighborhood of 

some professor, where anything is professed and practised but the art of life;—to 

survey the world through a telescope or a microscope, and never with his natural 

eye; to study chemistry, and not learn how his bread is made, or mechanics, and 

not learn how it is earned; to discover new satellites to Neptune, and not detect 

the motes in his eyes, or to what vagabond he is a satellite himself; or to be 
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devoured by the monsters that swarm all around him, while contemplating the 

monsters in a drop of vinegar. Which would have advanced the most at the end of 

a month—the boy who had made his own jackknife from the ore which he had 

dug and smelted, reading as much as would be necessary for this—or the boy 

who had attended the lectures on metallurgy at the Institute in the meanwhile, 

and had received a Rodgers' penknife from his father? Which would be most likely 

to cut his fingers?... To my astonishment I was informed on leaving college that I 

had studied navigation!—why, if I had taken one turn down the harbor I should 

have known more about it. Even the poor student studies and is taught only 

political economy, while that economy of living which is synonymous with 

philosophy is not even sincerely professed in our colleges. The consequence is, 

that while he is reading Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Say, he runs his father in debt 

irretrievably. 

As with our colleges, so with a hundred "modern improvements"; there is an 

illusion about them; there is not always a positive advance. The devil goes on 

exacting compound interest to the last for his early share and numerous 

succeeding investments in them. Our inventions are wont to be pretty toys, which 

distract our attention from serious things. They are but improved means to an 

unimproved end, an end which it was already but too easy to arrive at; as 

railroads lead to Boston or New York. We are in great haste to construct a 

magnetic telegraph from Maine to Texas; but Maine and Texas, it may be, have 

nothing important to communicate. Either is in such a predicament as the man 

who was earnest to be introduced to a distinguished deaf woman, but when he 

was presented, and one end of her ear trumpet was put into his hand, had 

nothing to say. As if the main object were to talk fast and not to talk sensibly. We 

are eager to tunnel under the Atlantic and bring the Old World some weeks nearer 

to the New; but perchance the first news that will leak through into the broad, 

flapping American ear will be that the Princess Adelaide has the whooping cough. 

After all, the man whose horse trots a mile in a minute does not carry the most 

important messages; he is not an evangelist, nor does he come round eating 

locusts and wild honey. I doubt if Flying Childers ever carried a peck of corn to 

mill. 

One says to me, "I wonder that you do not lay up money; you love to travel; you 

might take the cars and go to Fitchburg today and see the country." But I am 

wiser than that. I have learned that the swiftest traveller is he that goes afoot. I 

say to my friend, Suppose we try who will get there first. The distance is thirty 

miles; the fare ninety cents. That is almost a day's wages. I remember when 

wages were sixty cents a day for laborers on this very road. Well, I start now on 

foot, and get there before night; I have travelled at that rate by the week 

together. You will in the meanwhile have earned your fare, and arrive there some 
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time tomorrow, or possibly this evening, if you are lucky enough to get a job in 

season. Instead of going to Fitchburg, you will be working here the greater part of 

the day. And so, if the railroad reached round the world, I think that I should 

keep ahead of you; and as for seeing the country and getting experience of that 

kind, I should have to cut your acquaintance altogether. 

Such is the universal law, which no man can ever outwit, and with regard to the 

railroad even we may say it is as broad as it is long. To make a railroad round the 

world available to all mankind is equivalent to grading the whole surface of the 

planet. Men have an indistinct notion that if they keep up this activity of joint 

stocks and spades long enough all will at length ride somewhere, in next to no 

time, and for nothing; but though a crowd rushes to the depot, and the conductor 

shouts "All aboard!" when the smoke is blown away and the vapor condensed, it 

will be perceived that a few are riding, but the rest are run over—and it will be 

called, and will be, "A melancholy accident." No doubt they can ride at last who 

shall have earned their fare, that is, if they survive so long, but they will probably 

have lost their elasticity and desire to travel by that time. This spending of the 

best part of one's life earning money in order to enjoy a questionable liberty 

during the least valuable part of it reminds me of the Englishman who went to 

India to make a fortune first, in order that he might return to England and live the 

life of a poet. He should have gone up garret at once. "What!" exclaim a million 

Irishmen starting up from all the shanties in the land, "is not this railroad which 

we have built a good thing?" Yes, I answer, comparatively good, that is, you 

might have done worse; but I wish, as you are brothers of mine, that you could 

have spent your time better than digging in this dirt. 

Before I finished my house, wishing to earn ten or twelve dollars by some honest 

and agreeable method, in order to meet my unusual expenses, I planted about 

two acres and a half of light and sandy soil near it chiefly with beans, but also a 

small part with potatoes, corn, peas, and turnips. The whole lot contains eleven 

acres, mostly growing up to pines and hickories, and was sold the preceding 

season for eight dollars and eight cents an acre. One farmer said that it was 

"good for nothing but to raise cheeping squirrels on." I put no manure whatever 

on this land, not being the owner, but merely a squatter, and not expecting to 

cultivate so much again, and I did not quite hoe it all once. I got out several cords 

of stumps in plowing, which supplied me with fuel for a long time, and left small 

circles of virgin mould, easily distinguishable through the summer by the greater 

luxuriance of the beans there. The dead and for the most part unmerchantable 

wood behind my house, and the driftwood from the pond, have supplied the 

remainder of my fuel. I was obliged to hire a team and a man for the plowing, 

though I held the plow myself. My farm outgoes for the first season were, for 

implements, seed, work, etc., $14.72+. The seed corn was given me. This never 
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costs anything to speak of, unless you plant more than enough. I got twelve 

bushels of beans, and eighteen bushels of potatoes, beside some peas and sweet 

corn. The yellow corn and turnips were too late to come to anything. My whole 

income from the farm was $ 23.44 

Deducting the outgoes............ 14.72+ 

There are left.................. $ 8.71+ 

beside produce consumed and on hand at the time this estimate was made of the 

value of $4.50—the amount on hand much more than balancing a little grass 

which I did not raise. All things considered, that is, considering the importance of 

a man's soul and of today, notwithstanding the short time occupied by my 

experiment, nay, partly even because of its transient character, I believe that that 

was doing better than any farmer in Concord did that year. 

The next year I did better still, for I spaded up all the land which I required, about 

a third of an acre, and I learned from the experience of both years, not being in 

the least awed by many celebrated works on husbandry, Arthur Young among the 

rest, that if one would live simply and eat only the crop which he raised, and raise 

no more than he ate, and not exchange it for an insufficient quantity of more 

luxurious and expensive things, he would need to cultivate only a few rods of 

ground, and that it would be cheaper to spade up that than to use oxen to plow 

it, and to select a fresh spot from time to time than to manure the old, and he 

could do all his necessary farm work as it were with his left hand at odd hours in 

the summer; and thus he would not be tied to an ox, or horse, or cow, or pig, as 

at present. I desire to speak impartially on this point, and as one not interested in 

the success or failure of the present economical and social arrangements. I was 

more independent than any farmer in Concord, for I was not anchored to a house 

or farm, but could follow the bent of my genius, which is a very crooked one, 

every moment. Beside being better off than they already, if my house had been 

burned or my crops had failed, I should have been nearly as well off as before. 

I am wont to think that men are not so much the keepers of herds as herds are 

the keepers of men, the former are so much the freer. Men and oxen exchange 

work; but if we consider necessary work only, the oxen will be seen to have 

greatly the advantage, their farm is so much the larger. Man does some of his 

part of the exchange work in his six weeks of haying, and it is no boy's play. 

Certainly no nation that lived simply in all respects, that is, no nation of 

philosophers, would commit so great a blunder as to use the labor of animals. 

True, there never was and is not likely soon to be a nation of philosophers, nor 

am I certain it is desirable that there should be. However, I should never have 

broken a horse or bull and taken him to board for any work he might do for me, 

for fear I should become a horseman or a herdsman merely; and if society seems 
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to be the gainer by so doing, are we certain that what is one man's gain is not 

another's loss, and that the stable-boy has equal cause with his master to be 

satisfied? Granted that some public works would not have been constructed 

without this aid, and let man share the glory of such with the ox and horse; does 

it follow that he could not have accomplished works yet more worthy of himself in 

that case? When men begin to do, not merely unnecessary or artistic, but 

luxurious and idle work, with their assistance, it is inevitable that a few do all the 

exchange work with the oxen, or, in other words, become the slaves of the 

strongest. Man thus not only works for the animal within him, but, for a symbol of 

this, he works for the animal without him. Though we have many substantial 

houses of brick or stone, the prosperity of the farmer is still measured by the 

degree to which the barn overshadows the house. This town is said to have the 

largest houses for oxen, cows, and horses hereabouts, and it is not behindhand in 

its public buildings; but there are very few halls for free worship or free speech in 

this county. It should not be by their architecture, but why not even by their 

power of abstract thought, that nations should seek to commemorate 

themselves? How much more admirable the Bhagvat-Geeta than all the ruins of 

the East! Towers and temples are the luxury of princes. A simple and independent 

mind does not toil at the bidding of any prince. Genius is not a retainer to any 

emperor, nor is its material silver, or gold, or marble, except to a trifling extent. 

To what end, pray, is so much stone hammered? In Arcadia, when I was there, I 

did not see any hammering stone. Nations are possessed with an insane ambition 

to perpetuate the memory of themselves by the amount of hammered stone they 

leave. What if equal pains were taken to smooth and polish their manners? One 

piece of good sense would be more memorable than a monument as high as the 

moon. I love better to see stones in place. The grandeur of Thebes was a vulgar 

grandeur. More sensible is a rod of stone wall that bounds an honest man's field 

than a hundred-gated Thebes that has wandered farther from the true end of life. 

The religion and civilization which are barbaric and heathenish build splendid 

temples; but what you might call Christianity does not. Most of the stone a nation 

hammers goes toward its tomb only. It buries itself alive. As for the Pyramids, 

there is nothing to wonder at in them so much as the fact that so many men 

could be found degraded enough to spend their lives constructing a tomb for 

some ambitious booby, whom it would have been wiser and manlier to have 

drowned in the Nile, and then given his body to the dogs. I might possibly invent 

some excuse for them and him, but I have no time for it. As for the religion and 

love of art of the builders, it is much the same all the world over, whether the 

building be an Egyptian temple or the United States Bank. It costs more than it 

comes to. The mainspring is vanity, assisted by the love of garlic and bread and 

butter. Mr. Balcom, a promising young architect, designs it on the back of his 

Vitruvius, with hard pencil and ruler, and the job is let out to Dobson & Sons, 

stonecutters. When the thirty centuries begin to look down on it, mankind begin 
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to look up at it. As for your high towers and monuments, there was a crazy fellow 

once in this town who undertook to dig through to China, and he got so far that, 

as he said, he heard the Chinese pots and kettles rattle; but I think that I shall 

not go out of my way to admire the hole which he made. Many are concerned 

about the monuments of the West and the East—to know who built them. For my 

part, I should like to know who in those days did not build them—who were above 

such trifling. But to proceed with my statistics. 

By surveying, carpentry, and day-labor of various other kinds in the village in the 

meanwhile, for I have as many trades as fingers, I had earned $13.34. The 

expense of food for eight months, namely, from July 4th to March 1st, the time 

when these estimates were made, though I lived there more than two years—not 

counting potatoes, a little green corn, and some peas, which I had raised, nor 

considering the value of what was on hand at the last date—was 

Rice.................... $ 1.73 1/2 

Molasses................. 1.73 Cheapest form of the saccharine. 

Rye meal................. 1.04 3/4 

Indian meal.............. 0.99 3/4 Cheaper than rye. 

Pork..................... 0.22 

 

All experiments which failed: 

Flour.................... 0.88 Costs more than Indian meal,both money and trouble. 

Sugar.................... 0.80 

Lard..................... 0.65 

Apples................... 0.25 

Dried apple.............. 0.22 

Sweet potatoes........... 0.10 

One pumpkin.............. 0.06 

One watermelon........... 0.02 

Salt..................... 0.03 

Yes, I did eat $8.74, all told; but I should not thus unblushingly publish my guilt, 

if I did not know that most of my readers were equally guilty with myself, and 

that their deeds would look no better in print. The next year I sometimes caught 

a mess of fish for my dinner, and once I went so far as to slaughter a woodchuck 

which ravaged my bean-field—effect his transmigration, as a Tartar would 

say—and devour him, partly for experiment's sake; but though it afforded me a 

momentary enjoyment, notwithstanding a musky flavor, I saw that the longest 

use would not make that a good practice, however it might seem to have your 

woodchucks ready dressed by the village butcher. 
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Clothing and some incidental expenses within the same dates, though little can be 

inferred from this item, amounted to $ 8.40-3/4 

Oil and some household utensils........ 2.00 

So that all the pecuniary outgoes, excepting for washing and mending, which for 

the most part were done out of the house, and their bills have not yet been 

received—and these are all and more than all the ways by which money 

necessarily goes out in this part of the world—were 

House................................. $ 28.12+ 

Farm one year........................... 14.72+ 

Food eight months....................... 8.74 

Clothing, etc., eight months............ 8.40-3/4 

Oil, etc., eight months................. 2.00 

  

In all............................ $ 61.99-3/4 

 

I address myself now to those of my readers who have a living to get. And to 

meet this I have for farm produce sold $ 23.44 

Earned by day-labor.................... 13.34 

  

In all............................ $ 36.78, 

which subtracted from the sum of the outgoes leaves a balance of $25.21 3/4 on 

the one side—this being very nearly the means with which I started, and the 

measure of expenses to be incurred—and on the other, beside the leisure and 

independence and health thus secured, a comfortable house for me as long as I 

choose to occupy it. 

These statistics, however accidental and therefore uninstructive they may appear, 

as they have a certain completeness, have a certain value also. Nothing was 

given me of which I have not rendered some account. It appears from the above 

estimate, that my food alone cost me in money about twenty-seven cents a week. 

It was, for nearly two years after this, rye and Indian meal without yeast, 

potatoes, rice, a very little salt pork, molasses, and salt; and my drink, water. It 

was fit that I should live on rice, mainly, who love so well the philosophy of India. 

To meet the objections of some inveterate cavillers, I may as well state, that if I 

dined out occasionally, as I always had done, and I trust shall have opportunities 

to do again, it was frequently to the detriment of my domestic arrangements. But 

the dining out, being, as I have stated, a constant element, does not in the least 

affect a comparative statement like this. 
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I learned from my two years' experience that it would cost incredibly little trouble 

to obtain one's necessary food, even in this latitude; that a man may use as 

simple a diet as the animals, and yet retain health and strength. I have made a 

satisfactory dinner, satisfactory on several accounts, simply off a dish of purslane 

(Portulaca oleracea) which I gathered in my cornfield, boiled and salted. I give 

the Latin on account of the savoriness of the trivial name. And pray what more 

can a reasonable man desire, in peaceful times, in ordinary noons, than a 

sufficient number of ears of green sweet corn boiled, with the addition of salt? 

Even the little variety which I used was a yielding to the demands of appetite, and 

not of health. Yet men have come to such a pass that they frequently starve, not 

for want of necessaries, but for want of luxuries; and I know a good woman who 

thinks that her son lost his life because he took to drinking water only. 

The reader will perceive that I am treating the subject rather from an economic 

than a dietetic point of view, and he will not venture to put my abstemiousness to 

the test unless he has a well-stocked larder. 

Bread I at first made of pure Indian meal and salt, genuine hoe-cakes, which I 

baked before my fire out of doors on a shingle or the end of a stick of timber 

sawed off in building my house; but it was wont to get smoked and to have a piny 

flavor, I tried flour also; but have at last found a mixture of rye and Indian meal 

most convenient and agreeable. In cold weather it was no little amusement to 

bake several small loaves of this in succession, tending and turning them as 

carefully as an Egyptian his hatching eggs. They were a real cereal fruit which I 

ripened, and they had to my senses a fragrance like that of other noble fruits, 

which I kept in as long as possible by wrapping them in cloths. I made a study of 

the ancient and indispensable art of bread-making, consulting such authorities as 

offered, going back to the primitive days and first invention of the unleavened 

kind, when from the wildness of nuts and meats men first reached the mildness 

and refinement of this diet, and travelling gradually down in my studies through 

that accidental souring of the dough which, it is supposed, taught the leavening 

process, and through the various fermentations thereafter, till I came to "good, 

sweet, wholesome bread," the staff of life. Leaven, which some deem the soul of 

bread, the spiritus which fills its cellular tissue, which is religiously preserved like 

the vestal fire—some precious bottleful, I suppose, first brought over in the 

Mayflower, did the business for America, and its influence is still rising, swelling, 

spreading, in cerealian billows over the land—this seed I regularly and faithfully 

procured from the village, till at length one morning I forgot the rules, and 

scalded my yeast; by which accident I discovered that even this was not 

indispensable—for my discoveries were not by the synthetic but analytic 

process—and I have gladly omitted it since, though most housewives earnestly 

assured me that safe and wholesome bread without yeast might not be, and 
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elderly people prophesied a speedy decay of the vital forces. Yet I find it not to be 

an essential ingredient, and after going without it for a year am still in the land of 

the living; and I am glad to escape the trivialness of carrying a bottleful in my 

pocket, which would sometimes pop and discharge its contents to my 

discomfiture. It is simpler and more respectable to omit it. Man is an animal who 

more than any other can adapt himself to all climates and circumstances. Neither 

did I put any sal-soda, or other acid or alkali, into my bread. It would seem that I 

made it according to the recipe which Marcus Porcius Cato gave about two 

centuries before Christ. "Panem depsticium sic facito. Manus mortariumque bene 

lavato. Farinam in mortarium indito, aquae paulatim addito, subigitoque pulchre. 

Ubi bene subegeris, defingito, coquitoque sub testu." Which I take to 

mean,—"Make kneaded bread thus. Wash your hands and trough well. Put the 

meal into the trough, add water gradually, and knead it thoroughly. When you 

have kneaded it well, mould it, and bake it under a cover," that is, in a baking 

kettle. Not a word about leaven. But I did not always use this staff of life. At one 

time, owing to the emptiness of my purse, I saw none of it for more than a 

month. 

Every New Englander might easily raise all his own breadstuffs in this land of rye 

and Indian corn, and not depend on distant and fluctuating markets for them. Yet 

so far are we from simplicity and independence that, in Concord, fresh and sweet 

meal is rarely sold in the shops, and hominy and corn in a still coarser form are 

hardly used by any. For the most part the farmer gives to his cattle and hogs the 

grain of his own producing, and buys flour, which is at least no more wholesome, 

at a greater cost, at the store. I saw that I could easily raise my bushel or two of 

rye and Indian corn, for the former will grow on the poorest land, and the latter 

does not require the best, and grind them in a hand-mill, and so do without rice 

and pork; and if I must have some concentrated sweet, I found by experiment 

that I could make a very good molasses either of pumpkins or beets, and I knew 

that I needed only to set out a few maples to obtain it more easily still, and while 

these were growing I could use various substitutes beside those which I have 

named. "For," as the Forefathers sang,— 

"we can make liquor to sweeten our lips 

Of pumpkins and parsnips and walnut-tree chips." 

Finally, as for salt, that grossest of groceries, to obtain this might be a fit 

occasion for a visit to the seashore, or, if I did without it altogether, I should 

probably drink the less water. I do not learn that the Indians ever troubled 

themselves to go after it. 

Thus I could avoid all trade and barter, so far as my food was concerned, and 

having a shelter already, it would only remain to get clothing and fuel. The 
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pantaloons which I now wear were woven in a farmer's family—thank Heaven 

there is so much virtue still in man; for I think the fall from the farmer to the 

operative as great and memorable as that from the man to the farmer;—and in a 

new country, fuel is an encumbrance. As for a habitat, if I were not permitted still 

to squat, I might purchase one acre at the same price for which the land I 

cultivated was sold—namely, eight dollars and eight cents. But as it was, I 

considered that I enhanced the value of the land by squatting on it. 

There is a certain class of unbelievers who sometimes ask me such questions as, 

if I think that I can live on vegetable food alone; and to strike at the root of the 

matter at once—for the root is faith—I am accustomed to answer such, that I can 

live on board nails. If they cannot understand that, they cannot understand much 

that I have to say. For my part, I am glad to bear of experiments of this kind 

being tried; as that a young man tried for a fortnight to live on hard, raw corn on 

the ear, using his teeth for all mortar. The squirrel tribe tried the same and 

succeeded. The human race is interested in these experiments, though a few old 

women who are incapacitated for them, or who own their thirds in mills, may be 

alarmed. 

My furniture, part of which I made myself—and the rest cost me nothing of which 

I have not rendered an account—consisted of a bed, a table, a desk, three chairs, 

a looking-glass three inches in diameter, a pair of tongs and andirons, a kettle, a 

skillet, and a frying-pan, a dipper, a wash-bowl, two knives and forks, three 

plates, one cup, one spoon, a jug for oil, a jug for molasses, and a japanned 

lamp. None is so poor that he need sit on a pumpkin. That is shiftlessness. There 

is a plenty of such chairs as I like best in the village garrets to be had for taking 

them away. Furniture! Thank God, I can sit and I can stand without the aid of a 

furniture warehouse. What man but a philosopher would not be ashamed to see 

his furniture packed in a cart and going up country exposed to the light of heaven 

and the eyes of men, a beggarly account of empty boxes? That is Spaulding's 

furniture. I could never tell from inspecting such a load whether it belonged to a 

so-called rich man or a poor one; the owner always seemed poverty-stricken. 

Indeed, the more you have of such things the poorer you are. Each load looks as 

if it contained the contents of a dozen shanties; and if one shanty is poor, this is a 

dozen times as poor. Pray, for what do we move ever but to get rid of our 

furniture, our exuvioe: at last to go from this world to another newly furnished, 

and leave this to be burned? It is the same as if all these traps were buckled to a 

man's belt, and he could not move over the rough country where our lines are 

cast without dragging them—dragging his trap. He was a lucky fox that left his 

tail in the trap. The muskrat will gnaw his third leg off to be free. No wonder man 

has lost his elasticity. How often he is at a dead set! "Sir, if I may be so bold, 

what do you mean by a dead set?" If you are a seer, whenever you meet a man 
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you will see all that he owns, ay, and much that he pretends to disown, behind 

him, even to his kitchen furniture and all the trumpery which he saves and will 

not burn, and he will appear to be harnessed to it and making what headway he 

can. I think that the man is at a dead set who has got through a knot-hole or 

gateway where his sledge load of furniture cannot follow him. I cannot but feel 

compassion when I hear some trig, compact-looking man, seemingly free, all 

girded and ready, speak of his "furniture," as whether it is insured or not. "But 

what shall I do with my furniture?"—My gay butterfly is entangled in a spider's 

web then. Even those who seem for a long while not to have any, if you inquire 

more narrowly you will find have some stored in somebody's barn. I look upon 

England today as an old gentleman who is travelling with a great deal of baggage, 

trumpery which has accumulated from long housekeeping, which he has not the 

courage to burn; great trunk, little trunk, bandbox, and bundle. Throw away the 

first three at least. It would surpass the powers of a well man nowadays to take 

up his bed and walk, and I should certainly advise a sick one to lay down his bed 

and run. When I have met an immigrant tottering under a bundle which contained 

his all—looking like an enormous wen which had grown out of the nape of his 

neck—I have pitied him, not because that was his all, but because he had all that 

to carry. If I have got to drag my trap, I will take care that it be a light one and 

do not nip me in a vital part. But perchance it would be wisest never to put one's 

paw into it. 

I would observe, by the way, that it costs me nothing for curtains, for I have no 

gazers to shut out but the sun and moon, and I am willing that they should look 

in. The moon will not sour milk nor taint meat of mine, nor will the sun injure my 

furniture or fade my carpet; and if he is sometimes too warm a friend, I find it 

still better economy to retreat behind some curtain which nature has provided, 

than to add a single item to the details of housekeeping. A lady once offered me a 

mat, but as I had no room to spare within the house, nor time to spare within or 

without to shake it, I declined it, preferring to wipe my feet on the sod before my 

door. It is best to avoid the beginnings of evil. 

Not long since I was present at the auction of a deacon's effects, for his life had 

not been ineffectual:— 

 

"The evil that men do lives after them." 

As usual, a great proportion was trumpery which had begun to accumulate in his 

father's day. Among the rest was a dried tapeworm. And now, after lying half a 

century in his garret and other dust holes, these things were not burned; instead 

of a bonfire, or purifying destruction of them, there was an auction, or increasing 
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of them. The neighbors eagerly collected to view them, bought them all, and 

carefully transported them to their garrets and dust holes, to lie there till their 

estates are settled, when they will start again. When a man dies he kicks the 

dust. 

The customs of some savage nations might, perchance, be profitably imitated by 

us, for they at least go through the semblance of casting their slough annually; 

they have the idea of the thing, whether they have the reality or not. Would it not 

be well if we were to celebrate such a "busk," or "feast of first fruits," as Bartram 

describes to have been the custom of the Mucclasse Indians? "When a town 

celebrates the busk," says he, "having previously provided themselves with new 

clothes, new pots, pans, and other household utensils and furniture, they collect 

all their worn out clothes and other despicable things, sweep and cleanse their 

houses, squares, and the whole town of their filth, which with all the remaining 

grain and other old provisions they cast together into one common heap, and 

consume it with fire. After having taken medicine, and fasted for three days, all 

the fire in the town is extinguished. During this fast they abstain from the 

gratification of every appetite and passion whatever. A general amnesty is 

proclaimed; all malefactors may return to their town." 

"On the fourth morning, the high priest, by rubbing dry wood together, produces 

new fire in the public square, from whence every habitation in the town is 

supplied with the new and pure flame." 

They then feast on the new corn and fruits, and dance and sing for three days, 

"and the four following days they receive visits and rejoice with their friends from 

neighboring towns who have in like manner purified and prepared themselves." 

The Mexicans also practised a similar purification at the end of every fifty-two 

years, in the belief that it was time for the world to come to an end. 

I have scarcely heard of a truer sacrament, that is, as the dictionary defines it, 

"outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace," than this, and I have 

no doubt that they were originally inspired directly from Heaven to do thus, 

though they have no Biblical record of the revelation. 

For more than five years I maintained myself thus solely by the labor of my 

hands, and I found that, by working about six weeks in a year, I could meet all 

the expenses of living. The whole of my winters, as well as most of my summers, 

I had free and clear for study. I have thoroughly tried school-keeping, and found 

that my expenses were in proportion, or rather out of proportion, to my income, 

for I was obliged to dress and train, not to say think and believe, accordingly, and 

I lost my time into the bargain. As I did not teach for the good of my fellow-men, 
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but simply for a livelihood, this was a failure. I have tried trade but I found that it 

would take ten years to get under way in that, and that then I should probably be 

on my way to the devil. I was actually afraid that I might by that time be doing 

what is called a good business. When formerly I was looking about to see what I 

could do for a living, some sad experience in conforming to the wishes of friends 

being fresh in my mind to tax my ingenuity, I thought often and seriously of 

picking huckleberries; that surely I could do, and its small profits might 

suffice—for my greatest skill has been to want but little—so little capital it 

required, so little distraction from my wonted moods, I foolishly thought. While 

my acquaintances went unhesitatingly into trade or the professions, I 

contemplated this occupation as most like theirs; ranging the hills all summer to 

pick the berries which came in my way, and thereafter carelessly dispose of 

them; so, to keep the flocks of Admetus. I also dreamed that I might gather the 

wild herbs, or carry evergreens to such villagers as loved to be reminded of the 

woods, even to the city, by hay-cart loads. But I have since learned that trade 

curses everything it handles; and though you trade in messages from heaven, the 

whole curse of trade attaches to the business. 

As I preferred some things to others, and especially valued my freedom, as I 

could fare hard and yet succeed well, I did not wish to spend my time in earning 

rich carpets or other fine furniture, or delicate cookery, or a house in the Grecian 

or the Gothic style just yet. If there are any to whom it is no interruption to 

acquire these things, and who know how to use them when acquired, I relinquish 

to them the pursuit. Some are "industrious," and appear to love labor for its own 

sake, or perhaps because it keeps them out of worse mischief; to such I have at 

present nothing to say. Those who would not know what to do with more leisure 

than they now enjoy, I might advise to work twice as hard as they do—work till 

they pay for themselves, and get their free papers. For myself I found that the 

occupation of a day-laborer was the most independent of any, especially as it 

required only thirty or forty days in a year to support one. The laborer's day ends 

with the going down of the sun, and he is then free to devote himself to his 

chosen pursuit, independent of his labor; but his employer, who speculates from 

month to month, has no respite from one end of the year to the other. 

In short, I am convinced, both by faith and experience, that to maintain one's self 

on this earth is not a hardship but a pastime, if we will live simply and wisely; as 

the pursuits of the simpler nations are still the sports of the more artificial. It is 

not necessary that a man should earn his living by the sweat of his brow, unless 

he sweats easier than I do. 

One young man of my acquaintance, who has inherited some acres, told me that 

he thought he should live as I did, if he had the means. I would not have any one 
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adopt my mode of living on any account; for, beside that before he has fairly 

learned it I may have found out another for myself, I desire that there may be as 

many different persons in the world as possible; but I would have each one be 

very careful to find out and pursue his own way, and not his father's or his 

mother's or his neighbor's instead. The youth may build or plant or sail, only let 

him not be hindered from doing that which he tells me he would like to do. It is 

by a mathematical point only that we are wise, as the sailor or the fugitive slave 

keeps the polestar in his eye; but that is sufficient guidance for all our life. We 

may not arrive at our port within a calculable period, but we would preserve the 

true course. 

Undoubtedly, in this case, what is true for one is truer still for a thousand, as a 

large house is not proportionally more expensive than a small one, since one roof 

may cover, one cellar underlie, and one wall separate several apartments. But for 

my part, I preferred the solitary dwelling. Moreover, it will commonly be cheaper 

to build the whole yourself than to convince another of the advantage of the 

common wall; and when you have done this, the common partition, to be much 

cheaper, must be a thin one, and that other may prove a bad neighbor, and also 

not keep his side in repair. The only co-operation which is commonly possible is 

exceedingly partial and superficial; and what little true co-operation there is, is as 

if it were not, being a harmony inaudible to men. If a man has faith, he will 

co-operate with equal faith everywhere; if he has not faith, he will continue to live 

like the rest of the world, whatever company he is joined to. To co-operate in the 

highest as well as the lowest sense, means to get our living together. I heard it 

proposed lately that two young men should travel together over the world, the 

one without money, earning his means as he went, before the mast and behind 

the plow, the other carrying a bill of exchange in his pocket. It was easy to see 

that they could not long be companions or co-operate, since one would not 

operate at all. They would part at the first interesting crisis in their adventures. 

Above all, as I have implied, the man who goes alone can start today; but he who 

travels with another must wait till that other is ready, and it may be a long time 

before they get off. 

But all this is very selfish, I have heard some of my townsmen say. I confess that 

I have hitherto indulged very little in philanthropic enterprises. I have made some 

sacrifices to a sense of duty, and among others have sacrificed this pleasure also. 

There are those who have used all their arts to persuade me to undertake the 

support of some poor family in the town; and if I had nothing to do—for the devil 

finds employment for the idle—I might try my hand at some such pastime as 

that. However, when I have thought to indulge myself in this respect, and lay 

their Heaven under an obligation by maintaining certain poor persons in all 

respects as comfortably as I maintain myself, and have even ventured so far as 
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to make them the offer, they have one and all unhesitatingly preferred to remain 

poor. While my townsmen and women are devoted in so many ways to the good 

of their fellows, I trust that one at least may be spared to other and less humane 

pursuits. You must have a genius for charity as well as for anything else. As for 

Doing-good, that is one of the professions which are full. Moreover, I have tried it 

fairly, and, strange as it may seem, am satisfied that it does not agree with my 

constitution. Probably I should not consciously and deliberately forsake my 

particular calling to do the good which society demands of me, to save the 

universe from annihilation; and I believe that a like but infinitely greater 

steadfastness elsewhere is all that now preserves it. But I would not stand 

between any man and his genius; and to him who does this work, which I decline, 

with his whole heart and soul and life, I would say, Persevere, even if the world 

call it doing evil, as it is most likely they will. 

I am far from supposing that my case is a peculiar one; no doubt many of my 

readers would make a similar defence. At doing something—I will not engage that 

my neighbors shall pronounce it good—I do not hesitate to say that I should be a 

capital fellow to hire; but what that is, it is for my employer to find out. What 

good I do, in the common sense of that word, must be aside from my main path, 

and for the most part wholly unintended. Men say, practically, Begin where you 

are and such as you are, without aiming mainly to become of more worth, and 

with kindness aforethought go about doing good. If I were to preach at all in this 

strain, I should say rather, Set about being good. As if the sun should stop when 

he had kindled his fires up to the splendor of a moon or a star of the sixth 

magnitude, and go about like a Robin Goodfellow, peeping in at every cottage 

window, inspiring lunatics, and tainting meats, and making darkness visible, 

instead of steadily increasing his genial heat and beneficence till he is of such 

brightness that no mortal can look him in the face, and then, and in the 

meanwhile too, going about the world in his own orbit, doing it good, or rather, as 

a truer philosophy has discovered, the world going about him getting good. When 

Phaeton, wishing to prove his heavenly birth by his beneficence, had the sun's 

chariot but one day, and drove out of the beaten track, he burned several blocks 

of houses in the lower streets of heaven, and scorched the surface of the earth, 

and dried up every spring, and made the great desert of Sahara, till at length 

Jupiter hurled him headlong to the earth with a thunderbolt, and the sun, through 

grief at his death, did not shine for a year. 

There is no odor so bad as that which arises from goodness tainted. It is human, 

it is divine, carrion. If I knew for a certainty that a man was coming to my house 

with the conscious design of doing me good, I should run for my life, as from that 

dry and parching wind of the African deserts called the simoom, which fills the 

mouth and nose and ears and eyes with dust till you are suffocated, for fear that I 
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should get some of his good done to me—some of its virus mingled with my 

blood. No—in this case I would rather suffer evil the natural way. A man is not a 

good man to me because he will feed me if I should be starving, or warm me if I 

should be freezing, or pull me out of a ditch if I should ever fall into one. I can 

find you a Newfoundland dog that will do as much. Philanthropy is not love for 

one's fellow-man in the broadest sense. Howard was no doubt an exceedingly 

kind and worthy man in his way, and has his reward; but, comparatively 

speaking, what are a hundred Howards to us, if their philanthropy do not help us 

in our best estate, when we are most worthy to be helped? I never heard of a 

philanthropic meeting in which it was sincerely proposed to do any good to me, or 

the like of me. 

The Jesuits were quite balked by those Indians who, being burned at the stake, 

suggested new modes of torture to their tormentors. Being superior to physical 

suffering, it sometimes chanced that they were superior to any consolation which 

the missionaries could offer; and the law to do as you would be done by fell with 

less persuasiveness on the ears of those who, for their part, did not care how 

they were done by, who loved their enemies after a new fashion, and came very 

near freely forgiving them all they did. 

Be sure that you give the poor the aid they most need, though it be your example 

which leaves them far behind. If you give money, spend yourself with it, and do 

not merely abandon it to them. We make curious mistakes sometimes. Often the 

poor man is not so cold and hungry as he is dirty and ragged and gross. It is 

partly his taste, and not merely his misfortune. If you give him money, he will 

perhaps buy more rags with it. I was wont to pity the clumsy Irish laborers who 

cut ice on the pond, in such mean and ragged clothes, while I shivered in my 

more tidy and somewhat more fashionable garments, till, one bitter cold day, one 

who had slipped into the water came to my house to warm him, and I saw him 

strip off three pairs of pants and two pairs of stockings ere he got down to the 

skin, though they were dirty and ragged enough, it is true, and that he could 

afford to refuse the extra garments which I offered him, he had so many intra 

ones. This ducking was the very thing he needed. Then I began to pity myself, 

and I saw that it would be a greater charity to bestow on me a flannel shirt than a 

whole slop-shop on him. There are a thousand hacking at the branches of evil to 

one who is striking at the root, and it may be that he who bestows the largest 

amount of time and money on the needy is doing the most by his mode of life to 

produce that misery which he strives in vain to relieve. It is the pious 

slave-breeder devoting the proceeds of every tenth slave to buy a Sunday's 

liberty for the rest. Some show their kindness to the poor by employing them in 

their kitchens. Would they not be kinder if they employed themselves there? You 

boast of spending a tenth part of your income in charity; maybe you should spend 
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the nine tenths so, and done with it. Society recovers only a tenth part of the 

property then. Is this owing to the generosity of him in whose possession it is 

found, or to the remissness of the officers of justice? 

Philanthropy is almost the only virtue which is sufficiently appreciated by 

mankind. Nay, it is greatly overrated; and it is our selfishness which overrates it. 

A robust poor man, one sunny day here in Concord, praised a fellow-townsman to 

me, because, as he said, he was kind to the poor; meaning himself. The kind 

uncles and aunts of the race are more esteemed than its true spiritual fathers and 

mothers. I once heard a reverend lecturer on England, a man of learning and 

intelligence, after enumerating her scientific, literary, and political worthies, 

Shakespeare, Bacon, Cromwell, Milton, Newton, and others, speak next of her 

Christian heroes, whom, as if his profession required it of him, he elevated to a 

place far above all the rest, as the greatest of the great. They were Penn, 

Howard, and Mrs. Fry. Every one must feel the falsehood and cant of this. The 

last were not England's best men and women; only, perhaps, her best 

philanthropists. 

I would not subtract anything from the praise that is due to philanthropy, but 

merely demand justice for all who by their lives and works are a blessing to 

mankind. I do not value chiefly a man's uprightness and benevolence, which are, 

as it were, his stem and leaves. Those plants of whose greenness withered we 

make herb tea for the sick serve but a humble use, and are most employed by 

quacks. I want the flower and fruit of a man; that some fragrance be wafted over 

from him to me, and some ripeness flavor our intercourse. His goodness must not 

be a partial and transitory act, but a constant superfluity, which costs him nothing 

and of which he is unconscious. This is a charity that hides a multitude of sins. 

The philanthropist too often surrounds mankind with the remembrance of his own 

castoff griefs as an atmosphere, and calls it sympathy. We should impart our 

courage, and not our despair, our health and ease, and not our disease, and take 

care that this does not spread by contagion. From what southern plains comes up 

the voice of wailing? Under what latitudes reside the heathen to whom we would 

send light? Who is that intemperate and brutal man whom we would redeem? If 

anything ail a man, so that he does not perform his functions, if he have a pain in 

his bowels even—for that is the seat of sympathy—he forthwith sets about 

reforming—the world. Being a microcosm himself, he discovers—and it is a true 

discovery, and he is the man to make it—that the world has been eating green 

apples; to his eyes, in fact, the globe itself is a great green apple, which there is 

danger awful to think of that the children of men will nibble before it is ripe; and 

straightway his drastic philanthropy seeks out the Esquimau and the Patagonian, 

and embraces the populous Indian and Chinese villages; and thus, by a few years 

of philanthropic activity, the powers in the meanwhile using him for their own 
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ends, no doubt, he cures himself of his dyspepsia, the globe acquires a faint blush 

on one or both of its cheeks, as if it were beginning to be ripe, and life loses its 

crudity and is once more sweet and wholesome to live. I never dreamed of any 

enormity greater than I have committed. I never knew, and never shall know, a 

worse man than myself. 

I believe that what so saddens the reformer is not his sympathy with his fellows 

in distress, but, though he be the holiest son of God, is his private ail. Let this be 

righted, let the spring come to him, the morning rise over his couch, and he will 

forsake his generous companions without apology. My excuse for not lecturing 

against the use of tobacco is, that I never chewed it, that is a penalty which 

reformed tobacco-chewers have to pay; though there are things enough I have 

chewed which I could lecture against. If you should ever be betrayed into any of 

these philanthropies, do not let your left hand know what your right hand does, 

for it is not worth knowing. Rescue the drowning and tie your shoestrings. Take 

your time, and set about some free labor. 

Our manners have been corrupted by communication with the saints. Our 

hymn-books resound with a melodious cursing of God and enduring Him forever. 

One would say that even the prophets and redeemers had rather consoled the 

fears than confirmed the hopes of man. There is nowhere recorded a simple and 

irrepressible satisfaction with the gift of life, any memorable praise of God. All 

health and success does me good, however far off and withdrawn it may appear; 

all disease and failure helps to make me sad and does me evil, however much 

sympathy it may have with me or I with it. If, then, we would indeed restore 

mankind by truly Indian, botanic, magnetic, or natural means, let us first be as 

simple and well as Nature ourselves, dispel the clouds which hang over our own 

brows, and take up a little life into our pores. Do not stay to be an overseer of the 

poor, but endeavor to become one of the worthies of the world. 

I read in the Gulistan, or Flower Garden, of Sheik Sadi of Shiraz, that "they asked 

a wise man, saying: Of the many celebrated trees which the Most High God has 

created lofty and umbrageous, they call none azad, or free, excepting the 

cypress, which bears no fruit; what mystery is there in this? He replied, Each has 

its appropriate produce, and appointed season, during the continuance of which it 

is fresh and blooming, and during their absence dry and withered; to neither of 

which states is the cypress exposed, being always flourishing; and of this nature 

are the azads, or religious independents.—Fix not thy heart on that which is 

transitory; for the Dijlah, or Tigris, will continue to flow through Bagdad after the 

race of caliphs is extinct: if thy hand has plenty, be liberal as the date tree; but if 

it affords nothing to give away, be an azad, or free man, like the cypress." 

COMPLEMENTAL VERSES 
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The Pretensions of Poverty 

Thou dost presume too much, poor needy wretch, 

To claim a station in the firmament 

Because thy humble cottage, or thy tub, 

Nurses some lazy or pedantic virtue 

In the cheap sunshine or by shady springs, 

With roots and pot-herbs; where thy right hand, 

Tearing those humane passions from the mind, 

Upon whose stocks fair blooming virtues flourish, 

Degradeth nature, and benumbeth sense, 

And, Gorgon-like, turns active men to stone. 

We not require the dull society 

Of your necessitated temperance, 

Or that unnatural stupidity 

That knows nor joy nor sorrow; nor your forc'd 

Falsely exalted passive fortitude 

Above the active. This low abject brood, 

That fix their seats in mediocrity, 

Become your servile minds; but we advance 

Such virtues only as admit excess, 

Brave, bounteous acts, regal magnificence, 

All-seeing prudence, magnanimity 

That knows no bound, and that heroic virtue 

For which antiquity hath left no name, 

But patterns only, such as Hercules, 

Achilles, Theseus. Back to thy loath'd cell; 

And when thou seest the new enlightened sphere, 

Study to know but what those worthies were. 

T. CAREW 

 

from Where I Lived, and What I Lived For 

At a certain season of our life we are accustomed to consider every spot as the 

possible site of a house. I have thus surveyed the country on every side within a 

dozen miles of where I live. In imagination I have bought all the farms in 

succession, for all were to be bought, and I knew their price. I walked over each 

farmer's premises, tasted his wild apples, discoursed on husbandry with him, took 

his farm at his price, at any price, mortgaging it to him in my mind; even put a 

higher price on it—took everything but a deed of it—took his word for his deed, 

for I dearly love to talk—cultivated it, and him too to some extent, I trust, and 
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withdrew when I had enjoyed it long enough, leaving him to carry it on. This 

experience entitled me to be regarded as a sort of real-estate broker by my 

friends. Wherever I sat, there I might live, and the landscape radiated from me 

accordingly. What is a house but a sedes, a seat?—better if a country seat. I 

discovered many a site for a house not likely to be soon improved, which some 

might have thought too far from the village, but to my eyes the village was too 

far from it. Well, there I might live, I said; and there I did live, for an hour, a 

summer and a winter life; saw how I could let the years run off, buffet the winter 

through, and see the spring come in. The future inhabitants of this region, 

wherever they may place their houses, may be sure that they have been 

anticipated. An afternoon sufficed to lay out the land into orchard, wood-lot, and 

pasture, and to decide what fine oaks or pines should be left to stand before the 

door, and whence each blasted tree could be seen to the best advantage; and 

then I let it lie, fallow, perchance, for a man is rich in proportion to the number of 

things which he can afford to let alone. 

My imagination carried me so far that I even had the refusal of several farms—the 

refusal was all I wanted—but I never got my fingers burned by actual possession. 

The nearest that I came to actual possession was when I bought the Hollowell 

place, and had begun to sort my seeds, and collected materials with which to 

make a wheelbarrow to carry it on or off with; but before the owner gave me a 

deed of it, his wife—every man has such a wife—changed her mind and wished to 

keep it, and he offered me ten dollars to release him. Now, to speak the truth, I 

had but ten cents in the world, and it surpassed my arithmetic to tell, if I was that 

man who had ten cents, or who had a farm, or ten dollars, or all together. 

However, I let him keep the ten dollars and the farm too, for I had carried it far 

enough; or rather, to be generous, I sold him the farm for just what I gave for it, 

and, as he was not a rich man, made him a present of ten dollars, and still had 

my ten cents, and seeds, and materials for a wheelbarrow left. I found thus that I 

had been a rich man without any damage to my poverty. But I retained the 

landscape, and I have since annually carried off what it yielded without a 

wheelbarrow. With respect to landscapes, 

I have frequently seen a poet withdraw, having enjoyed the most valuable part of 

a farm, while the crusty farmer supposed that he had got a few wild apples only. 

Why, the owner does not know it for many years when a poet has put his farm in 

rhyme, the most admirable kind of invisible fence, has fairly impounded it, milked 

it, skimmed it, and got all the cream, and left the farmer only the skimmed milk. 

The real attractions of the Hollowell farm, to me, were: its complete retirement, 

being, about two miles from the village, half a mile from the nearest neighbor, 

and separated from the highway by a broad field; its bounding on the river, which 
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the owner said protected it by its fogs from frosts in the spring, though that was 

nothing to me; the gray color and ruinous state of the house and barn, and the 

dilapidated fences, which put such an interval between me and the last occupant; 

the hollow and lichen-covered apple trees, nawed by rabbits, showing what kind 

of neighbors I should have; but above all, the recollection I had of it from my 

earliest voyages up the river, when the house was concealed behind a dense 

grove of red maples, through which I heard the house-dog bark. I was in haste to 

buy it, before the proprietor finished getting out some rocks, cutting down the 

hollow apple trees, and grubbing up some young birches which had sprung up in 

the pasture, or, in short, had made any more of his improvements. To enjoy 

these advantages I was ready to carry it on; like Atlas, to take the world on my 

shoulders—I never heard what compensation he received for that—and do all 

those things which had no other motive or excuse but that I might pay for it and 

be unmolested in my possession of it; for I knew all the while that it would yield 

the most abundant crop of the kind I wanted, if I could only afford to let it alone. 

But it turned out as I have said. 

All that I could say, then, with respect to farming on a large scale—I have always 

cultivated a garden—was, that I had had my seeds ready. Many think that seeds 

improve with age. I have no doubt that time discriminates between the good and 

the bad; and when at last I shall plant, I shall be less likely to be disappointed. 

But I would say to my fellows, once for all, As long as possible live free and 

uncommitted. It makes but little difference whether you are committed to a farm 

or the county jail. 

Old Cato, whose "De Re Rustica" is my "Cultivator," says—and the only 

translation I have seen makes sheer nonsense of the passage—"When you think 

of getting a farm turn it thus in your mind, not to buy greedily; nor spare your 

pains to look at it, and do not think it enough to go round it once. The oftener you 

go there the more it will please you, if it is good." I think I shall not buy greedily, 

but go round and round it as long as I live, and be buried in it first, that it may 

please me the more at last. 

The present was my next experiment of this kind, which I purpose to describe 

more at length, for convenience putting the experience of two years into one. As I 

have said, I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as 

chanticleer in the morning, standing on his roost, if only to wake my neighbors 

up. 

When first I took up my abode in the woods, that is, began to spend my nights as 

well as days there, which, by accident, was on Independence Day, or the Fourth 

of July, 1845, my house was not finished for winter, but was merely a defence 

against the rain, without plastering or chimney, the walls being of rough, 
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weather-stained boards, with wide chinks, which made it cool at night. The 

upright white hewn studs and freshly planed door and window casings gave it a 

clean and airy look, especially in the morning, when its timbers were saturated 

with dew, so that I fancied that by noon some sweet gum would exude from 

them. To my imagination it retained throughout the day more or less of this 

auroral character, reminding me of a certain house on a mountain which I had 

visited a year before. This was an airy and unplastered cabin, fit to entertain a 

travelling god, and where a goddess might trail her garments. The winds which 

passed over my dwelling were such as sweep over the ridges of mountains, 

bearing the broken strains, or celestial parts only, of terrestrial music. The 

morning wind forever blows, the poem of creation is uninterrupted; but few are 

the ears that hear it. Olympus is but the outside of the earth everywhere. 

The only house I had been the owner of before, if I except a boat, was a tent, 

which I used occasionally when making excursions in the summer, and this is still 

rolled up in my garret; but the boat, after passing from hand to hand, has gone 

down the stream of time. With this more substantial shelter about me, I had 

made some progress toward settling in the world. This frame, so slightly clad, was 

a sort of crystallization around me, and reacted on the builder. It was suggestive 

somewhat as a picture in outlines. I did not need to go outdoors to take the air, 

for the atmosphere within had lost none of its freshness. It was not so much 

within doors as behind a door where I sat, even in the rainiest weather. The 

Harivansa says, "An abode without birds is like a meat without seasoning." Such 

was not my abode, for I found myself suddenly neighbor to the birds; not by 

having imprisoned one, but having caged myself near them. I was not only nearer 

to some of those which commonly frequent the garden and the orchard, but to 

those smaller and more thrilling songsters of the forest which never, or rarely, 

serenade a villager—the wood thrush, the veery, the scarlet tanager, the field 

sparrow, the whip-poor-will, and many others. 

I was seated by the shore of a small pond, about a mile and a half south of the 

village of Concord and somewhat higher than it, in the midst of an extensive 

wood between that town and Lincoln, and about two miles south of that our only 

field known to fame, Concord Battle Ground; but I was so low in the woods that 

the opposite shore, half a mile off, like the rest, covered with wood, was my most 

distant horizon. For the first week, whenever I looked out on the pond it 

impressed me like a tarn high up on the side of a mountain, its bottom far above 

the surface of other lakes, and, as the sun arose, I saw it throwing off its nightly 

clothing of mist, and here and there, by degrees, its soft ripples or its smooth 

reflecting surface was revealed, while the mists, like ghosts, were stealthily 

withdrawing in every direction into the woods, as at the breaking up of some 
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nocturnal conventicle. The very dew seemed to hang upon the trees later into the 

day than usual, as on the sides of mountains. 

This small lake was of most value as a neighbor in the intervals of a gentle 

rain-storm in August, when, both air and water being perfectly still, but the sky 

overcast, mid-afternoon had all the serenity of evening, and the wood thrush 

sang around, and was heard from shore to shore. A lake like this is never 

smoother than at such a time; and the clear portion of the air above it being, 

shallow and darkened by clouds, the water, full of light and reflections, becomes a 

lower heaven itself so much the more important. From a hill-top near by, where 

the wood had been recently cut off, there was a pleasing vista southward across 

the pond, through a wide indentation in the hills which form the shore there, 

where their opposite sides sloping toward each other suggested a stream flowing 

out in that direction through a wooded valley, but stream there was none. That 

way I looked between and over the near green hills to some distant and higher 

ones in the horizon, tinged with blue. Indeed, by standing on tiptoe I could catch 

a glimpse of some of the peaks of the still bluer and more distant mountain 

ranges in the northwest, those true-blue coins from heaven's own mint, and also 

of some portion of the village. But in other directions, even from this point, I 

could not see over or beyond the woods which surrounded me. It is well to have 

some water in your neighborhood, to give buoyancy to and float the earth. One 

value even of the smallest well is, that when you look into it you see that earth is 

not continent but insular. This is as important as that it keeps butter cool. When I 

looked across the pond from this peak toward the Sudbury meadows, which in 

time of flood I distinguished elevated perhaps by a mirage in their seething 

valley, like a coin in a basin, all the earth beyond the pond appeared like a thin 

crust insulated and floated even by this small sheet of interverting water, and I 

was reminded that this on which I dwelt was but dry land. 

Though the view from my door was still more contracted, I did not feel crowded 

or confined in the least. There was pasture enough for my imagination. The low 

shrub oak plateau to which the opposite shore arose stretched away toward the 

prairies of the West and the steppes of Tartary, affording ample room for all the 

roving families of men. "There are none happy in the world but beings who enjoy 

freely a vast horizon"—said Damodara, when his herds required new and larger 

pastures. 

Both place and time were changed, and I dwelt nearer to those parts of the 

universe and to those eras in history which had most attracted me. Where I lived 

was as far off as many a region viewed nightly by astronomers. We are wont to 

imagine rare and delectable places in some remote and more celestial corner of 

the system, behind the constellation of Cassiopeia's Chair, far from noise and 
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disturbance. I discovered that my house actually had its site in such a withdrawn, 

but forever new and unprofaned, part of the universe. If it were worth the while 

to settle in those parts near to the Pleiades or the Hyades, to Aldebaran or Altair, 

then I was really there, or at an equal remoteness from the life which I had left 

behind, dwindled and twinkling with as fine a ray to my nearest neighbor, and to 

be seen only in moonless nights by him. Such was that part of creation where I 

had squatted; 

"There was a shepherd that did live, 

And held his thoughts as high 

As were the mounts whereon his flocks 

Did hourly feed him by." 

What should we think of the shepherd's life if his flocks always wandered to 

higher pastures than his thoughts? 

Every morning was a cheerful invitation to make my life of equal simplicity, and I 

may say innocence, with Nature herself. I have been as sincere a worshipper of 

Aurora as the Greeks. I got up early and bathed in the pond; that was a religious 

exercise, and one of the best things which I did. They say that characters were 

engraven on the bathing tub of King Tchingthang to this effect: "Renew thyself 

completely each day; do it again, and again, and forever again." I can understand 

that. Morning brings back the heroic ages. I was as much affected by the faint 

hum of a mosquito making its invisible and unimaginable tour through my 

apartment at earliest dawn, when I was sitting with door and windows open, as I 

could be by any trumpet that ever sang of fame. It was Homer's requiem; itself 

an Iliad and Odyssey in the air, singing its own wrath and wanderings. There was 

something cosmical about it; a standing advertisement, till forbidden, of the 

everlasting vigor and fertility of the world. The morning, which is the most 

memorable season of the day, is the awakening hour. Then there is least 

somnolence in us; and for an hour, at least, some part of us awakes which 

slumbers all the rest of the day and night. Little is to be expected of that day, if it 

can be called a day, to which we are not awakened by our Genius, but by the 

mechanical nudgings of some servitor, are not awakened by our own newly 

acquired force and aspirations from within, accompanied by the undulations of 

celestial music, instead of factory bells, and a fragrance filling the air—to a higher 

life than we fell asleep from; and thus the darkness bear its fruit, and prove itself 

to be good, no less than the light. That man who does not believe that each day 

contains an earlier, more sacred, and auroral hour than he has yet profaned, has 

despaired of life, and is pursuing a descending and darkening way. After a partial 

cessation of his sensuous life, the soul of man, or its organs rather, are 

reinvigorated each day, and his Genius tries again what noble life it can make. All 

memorable events, I should say, transpire in morning time and in a morning 
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atmosphere. The Vedas say, "All intelligences awake with the morning." Poetry 

and art, and the fairest and most memorable of the actions of men, date from 

such an hour. All poets and heroes, like Memnon, are the children of Aurora, and 

emit their music at sunrise. To him whose elastic and vigorous thought keeps 

pace with the sun, the day is a perpetual morning. It matters not what the clocks 

say or the attitudes and labors of men. Morning is when I am awake and there is 

a dawn in me. Moral reform is the effort to throw off sleep. Why is it that men 

give so poor an account of their day if they have not been slumbering? They are 

not such poor calculators. If they had not been overcome with drowsiness, they 

would have performed something. The millions are awake enough for physical 

labor; but only one in a million is awake enough for effective intellectual exertion, 

only one in a hundred millions to a poetic or divine life. To be awake is to be 

alive. I have never yet met a man who was quite awake. How could I have looked 

him in the face? 

We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves awake, not by mechanical aids, 

but by an infinite expectation of the dawn, which does not forsake us in our 

soundest sleep. I know of no more encouraging fact than the unquestionable 

ability of man to elevate his life by a conscious endeavor. It is something to be 

able to paint a particular picture, or to carve a statue, and so to make a few 

objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to carve and paint the very 

atmosphere and medium through which we look, which morally we can do. To 

affect the quality of the day, that is the highest of arts. Every man is tasked to 

make his life, even in its details, worthy of the contemplation of his most elevated 

and critical hour. If we refused, or rather used up, such paltry information as we 

get, the oracles would distinctly inform us how this might be done. 

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the 

essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, 

when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what was 

not life, living is so dear; nor did I wish to practise resignation, unless it was quite 

necessary. I wanted to live deep and suck out all the marrow of life, to live so 

sturdily and Spartan-like as to put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad 

swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest 

terms, and, if it proved to be mean, why then to get the whole and genuine 

meanness of it, and publish its meanness to the world; or if it were sublime, to 

know it by experience, and be able to give a true account of it in my next 

excursion. For most men, it appears to me, are in a strange uncertainty about it, 

whether it is of the devil or of God, and have somewhat hastily concluded that it 

is the chief end of man here to "glorify God and enjoy him forever." 
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Still we live meanly, like ants; though the fable tells us that we were long ago 

changed into men; like pygmies we fight with cranes; it is error upon error, and 

clout upon clout, and our best virtue has for its occasion a superfluous and 

evitable wretchedness. Our life is frittered away by detail. An honest man has 

hardly need to count more than his ten fingers, or in extreme cases he may add 

his ten toes, and lump the rest. Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity! I say, let your 

affairs be as two or three, and not a hundred or a thousand; instead of a million 

count half a dozen, and keep your accounts on your thumb-nail. In the midst of 

this chopping sea of civilized life, such are the clouds and storms and quicksands 

and thousand-and-one items to be allowed for, that a man has to live, if he would 

not founder and go to the bottom and not make his port at all, by dead reckoning, 

and he must be a great calculator indeed who succeeds. Simplify, simplify. 

Instead of three meals a day, if it be necessary eat but one; instead of a hundred 

dishes, five; and reduce other things in proportion. Our life is like a German 

Confederacy, made up of petty states, with its boundary forever fluctuating, so 

that even a German cannot tell you how it is bounded at any moment. The nation 

itself, with all its so-called internal improvements, which, by the way are all 

external and superficial, is just such an unwieldy and overgrown establishment, 

cluttered with furniture and tripped up by its own traps, ruined by luxury and 

heedless expense, by want of calculation and a worthy aim, as the million 

households in the land; and the only cure for it, as for them, is in a rigid 

economy, a stern and more than Spartan simplicity of life and elevation of 

purpose. It lives too fast. Men think that it is essential that the Nation have 

commerce, and export ice, and talk through a telegraph, and ride thirty miles an 

hour, without a doubt, whether they do or not; but whether we should live like 

baboons or like men, is a little uncertain. If we do not get out sleepers, and forge 

rails, and devote days and nights to the work, but go to tinkering upon our lives 

to improve them, who will build railroads? And if railroads are not built, how shall 

we get to heaven in season? But if we stay at home and mind our business, who 

will want railroads? We do not ride on the railroad; it rides upon us. Did you ever 

think what those sleepers are that underlie the railroad? Each one is a man, an 

Irishman, or a Yankee man. The rails are laid on them, and they are covered with 

sand, and the cars run smoothly over them. They are sound sleepers, I assure 

you. And every few years a new lot is laid down and run over; so that, if some 

have the pleasure of riding on a rail, others have the misfortune to be ridden 

upon. And when they run over a man that is walking in his sleep, a 

supernumerary sleeper in the wrong position, and wake him up, they suddenly 

stop the cars, and make a hue and cry about it, as if this were an exception. I am 

glad to know that it takes a gang of men for every five miles to keep the sleepers 

down and level in their beds as it is, for this is a sign that they may sometime get 

up again. 
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Why should we live with such hurry and waste of life? We are determined to be 

starved before we are hungry. Men say that a stitch in time saves nine, and so 

they take a thousand stitches today to save nine tomorrow. As for work, we 

haven't any of any consequence. We have the Saint Vitus' dance, and cannot 

possibly keep our heads still. If I should only give a few pulls at the parish 

bell-rope, as for a fire, that is, without setting the bell, there is hardly a man on 

his farm in the outskirts of Concord, notwithstanding that press of engagements 

which was his excuse so many times this morning, nor a boy, nor a woman, I 

might almost say, but would forsake all and follow that sound, not mainly to save 

property from the flames, but, if we will confess the truth, much more to see it 

burn, since burn it must, and we, be it known, did not set it on fire—or to see it 

put out, and have a hand in it, if that is done as handsomely; yes, even if it were 

the parish church itself. Hardly a man takes a half-hour's nap after dinner, but 

when he wakes he holds up his head and asks, "What's the news?" as if the rest 

of mankind had stood his sentinels. Some give directions to be waked every 

half-hour, doubtless for no other purpose; and then, to pay for it, they tell what 

they have dreamed. After a night's sleep the news is as indispensable as the 

breakfast. "Pray tell me anything new that has happened to a man anywhere on 

this globe"—and he reads it over his coffee and rolls, that a man has had his eyes 

gouged out this morning on the Wachito River; never dreaming the while that he 

lives in the dark unfathomed mammoth cave of this world, and has but the 

rudiment of an eye himself. 

For my part, I could easily do without the post-office. I think that there are very 

few important communications made through it. To speak critically, I never 

received more than one or two letters in my life—I wrote this some years 

ago—that were worth the postage. The penny-post is, commonly, an institution 

through which you seriously offer a man that penny for his thoughts which is so 

often safely offered in jest. And I am sure that I never read any memorable news 

in a newspaper. If we read of one man robbed, or murdered, or killed by accident, 

or one house burned, or one vessel wrecked, or one steamboat blown up, or one 

cow run over on the Western Railroad, or one mad dog killed, or one lot of 

grasshoppers in the winter—we never need read of another. One is enough. If 

you are acquainted with the principle, what do you care for a myriad instances 

and applications? To a philosopher all news, as it is called, is gossip, and they 

who edit and read it are old women over their tea. Yet not a few are greedy after 

this gossip. There was such a rush, as I hear, the other day at one of the offices 

to learn the foreign news by the last arrival, that several large squares of plate 

glass belonging to the establishment were broken by the pressure—news which I 

seriously think a ready wit might write a twelve-month, or twelve years, 

beforehand with sufficient accuracy. As for Spain, for instance, if you know how to 

throw in Don Carlos and the Infanta, and Don Pedro and Seville and Granada, 
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from time to time in the right proportions—they may have changed the names a 

little since I saw the papers—and serve up a bull-fight when other entertainments 

fail, it will be true to the letter, and give us as good an idea of the exact state or 

ruin of things in Spain as the most succinct and lucid reports under this head in 

the newspapers: and as for England, almost the last significant scrap of news 

from that quarter was the revolution of 1649; and if you have learned the history 

of her crops for an average year, you never need attend to that thing again, 

unless your speculations are of a merely pecuniary character. If one may judge 

who rarely looks into the newspapers, nothing new does ever happen in foreign 

parts, a French revolution not excepted. 

What news! how much more important to know what that is which was never old! 

"Kieou-he-yu (great dignitary of the state of Wei) sent a man to Khoung-tseu to 

know his news. Khoung-tseu caused the messenger to be seated near him, and 

questioned him in these terms: What is your master doing? The messenger 

answered with respect: My master desires to diminish the number of his faults, 

but he cannot come to the end of them. The messenger being gone, the 

philosopher remarked: What a worthy messenger! What a worthy messenger!" 

The preacher, instead of vexing the ears of drowsy farmers on their day of rest at 

the end of the week—for Sunday is the fit conclusion of an ill-spent week, and not 

the fresh and brave beginning of a new one—with this one other draggle-tail of a 

sermon, should shout with thundering voice, "Pause! Avast! Why so seeming fast, 

but deadly slow?" 

Shams and delusions are esteemed for soundest truths, while reality is fabulous. 

If men would steadily observe realities only, and not allow themselves to be 

deluded, life, to compare it with such things as we know, would be like a fairy tale 

and the Arabian Nights' Entertainments. If we respected only what is inevitable 

and has a right to be, music and poetry would resound along the streets. When 

we are unhurried and wise, we perceive that only great and worthy things have 

any permanent and absolute existence, that petty fears and petty pleasures are 

but the shadow of the reality. This is always exhilarating and sublime. By closing 

the eyes and slumbering, and consenting to be deceived by shows, men establish 

and confirm their daily life of routine and habit everywhere, which still is built on 

purely illusory foundations. Children, who play life, discern its true law and 

relations more clearly than men, who fail to live it worthily, but who think that 

they are wiser by experience, that is, by failure. I have read in a Hindoo book, 

that "there was a king's son, who, being expelled in infancy from his native city, 

was brought up by a forester, and, growing up to maturity in that state, imagined 

himself to belong to the barbarous race with which he lived. One of his father's 

ministers having discovered him, revealed to him what he was, and the 

misconception of his character was removed, and he knew himself to be a prince. 
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So soul," continues the Hindoo philosopher, "from the circumstances in which it is 

placed, mistakes its own character, until the truth is revealed to it by some holy 

teacher, and then it knows itself to be Brahme." I perceive that we inhabitants of 

New England live this mean life that we do because our vision does not penetrate 

the surface of things. We think that that is which appears to be. If a man should 

walk through this town and see only the reality, where, think you, would the 

"Mill-dam" go to? If he should give us an account of the realities he beheld there, 

we should not recognize the place in his description. Look at a meeting-house, or 

a court-house, or a jail, or a shop, or a dwelling-house, and say what that thing 

really is before a true gaze, and they would all go to pieces in your account of 

them. Men esteem truth remote, in the outskirts of the system, behind the 

farthest star, before Adam and after the last man. In eternity there is indeed 

something true and sublime. But all these times and places and occasions are 

now and here. God himself culminates in the present moment, and will never be 

more divine in the lapse of all the ages. And we are enabled to apprehend at all 

what is sublime and noble only by the perpetual instilling and drenching of the 

reality that surrounds us. The universe constantly and obediently answers to our 

conceptions; whether we travel fast or slow, the track is laid for us. Let us spend 

our lives in conceiving then. The poet or the artist never yet had so fair and noble 

a design but some of his posterity at least could accomplish it. 

Let us spend one day as deliberately as Nature, and not be thrown off the track 

by every nutshell and mosquito's wing that falls on the rails. Let us rise early and 

fast, or break fast, gently and without perturbation; let company come and let 

company go, let the bells ring and the children cry—determined to make a day of 

it. Why should we knock under and go with the stream? Let us not be upset and 

overwhelmed in that terrible rapid and whirlpool called a dinner, situated in the 

meridian shallows. Weather this danger and you are safe, for the rest of the way 

is down hill. With unrelaxed nerves, with morning vigor, sail by it, looking another 

way, tied to the mast like Ulysses. If the engine whistles, let it whistle till it is 

hoarse for its pains. If the bell rings, why should we run? We will consider what 

kind of music they are like. Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet 

downward through the mud and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and tradition, 

and delusion, and appearance, that alluvion which covers the globe, through Paris 

and London, through New York and Boston and Concord, through Church and 

State, through poetry and philosophy and religion, till we come to a hard bottom 

and rocks in place, which we can call reality, and say, This is, and no mistake; 

and then begin, having a point d'appui, below freshet and frost and fire, a place 

where you might found a wall or a state, or set a lamp-post safely, or perhaps a 

gauge, not a Nilometer, but a Realometer, that future ages might know how deep 

a freshet of shams and appearances had gathered from time to time. If you stand 

right fronting and face to face to a fact, you will see the sun glimmer on both its 
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surfaces, as if it were a cimeter, and feel its sweet edge dividing you through the 

heart and marrow, and so you will happily conclude your mortal career. Be it life 

or death, we crave only reality. If we are really dying, let us hear the rattle in our 

throats and feel cold in the extremities; if we are alive, let us go about our 

business. 

Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it; but while I drink I see the 

sandy bottom and detect how shallow it is. Its thin current slides away, but 

eternity remains. I would drink deeper; fish in the sky, whose bottom is pebbly 

with stars. I cannot count one. I know not the first letter of the alphabet. I have 

always been regretting that I was not as wise as the day I was born. The intellect 

is a cleaver; it discerns and rifts its way into the secret of things. I do not wish to 

be any more busy with my hands than is necessary. My head is hands and feet. I 

feel all my best faculties concentrated in it. My instinct tells me that my head is 

an organ for burrowing, as some creatures use their snout and fore paws, and 

with it I would mine and burrow my way through these hills. I think that the 

richest vein is somewhere hereabouts; so by the divining-rod and thin rising 

vapors I judge; and here I will begin to mine. 

Conclusion 

To the sick the doctors wisely recommend a change of air and scenery. Thank 

Heaven, here is not all the world. The buckeye does not grow in New England, 

and the mockingbird is rarely heard here. The wild goose is more of a cosmopolite 

than we; he breaks his fast in Canada, takes a luncheon in the Ohio, and plumes 

himself for the night in a southern bayou. Even the bison, to some extent, keeps 

pace with the seasons cropping the pastures of the Colorado only till a greener 

and sweeter grass awaits him by the Yellowstone. Yet we think that if rail fences 

are pulled down, and stone walls piled up on our farms, bounds are henceforth 

set to our lives and our fates decided. If you are chosen town clerk, forsooth, you 

cannot go to Tierra del Fuego this summer: but you may go to the land of infernal 

fire nevertheless. The universe is wider than our views of it. 

Yet we should oftener look over the tafferel of our craft, like curious passengers, 

and not make the voyage like stupid sailors picking oakum. The other side of the 

globe is but the home of our correspondent. Our voyaging is only great-circle 

sailing, and the doctors prescribe for diseases of the skin merely. One hastens to 

southern Africa to chase the giraffe; but surely that is not the game he would be 

after. How long, pray, would a man hunt giraffes if he could? Snipes and 

woodcocks also may afford rare sport; but I trust it would be nobler game to 

shoot one's self.— 

"Direct your eye right inward, and you'll find 
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A thousand regions in your mind 

Yet undiscovered. Travel them, and be 

Expert in home-cosmography." 

What does Africa—what does the West stand for? Is not our own interior white on 

the chart? black though it may prove, like the coast, when discovered. Is it the 

source of the Nile, or the Niger, or the Mississippi, or a Northwest Passage around 

this continent, that we would find? Are these the problems which most concern 

mankind? Is Franklin the only man who is lost, that his wife should be so earnest 

to find him? Does Mr. Grinnell know where he himself is? Be rather the Mungo 

Park, the Lewis and Clark and Frobisher, of your own streams and oceans; 

explore your own higher latitudes—with shiploads of preserved meats to support 

you, if they be necessary; and pile the empty cans sky-high for a sign. Were 

preserved meats invented to preserve meat merely? Nay, be a Columbus to whole 

new continents and worlds within you, opening new channels, not of trade, but of 

thought. Every man is the lord of a realm beside which the earthly empire of the 

Czar is but a petty state, a hummock left by the ice. Yet some can be patriotic 

who have no self-respect, and sacrifice the greater to the less. They love the soil 

which makes their graves, but have no sympathy with the spirit which may still 

animate their clay. Patriotism is a maggot in their heads. What was the meaning 

of that South-Sea Exploring Expedition, with all its parade and expense, but an 

indirect recognition of the fact that there are continents and seas in the moral 

world to which every man is an isthmus or an inlet, yet unexplored by him, but 

that it is easier to sail many thousand miles through cold and storm and 

cannibals, in a government ship, with five hundred men and boys to assist one, 

than it is to explore the private sea, the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean of one's being 

alone. 

"Erret, et extremos alter scrutetur Iberos. 

Plus habet hic vitae, plus habet ille viae." 

Let them wander and scrutinize the outlandish Australians. 

I have more of God, they more of the road. 

It is not worth the while to go round the world to count the cats in Zanzibar. Yet 

do this even till you can do better, and you may perhaps find some "Symmes' 

Hole" by which to get at the inside at last. England and France, Spain and 

Portugal, Gold Coast and Slave Coast, all front on this private sea; but no bark 

from them has ventured out of sight of land, though it is without doubt the direct 

way to India. If you would learn to speak all tongues and conform to the customs 

of all nations, if you would travel farther than all travellers, be naturalized in all 

climes, and cause the Sphinx to dash her head against a stone, even obey the 

precept of the old philosopher, and Explore thyself. Herein are demanded the eye 
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and the nerve. Only the defeated and deserters go to the wars, cowards that run 

away and enlist. Start now on that farthest western way, which does not pause at 

the Mississippi or the Pacific, nor conduct toward a wornout China or Japan, but 

leads on direct, a tangent to this sphere, summer and winter, day and night, sun 

down, moon down, and at last earth down too. 

It is said that Mirabeau took to highway robbery "to ascertain what degree of 

resolution was necessary in order to place one's self in formal opposition to the 

most sacred laws of society." He declared that "a soldier who fights in the ranks 

does not require half so much courage as a footpad"—"that honor and religion 

have never stood in the way of a well-considered and a firm resolve." This was 

manly, as the world goes; and yet it was idle, if not desperate. A saner man 

would have found himself often enough "in formal opposition" to what are 

deemed "the most sacred laws of society," through obedience to yet more sacred 

laws, and so have tested his resolution without going out of his way. It is not for a 

man to put himself in such an attitude to society, but to maintain himself in 

whatever attitude he find himself through obedience to the laws of his being, 

which will never be one of opposition to a just government, if he should chance to 

meet with such. 

I left the woods for as good a reason as I went there. Perhaps it seemed to me 

that I had several more lives to live, and could not spare any more time for that 

one. It is remarkable how easily and insensibly we fall into a particular route, and 

make a beaten track for ourselves. I had not lived there a week before my feet 

wore a path from my door to the pond-side; and though it is five or six years 

since I trod it, it is still quite distinct. It is true, I fear, that others may have fallen 

into it, and so helped to keep it open. The surface of the earth is soft and 

impressible by the feet of men; and so with the paths which the mind travels. 

How worn and dusty, then, must be the highways of the world, how deep the ruts 

of tradition and conformity! I did not wish to take a cabin passage, but rather to 

go before the mast and on the deck of the world, for there I could best see the 

moonlight amid the mountains. I do not wish to go below now. 

I learned this, at least, by my experiment: that if one advances confidently in the 

direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he 

will meet with a success unexpected in common hours. He will put some things 

behind, will pass an invisible boundary; new, universal, and more liberal laws will 

begin to establish themselves around and within him; or the old laws be 

expanded, and interpreted in his favor in a more liberal sense, and he will live 

with the license of a higher order of beings. In proportion as he simplifies his life, 

the laws of the universe will appear less complex, and solitude will not be 

solitude, nor poverty poverty, nor weakness weakness. If you have built castles in 
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the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the 

foundations under them. 

It is a ridiculous demand which England and America make, that you shall speak 

so that they can understand you. Neither men nor toadstools grow so. As if that 

were important, and there were not enough to understand you without them. As 

if Nature could support but one order of understandings, could not sustain birds 

as well as quadrupeds, flying as well as creeping things, and hush and whoa, 

which Bright can understand, were the best English. As if there were safety in 

stupidity alone. I fear chiefly lest my expression may not be extravagant enough, 

may not wander far enough beyond the narrow limits of my daily experience, so 

as to be adequate to the truth of which I have been convinced. Extra vagance! it 

depends on how you are yarded. The migrating buffalo, which seeks new pastures 

in another latitude, is not extravagant like the cow which kicks over the pail, 

leaps the cowyard fence, and runs after her calf, in milking time. I desire to speak 

somewhere without bounds; like a man in a waking moment, to men in their 

waking moments; for I am convinced that I cannot exaggerate enough even to 

lay the foundation of a true expression. Who that has heard a strain of music 

feared then lest he should speak extravagantly any more forever? In view of the 

future or possible, we should live quite laxly and undefined in front, our outlines 

dim and misty on that side; as our shadows reveal an insensible perspiration 

toward the sun. The volatile truth of our words should continually betray the 

inadequacy of the residual statement. Their truth is instantly translated; its literal 

monument alone remains. The words which express our faith and piety are not 

definite; yet they are significant and fragrant like frankincense to superior 

natures. 

Why level downward to our dullest perception always, and praise that as common 

sense? The commonest sense is the sense of men asleep, which they express by 

snoring. Sometimes we are inclined to class those who are once-and-a-half-witted 

with the half-witted, because we appreciate only a third part of their wit. Some 

would find fault with the morning red, if they ever got up early enough. "They 

pretend," as I hear, "that the verses of Kabir have four different senses; illusion, 

spirit, intellect, and the exoteric doctrine of the Vedas"; but in this part of the 

world it is considered a ground for complaint if a man's writings admit of more 

than one interpretation. While England endeavors to cure the potato-rot, will not 

any endeavor to cure the brain-rot, which prevails so much more widely and 

fatally? 

I do not suppose that I have attained to obscurity, but I should be proud if no 

more fatal fault were found with my pages on this score than was found with the 

Walden ice. Southern customers objected to its blue color, which is the evidence 
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of its purity, as if it were muddy, and preferred the Cambridge ice, which is white, 

but tastes of weeds. The purity men love is like the mists which envelop the 

earth, and not like the azure ether beyond. 

Some are dinning in our ears that we Americans, and moderns generally, are 

intellectual dwarfs compared with the ancients, or even the Elizabethan men. But 

what is that to the purpose? A living dog is better than a dead lion. Shall a man 

go and hang himself because he belongs to the race of pygmies, and not be the 

biggest pygmy that he can? Let every one mind his own business, and endeavor 

to be what he was made. 

Why should we be in such desperate haste to succeed and in such desperate 

enterprises? If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is 

because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, 

however measured or far away. It is not important that he should mature as soon 

as an apple tree or an oak. Shall he turn his spring into summer? If the condition 

of things which we were made for is not yet, what were any reality which we can 

substitute? We will not be shipwrecked on a vain reality. Shall we with pains erect 

a heaven of blue glass over ourselves, though when it is done we shall be sure to 

gaze still at the true ethereal heaven far above, as if the former were not? 

There was an artist in the city of Kouroo who was disposed to strive after 

perfection. One day it came into his mind to make a staff. Having considered that 

in an imperfect work time is an ingredient, but into a perfect work time does not 

enter, he said to himself, It shall be perfect in all respects, though I should do 

nothing else in my life. He proceeded instantly to the forest for wood, being 

resolved that it should not be made of unsuitable material; and as he searched 

for and rejected stick after stick, his friends gradually deserted him, for they grew 

old in their works and died, but he grew not older by a moment. His singleness of 

purpose and resolution, and his elevated piety, endowed him, without his 

knowledge, with perennial youth. As he made no compromise with Time, Time 

kept out of his way, and only sighed at a distance because he could not overcome 

him. Before he had found a stock in all respects suitable the city of Kouroo was a 

hoary ruin, and he sat on one of its mounds to peel the stick. Before he had given 

it the proper shape the dynasty of the Candahars was at an end, and with the 

point of the stick he wrote the name of the last of that race in the sand, and then 

resumed his work. By the time he had smoothed and polished the staff Kalpa was 

no longer the pole-star; and ere he had put on the ferule and the head adorned 

with precious stones, Brahma had awoke and slumbered many times. But why do 

I stay to mention these things? When the finishing stroke was put to his work, it 

suddenly expanded before the eyes of the astonished artist into the fairest of all 

the creations of Brahma. He had made a new system in making a staff, a world 
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with full and fair proportions; in which, though the old cities and dynasties had 

passed away, fairer and more glorious ones had taken their places. And now he 

saw by the heap of shavings still fresh at his feet, that, for him and his work, the 

former lapse of time had been an illusion, and that no more time had elapsed 

than is required for a single scintillation from the brain of Brahma to fall on and 

inflame the tinder of a mortal brain. The material was pure, and his art was pure; 

how could the result be other than wonderful? 

No face which we can give to a matter will stead us so well at last as the truth. 

This alone wears well. For the most part, we are not where we are, but in a false 

position. Through an infinity of our natures, we suppose a case, and put ourselves 

into it, and hence are in two cases at the same time, and it is doubly difficult to 

get out. In sane moments we regard only the facts, the case that is. Say what 

you have to say, not what you ought. Any truth is better than make-believe. Tom 

Hyde, the tinker, standing on the gallows, was asked if he had anything to say. 

"Tell the tailors," said he, "to remember to make a knot in their thread before 

they take the first stitch." His companion's prayer is forgotten. 

However mean your life is, meet it and live it; do not shun it and call it hard 

names. It is not so bad as you are. It looks poorest when you are richest. The 

fault-finder will find faults even in paradise. Love your life, poor as it is. You may 

perhaps have some pleasant, thrilling, glorious hours, even in a poorhouse. The 

setting sun is reflected from the windows of the almshouse as brightly as from the 

rich man's abode; the snow melts before its door as early in the spring. I do not 

see but a quiet mind may live as contentedly there, and have as cheering 

thoughts, as in a palace. The town's poor seem to me often to live the most 

independent lives of any. Maybe they are simply great enough to receive without 

misgiving. Most think that they are above being supported by the town; but it 

oftener happens that they are not above supporting themselves by dishonest 

means, which should be more disreputable. Cultivate poverty like a garden herb, 

like sage. Do not trouble yourself much to get new things, whether clothes or 

friends. Turn the old; return to them. Things do not change; we change. Sell your 

clothes and keep your thoughts. God will see that you do not want society. If I 

were confined to a corner of a garret all my days, like a spider, the world would 

be just as large to me while I had my thoughts about me. The philosopher said: 

"From an army of three divisions one can take away its general, and put it in 

disorder; from the man the most abject and vulgar one cannot take away his 

thought." Do not seek so anxiously to be developed, to subject yourself to many 

influences to be played on; it is all dissipation. Humility like darkness reveals the 

heavenly lights. The shadows of poverty and meanness gather around us, "and lo! 

creation widens to our view." We are often reminded that if there were bestowed 

on us the wealth of Croesus, our aims must still be the same, and our means 
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essentially the same. Moreover, if you are restricted in your range by poverty, if 

you cannot buy books and newspapers, for instance, you are but confined to the 

most significant and vital experiences; you are compelled to deal with the 

material which yields the most sugar and the most starch. It is life near the bone 

where it is sweetest. You are defended from being a trifler. No man loses ever on 

a lower level by magnanimity on a higher. Superfluous wealth can buy 

superfluities only. Money is not required to buy one necessary of the soul. 

I live in the angle of a leaden wall, into whose composition was poured a little 

alloy of bell-metal. Often, in the repose of my mid-day, there reaches my ears a 

confused tintinnabulum from without. It is the noise of my contemporaries. My 

neighbors tell me of their adventures with famous gentlemen and ladies, what 

notabilities they met at the dinner-table; but I am no more interested in such 

things than in the contents of the Daily Times. The interest and the conversation 

are about costume and manners chiefly; but a goose is a goose still, dress it as 

you will. They tell me of California and Texas, of England and the Indies, of the 

Hon. Mr.—-of Georgia or of Massachusetts, all transient and fleeting phenomena, 

till I am ready to leap from their court-yard like the Mameluke bey. I delight to 

come to my bearings—not walk in procession with pomp and parade, in a 

conspicuous place, but to walk even with the Builder of the universe, if I 

may—not to live in this restless, nervous, bustling, trivial Nineteenth Century, but 

stand or sit thoughtfully while it goes by. What are men celebrating? They are all 

on a committee of arrangements, and hourly expect a speech from somebody. 

God is only the president of the day, and Webster is his orator. I love to weigh, to 

settle, to gravitate toward that which most strongly and rightfully attracts 

me—not hang by the beam of the scale and try to weigh less—not suppose a 

case, but take the case that is; to travel the only path I can, and that on which no 

power can resist me. It affords me no satisfaction to commerce to spring an arch 

before I have got a solid foundation. Let us not play at kittly-benders. There is a 

solid bottom everywhere. We read that the traveller asked the boy if the swamp 

before him had a hard bottom. The boy replied that it had. But presently the 

traveller's horse sank in up to the girths, and he observed to the boy, "I thought 

you said that this bog had a hard bottom." "So it has," answered the latter, "but 

you have not got half way to it yet." So it is with the bogs and quicksands of 

society; but he is an old boy that knows it. Only what is thought, said, or done at 

a certain rare coincidence is good. I would not be one of those who will foolishly 

drive a nail into mere lath and plastering; such a deed would keep me awake 

nights. Give me a hammer, and let me feel for the furring. Do not depend on the 

putty. Drive a nail home and clinch it so faithfully that you can wake up in the 

night and think of your work with satisfaction—a work at which you would not be 

ashamed to invoke the Muse. So will help you God, and so only. Every nail driven 
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should be as another rivet in the machine of the universe, you carrying on the 

work. 

Rather than love, than money, than fame, give me truth. I sat at a table where 

were rich food and wine in abundance, and obsequious attendance, but sincerity 

and truth were not; and I went away hungry from the inhospitable board. The 

hospitality was as cold as the ices. I thought that there was no need of ice to 

freeze them. They talked to me of the age of the wine and the fame of the 

vintage; but I thought of an older, a newer, and purer wine, of a more glorious 

vintage, which they had not got, and could not buy. The style, the house and 

grounds and "entertainment" pass for nothing with me. I called on the king, but 

he made me wait in his hall, and conducted like a man incapacitated for 

hospitality. There was a man in my neighborhood who lived in a hollow tree. His 

manners were truly regal. I should have done better had I called on him. 

How long shall we sit in our porticoes practising idle and musty virtues, which any 

work would make impertinent? As if one were to begin the day with 

long-suffering, and hire a man to hoe his potatoes; and in the afternoon go forth 

to practise Christian meekness and charity with goodness aforethought! Consider 

the China pride and stagnant self-complacency of mankind. This generation 

inclines a little to congratulate itself on being the last of an illustrious line; and in 

Boston and London and Paris and Rome, thinking of its long descent, it speaks of 

its progress in art and science and literature with satisfaction. There are the 

Records of the Philosophical Societies, and the public Eulogies of Great Men! It is 

the good Adam contemplating his own virtue. "Yes, we have done great deeds, 

and sung divine songs, which shall never die"—that is, as long as we can 

remember them. The learned societies and great men of Assyria—where are 

they? What youthful philosophers and experimentalists we are! There is not one 

of my readers who has yet lived a whole human life. These may be but the spring 

months in the life of the race. If we have had the seven-years' itch, we have not 

seen the seventeen-year locust yet in Concord. We are acquainted with a mere 

pellicle of the globe on which we live. Most have not delved six feet beneath the 

surface, nor leaped as many above it. We know not where we are. Beside, we are 

sound asleep nearly half our time. Yet we esteem ourselves wise, and have an 

established order on the surface. Truly, we are deep thinkers, we are ambitious 

spirits! As I stand over the insect crawling amid the pine needles on the forest 

floor, and endeavoring to conceal itself from my sight, and ask myself why it will 

cherish those humble thoughts, and bide its head from me who might, perhaps, 

be its benefactor, and impart to its race some cheering information, I am 

reminded of the greater Benefactor and Intelligence that stands over me the 

human insect. 
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There is an incessant influx of novelty into the world, and yet we tolerate 

incredible dulness. I need only suggest what kind of sermons are still listened to 

in the most enlightened countries. There are such words as joy and sorrow, but 

they are only the burden of a psalm, sung with a nasal twang, while we believe in 

the ordinary and mean. We think that we can change our clothes only. It is said 

that the British Empire is very large and respectable, and that the United States 

are a first-rate power. We do not believe that a tide rises and falls behind every 

man which can float the British Empire like a chip, if he should ever harbor it in 

his mind. Who knows what sort of seventeen-year locust will next come out of the 

ground? The government of the world I live in was not framed, like that of Britain, 

in after-dinner conversations over the wine. 

The life in us is like the water in the river. It may rise this year higher than man 

has ever known it, and flood the parched uplands; even this may be the eventful 

year, which will drown out all our muskrats. It was not always dry land where we 

dwell. I see far inland the banks which the stream anciently washed, before 

science began to record its freshets. Every one has heard the story which has 

gone the rounds of New England, of a strong and beautiful bug which came out of 

the dry leaf of an old table of apple-tree wood, which had stood in a farmer's 

kitchen for sixty years, first in Connecticut, and afterward in Massachusetts—from 

an egg deposited in the living tree many years earlier still, as appeared by 

counting the annual layers beyond it; which was heard gnawing out for several 

weeks, hatched perchance by the heat of an urn. Who does not feel his faith in a 

resurrection and immortality strengthened by hearing of this? Who knows what 

beautiful and winged life, whose egg has been buried for ages under many 

concentric layers of woodenness in the dead dry life of society, deposited at first 

in the alburnum of the green and living tree, which has been gradually converted 

into the semblance of its well-seasoned tomb—heard perchance gnawing out now 

for years by the astonished family of man, as they sat round the festive 

board—may unexpectedly come forth from amidst society's most trivial and 

handselled furniture, to enjoy its perfect summer life at last! 

I do not say that John or Jonathan will realize all this; but such is the character of 

that morrow which mere lapse of time can never make to dawn. The light which 

puts out our eyes is darkness to us. Only that day dawns to which we are awake. 

There is more day to dawn. The sun is but a morning star. 
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On the Duty of Civil Disobedience 

Thoreau, Henry David. "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience." A Yankee in Canada, 

with Anti-Slavery and Reform Papers. Boston: James R. Osgood and Company, 

1876. 

source of electronic text: http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/71 

[1849, original title: Resistance to Civil Government] 

I heartily accept the motto, "That government is best which governs least"; and I 

should like to see it acted up to more rapidly and systematically. Carried out, it 

finally amounts to this, which also I believe—"That government is best which 

governs not at all"; and when men are prepared for it, that will be the kind of 

government which they will have. Government is at best but an expedient; but 

most governments are usually, and all governments are sometimes, inexpedient. 

The objections which have been brought against a standing army, and they are 

many and weighty, and deserve to prevail, may also at last be brought against a 

standing government. The standing army is only an arm of the standing 

government. The government itself, which is only the mode which the people 

have chosen to execute their will, is equally liable to be abused and perverted 

before the people can act through it. Witness the present Mexican war, the work 

of comparatively a few individuals using the standing government as their tool; 

for in the outset, the people would not have consented to this measure. 

This American government—what is it but a tradition, though a recent one, 

endeavoring to transmit itself unimpaired to posterity, but each instant losing 

some of its integrity? It has not the vitality and force of a single living man; for a 

single man can bend it to his will. It is a sort of wooden gun to the people 

themselves. But it is not the less necessary for this; for the people must have 

some complicated machinery or other, and hear its din, to satisfy that idea of 

government which they have. Governments show thus how successfully men can 

be imposed upon, even impose on themselves, for their own advantage. It is 

excellent, we must all allow. Yet this government never of itself furthered any 

enterprise, but by the alacrity with which it got out of its way. It does not keep 

the country free. It does not settle the West. It does not educate. The character 

inherent in the American people has done all that has been accomplished; and it 

would have done somewhat more, if the government had not sometimes got in its 

way. For government is an expedient, by which men would fain succeed in letting 

one another alone; and, as has been said, when it is most expedient, the 

governed are most let alone by it. Trade and commerce, if they were not made of 

india-rubber, would never manage to bounce over obstacles which legislators are 
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continually putting in their way; and if one were to judge these men wholly by the 

effects of their actions and not partly by their intentions, they would deserve to 

be classed and punished with those mischievious persons who put obstructions on 

the railroads. 

But, to speak practically and as a citizen, unlike those who call themselves 

no-government men, I ask for, not at once no government, but at once a better 

government. Let every man make known what kind of government would 

command his respect, and that will be one step toward obtaining it. 

After all, the practical reason why, when the power is once in the hands of the 

people, a majority are permitted, and for a long period continue, to rule is not 

because they are most likely to be in the right, nor because this seems fairest to 

the minority, but because they are physically the strongest. But a government in 

which the majority rule in all cases can not be based on justice, even as far as 

men understand it. Can there not be a government in which the majorities do not 

virtually decide right and wrong, but conscience?—in which majorities decide only 

those questions to which the rule of expediency is applicable? Must the citizen 

ever for a moment, or in the least degree, resign his conscience to the legislator? 

Why has every man a conscience then? I think that we should be men first, and 

subjects afterward. It is not desirable to cultivate a respect for the law, so much 

as for the right. The only obligation which I have a right to assume is to do at any 

time what I think right. It is truly enough said that a corporation has no 

conscience; but a corporation of conscientious men is a corporation with a 

conscience. Law never made men a whit more just; and, by means of their 

respect for it, even the well-disposed are daily made the agents on injustice. A 

common and natural result of an undue respect for the law is, that you may see a 

file of soldiers, colonel, captain, corporal, privates, powder-monkeys, and all, 

marching in admirable order over hill and dale to the wars, against their wills, ay, 

against their common sense and consciences, which makes it very steep 

marching indeed, and produces a palpitation of the heart. They have no doubt 

that it is a damnable business in which they are concerned; they are all peaceably 

inclined. Now, what are they? Men at all? or small movable forts and magazines, 

at the service of some unscrupulous man in power? Visit the Navy Yard, and 

behold a marine, such a man as an American government can make, or such as it 

can make a man with its black arts—a mere shadow and reminiscence of 

humanity, a man laid out alive and standing, and already, as one may say, buried 

under arms with funeral accompaniment, though it may be, 

"Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note, 

As his corse to the rampart we hurried; 

Not a soldier discharged his farewell shot 

O'er the grave where our hero was buried." 
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The mass of men serve the state thus, not as men mainly, but as machines, with 

their bodies. They are the standing army, and the militia, jailers, constables, 

posse comitatus, etc. In most cases there is no free exercise whatever of the 

judgement or of the moral sense; but they put themselves on a level with wood 

and earth and stones; and wooden men can perhaps be manufactured that will 

serve the purpose as well. Such command no more respect than men of straw or 

a lump of dirt. They have the same sort of worth only as horses and dogs. Yet 

such as these even are commonly esteemed good citizens. Others—as most 

legislators, politicians, lawyers, ministers, and office-holders—serve the state 

chiefly with their heads; and, as they rarely make any moral distinctions, they are 

as likely to serve the devil, without intending it, as God. A very few—as heroes, 

patriots, martyrs, reformers in the great sense, and men—serve the state with 

their consciences also, and so necessarily resist it for the most part; and they are 

commonly treated as enemies by it. A wise man will only be useful as a man, and 

will not submit to be "clay," and "stop a hole to keep the wind away," but leave 

that office to his dust at least: 

"I am too high born to be propertied, 

To be a second at control, 

Or useful serving-man and instrument 

To any sovereign state throughout the world." 

He who gives himself entirely to his fellow men appears to them useless and 

selfish; but he who gives himself partially to them in pronounced a benefactor 

and philanthropist. 

How does it become a man to behave toward the American government today? I 

answer, that he cannot without disgrace be associated with it. I cannot for an 

instant recognize that political organization as mygovernment which is the slave's 

government also. 

All men recognize the right of revolution; that is, the right to refuse allegiance to, 

and to resist, the government, when its tyranny or its inefficiency are great and 

unendurable. But almost all say that such is not the case now. But such was the 

case, they think, in the Revolution of '75. If one were to tell me that this was a 

bad government because it taxed certain foreign commodities brought to its 

ports, it is most probable that I should not make an ado about it, for I can do 

without them. All machines have their friction; and possibly this does enough 

good to counter-balance the evil. At any rate, it is a great evil to make a stir 

about it. But when the friction comes to have its machine, and oppression and 

robbery are organized, I say, let us not have such a machine any longer. In other 

words, when a sixth of the population of a nation which has undertaken to be the 
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refuge of liberty are slaves, and a whole country is unjustly overrun and 

conquered by a foreign army, and subjected to military law, I think that it is not 

too soon for honest men to rebel and revolutionize. What makes this duty the 

more urgent is that fact that the country so overrun is not our own, but ours is 

the invading army. 

Paley, a common authority with many on moral questions, in his chapter on the 

"Duty of Submission to Civil Government," resolves all civil obligation into 

expediency; and he proceeds to say that "so long as the interest of the whole 

society requires it, that is, so long as the established government cannot be 

resisted or changed without public inconvenience, it is the will of God . . . that the 

established government be obeyed—and no longer. This principle being admitted, 

the justice of every particular case of resistance is reduced to a computation of 

the quantity of the danger and grievance on the one side, and of the probability 

and expense of redressing it on the other." Of this, he says, every man shall 

judge for himself. But Paley appears never to have contemplated those cases to 

which the rule of expediency does not apply, in which a people, as well as an 

individual, must do justice, cost what it may. If I have unjustly wrested a plank 

from a drowning man, I must restore it to him though I drown myself. This, 

according to Paley, would be inconvenient. But he that would save his life, in such 

a case, shall lose it. This people must cease to hold slaves, and to make war on 

Mexico, though it cost them their existence as a people. 

In their practice, nations agree with Paley; but does anyone think that 

Massachusetts does exactly what is right at the present crisis? 

"A drab of stat, 

a cloth-o'-silver slut, 

To have her train borne up, 

and her soul trail in the dirt." 

Practically speaking, the opponents to a reform in Massachusetts are not a 

hundred thousand politicians at the South, but a hundred thousand merchants 

and farmers here, who are more interested in commerce and agriculture than 

they are in humanity, and are not prepared to do justice to the slave and to 

Mexico, cost what it may. I quarrel not with far-off foes, but with those who, near 

at home, co-operate with, and do the bidding of, those far away, and without 

whom the latter would be harmless. We are accustomed to say, that the mass of 

men are unprepared; but improvement is slow, because the few are not as 

materially wiser or better than the many. It is not so important that many should 

be good as you, as that there be some absolute goodness somewhere; for that 

will leaven the whole lump. There are thousands who are in opinion opposed to 

slavery and to the war, who yet in effect do nothing to put an end to them; who, 
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esteeming themselves children of Washington and Franklin, sit down with their 

hands in their pockets, and say that they know not what to do, and do nothing; 

who even postpone the question of freedom to the question of free trade, and 

quietly read the prices-current along with the latest advices from Mexico, after 

dinner, and, it may be, fall asleep over them both. What is the price-current of an 

honest man and patriot today? They hesitate, and they regret, and sometimes 

they petition; but they do nothing in earnest and with effect. They will wait, well 

disposed, for other to remedy the evil, that they may no longer have it to regret. 

At most, they give up only a cheap vote, and a feeble countenance and 

Godspeed, to the right, as it goes by them. There are nine hundred and 

ninety-nine patrons of virtue to one virtuous man. But it is easier to deal with the 

real possessor of a thing than with the temporary guardian of it. 

All voting is a sort of gaming, like checkers or backgammon, with a slight moral 

tinge to it, a playing with right and wrong, with moral questions; and betting 

naturally accompanies it. The character of the voters is not staked. I cast my 

vote, perchance, as I think right; but I am not vitally concerned that that right 

should prevail. I am willing to leave it to the majority. Its obligation, therefore, 

never exceeds that of expediency. Even voting for the right is doing nothing for it. 

It is only expressing to men feebly your desire that it should prevail. A wise man 

will not leave the right to the mercy of chance, nor wish it to prevail through the 

power of the majority. There is but little virtue in the action of masses of men. 

When the majority shall at length vote for the abolition of slavery, it will be 

because they are indifferent to slavery, or because there is but little slavery left to 

be abolished by their vote. They will then be the only slaves. Only his vote can 

hasten the abolition of slavery who asserts his own freedom by his vote. 

I hear of a convention to be held at Baltimore, or elsewhere, for the selection of a 

candidate for the Presidency, made up chiefly of editors, and men who are 

politicians by profession; but I think, what is it to any independent, intelligent, 

and respectable man what decision they may come to? Shall we not have the 

advantage of this wisdom and honesty, nevertheless? Can we not count upon 

some independent votes? Are there not many individuals in the country who do 

not attend conventions? But no: I find that the respectable man, so called, has 

immediately drifted from his position, and despairs of his country, when his 

country has more reasons to despair of him. He forthwith adopts one of the 

candidates thus selected as the only available one, thus proving that he is himself 

available for any purposes of the demagogue. His vote is of no more worth than 

that of any unprincipled foreigner or hireling native, who may have been bought. 

O for a man who is a man, and, as my neighbor says, has a bone in his back 

which you cannot pass your hand through! Our statistics are at fault: the 

population has been returned too large. How many men are there to a square 
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thousand miles in the country? Hardly one. Does not America offer any 

inducement for men to settle here? The American has dwindled into an Odd 

Fellow—one who may be known by the development of his organ of 

gregariousness, and a manifest lack of intellect and cheerful self-reliance; whose 

first and chief concern, on coming into the world, is to see that the almshouses 

are in good repair; and, before yet he has lawfully donned the virile garb, to 

collect a fund to the support of the widows and orphans that may be; who, in 

short, ventures to live only by the aid of the Mutual Insurance company, which 

has promised to bury him decently. 

It is not a man's duty, as a matter of course, to devote himself to the eradication 

of any, even to most enormous wrong; he may still properly have other concerns 

to engage him; but it is his duty, at least, to wash his hands of it, and, if he gives 

it no thought longer, not to give it practically his support. If I devote myself to 

other pursuits and contemplations, I must first see, at least, that I do not pursue 

them sitting upon another man's shoulders. I must get off him first, that he may 

pursue his contemplations too. See what gross inconsistency is tolerated. I have 

heard some of my townsmen say, "I should like to have them order me out to 

help put down an insurrection of the slaves, or to march to Mexico—see if I would 

go"; and yet these very men have each, directly by their allegiance, and so 

indirectly, at least, by their money, furnished a substitute. The soldier is 

applauded who refuses to serve in an unjust war by those who do not refuse to 

sustain the unjust government which makes the war; is applauded by those 

whose own act and authority he disregards and sets at naught; as if the state 

were penitent to that degree that it hired one to scourge it while it sinned, but not 

to that degree that it left off sinning for a moment. Thus, under the name of 

Order and Civil Government, we are all made at last to pay homage to and 

support our own meanness. After the first blush of sin comes its indifference; and 

from immoral it becomes, as it were, unmoral, and not quite unnecessary to that 

life which we have made. 

The broadest and most prevalent error requires the most disinterested virtue to 

sustain it. The slight reproach to which the virtue of patriotism is commonly 

liable, the noble are most likely to incur. Those who, while they disapprove of the 

character and measures of a government, yield to it their allegiance and support 

are undoubtedly its most conscientious supporters, and so frequently the most 

serious obstacles to reform. Some are petitioning the State to dissolve the Union, 

to disregard the requisitions of the President. Why do they not dissolve it 

themselves—the union between themselves and the State—and refuse to pay 

their quota into its treasury? Do not they stand in same relation to the State that 

the State does to the Union? And have not the same reasons prevented the State 

from resisting the Union which have prevented them from resisting the State? 
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How can a man be satisfied to entertain an opinion merely, and enjoy it? Is there 

any enjoyment in it, if his opinion is that he is aggrieved? If you are cheated out 

of a single dollar by your neighbor, you do not rest satisfied with knowing you are 

cheated, or with saying that you are cheated, or even with petitioning him to pay 

you your due; but you take effectual steps at once to obtain the full amount, and 

see to it that you are never cheated again. Action from principle, the perception 

and the performance of right, changes things and relations; it is essentially 

revolutionary, and does not consist wholly with anything which was. It not only 

divided States and churches, it divides families; ay, it divides the individual, 
separating the diabolical in him from the divine. 

Unjust laws exist: shall we be content to obey them, or shall we endeavor to 

amend them, and obey them until we have succeeded, or shall we transgress 

them at once? Men, generally, under such a government as this, think that they 

ought to wait until they have persuaded the majority to alter them. They think 

that, if they should resist, the remedy would be worse than the evil. But it is the 

fault of the government itself that the remedy is worse than the evil. It makes it 

worse. Why is it not more apt to anticipate and provide for reform? Why does it 

not cherish its wise minority? Why does it cry and resist before it is hurt? Why 

does it not encourage its citizens to put out its faults, and do better than it would 

have them? Why does it always crucify Christ and excommunicate Copernicus and 

Luther, and pronounce Washington and Franklin rebels? 

One would think, that a deliberate and practical denial of its authority was the 

only offense never contemplated by its government; else, why has it not assigned 

its definite, its suitable and proportionate, penalty? If a man who has no property 

refuses but once to earn nine shillings for the State, he is put in prison for a 

period unlimited by any law that I know, and determined only by the discretion of 

those who put him there; but if he should steal ninety times nine shillings from 

the State, he is soon permitted to go at large again. 

If the injustice is part of the necessary friction of the machine of government, let 

it go, let it go: perchance it will wear smooth—certainly the machine will wear 

out. If the injustice has a spring, or a pulley, or a rope, or a crank, exclusively for 

itself, then perhaps you may consider whether the remedy will not be worse than 

the evil; but if it is of such a nature that it requires you to be the agent of 

injustice to another, then I say, break the law. Let your life be a counter-friction 

to stop the machine. What I have to do is to see, at any rate, that I do not lend 

myself to the wrong which I condemn. 

As for adopting the ways of the State has provided for remedying the evil, I know 

not of such ways. They take too much time, and a man's life will be gone. I have 
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other affairs to attend to. I came into this world, not chiefly to make this a good 

place to live in, but to live in it, be it good or bad. A man has not everything to 

do, but something; and because he cannot do everything, it is not necessary that 

he should be doing something wrong. It is not my business to be petitioning the 

Governor or the Legislature any more than it is theirs to petition me; and if they 

should not hear my petition, what should I do then? But in this case the State has 

provided no way: its very Constitution is the evil. This may seem to be harsh and 

stubborn and unconcilliatory; but it is to treat with the utmost kindness and 

consideration the only spirit that can appreciate or deserves it. So is all change 

for the better, like birth and death, which convulse the body. 

I do not hesitate to say, that those who call themselves Abolitionists should at 

once effectually withdraw their support, both in person and property, from the 

government of Massachusetts, and not wait till they constitute a majority of one, 

before they suffer the right to prevail through them. I think that it is enough if 

they have God on their side, without waiting for that other one. Moreover, any 

man more right than his neighbors constitutes a majority of one already. 

I meet this American government, or its representative, the State government, 

directly, and face to face, once a year—no more—in the person of its 

tax-gatherer; this is the only mode in which a man situated as I am necessarily 

meets it; and it then says distinctly, Recognize me; and the simplest, the most 

effectual, and, in the present posture of affairs, the indispensablest mode of 

treating with it on this head, of expressing your little satisfaction with and love for 

it, is to deny it then. My civil neighbor, the tax-gatherer, is the very man I have 

to deal with—for it is, after all, with men and not with parchment that I 

quarrel—and he has voluntarily chosen to be an agent of the government. How 

shall he ever know well that he is and does as an officer of the government, or as 

a man, until he is obliged to consider whether he will treat me, his neighbor, for 

whom he has respect, as a neighbor and well-disposed man, or as a maniac and 

disturber of the peace, and see if he can get over this obstruction to his 

neighborlines without a ruder and more impetuous thought or speech 

corresponding with his action. I know this well, that if one thousand, if one 

hundred, if ten men whom I could name—if ten honest men only—ay, if one 

HONEST man, in this State of Massachusetts, ceasing to hold slaves, were 

actually to withdraw from this co-partnership, and be locked up in the county jail 

therefor, it would be the abolition of slavery in America. For it matters not how 

small the beginning may seem to be: what is once well done is done forever. But 

we love better to talk about it: that we say is our mission. Reform keeps many 

scores of newspapers in its service, but not one man. If my esteemed neighbor, 

the State's ambassador, who will devote his days to the settlement of the 

question of human rights in the Council Chamber, instead of being threatened 
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with the prisons of Carolina, were to sit down the prisoner of Massachusetts, that 

State which is so anxious to foist the sin of slavery upon her sister—though at 

present she can discover only an act of inhospitality to be the ground of a quarrel 

with her—the Legislature would not wholly waive the subject of the following 

winter. 

Under a government which imprisons unjustly, the true place for a just man is 

also a prison. The proper place today, the only place which Massachusetts has 

provided for her freer and less despondent spirits, is in her prisons, to be put out 

and locked out of the State by her own act, as they have already put themselves 

out by their principles. It is there that the fugitive slave, and the Mexican prisoner 

on parole, and the Indian come to plead the wrongs of his race should find them; 

on that separate but more free and honorable ground, where the State places 

those who are not with her, but against her—the only house in a slave State in 

which a free man can abide with honor. If any think that their influence would be 

lost there, and their voices no longer afflict the ear of the State, that they would 

not be as an enemy within its walls, they do not know by how much truth is 

stronger than error, nor how much more eloquently and effectively he can combat 

injustice who has experienced a little in his own person. Cast your whole vote, not 

a strip of paper merely, but your whole influence. A minority is powerless while it 

conforms to the majority; it is not even a minority then; but it is irresistible when 

it clogs by its whole weight. If the alternative is to keep all just men in prison, or 

give up war and slavery, the State will not hesitate which to choose. If a thousand 

men were not to pay their tax bills this year, that would not be a violent and 

bloody measure, as it would be to pay them, and enable the State to commit 

violence and shed innocent blood. This is, in fact, the definition of a peaceable 

revolution, if any such is possible. If the tax-gatherer, or any other public officer, 

asks me, as one has done, "But what shall I do?" my answer is, "If you really 

wish to do anything, resign your office." When the subject has refused allegiance, 

and the officer has resigned from office, then the revolution is accomplished. But 

even suppose blood should flow. Is there not a sort of blood shed when the 

conscience is wounded? Through this wound a man's real manhood and 

immortality flow out, and he bleeds to an everlasting death. I see this blood 

flowing now. 

I have contemplated the imprisonment of the offender, rather than the seizure of 

his goods—though both will serve the same purpose—because they who assert 

the purest right, and consequently are most dangerous to a corrupt State, 

commonly have not spent much time in accumulating property. To such the State 

renders comparatively small service, and a slight tax is wont to appear 

exorbitant, particularly if they are obliged to earn it by special labor with their 

hands. If there were one who lived wholly without the use of money, the State 
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itself would hesitate to demand it of him. But the rich man—not to make any 

invidious comparison—is always sold to the institution which makes him rich. 

Absolutely speaking, the more money, the less virtue; for money comes between 

a man and his objects, and obtains them for him; it was certainly no great virtue 

to obtain it. It puts to rest many questions which he would otherwise be taxed to 

answer; while the only new question which it puts is the hard but superfluous 

one, how to spend it. Thus his moral ground is taken from under his feet. The 

opportunities of living are diminished in proportion as that are called the "means" 

are increased. The best thing a man can do for his culture when he is rich is to 

endeavor to carry out those schemes which he entertained when he was poor. 

Christ answered the Herodians according to their condition. "Show me the 

tribute-money," said he—and one took a penny out of his pocket—if you use 

money which has the image of Caesar on it, and which he has made current and 

valuable, that is, if you are men of the State, and gladly enjoy the advantages of 

Caesar's government, then pay him back some of his own when he demands it. 

"Render therefore to Caesar that which is Caesar's and to God those things which 

are God's"—leaving them no wiser than before as to which was which; for they 

did not wish to know. 

When I converse with the freest of my neighbors, I perceive that, whatever they 

may say about the magnitude and seriousness of the question, and their regard 

for the public tranquillity, the long and the short of the matter is, that they cannot 

spare the protection of the existing government, and they dread the 

consequences to their property and families of disobedience to it. For my own 

part, I should not like to think that I ever rely on the protection of the State. But, 

if I deny the authority of the State when it presents its tax bill, it will soon take 

and waste all my property, and so harass me and my children without end. This is 

hard. This makes it impossible for a man to live honestly, and at the same time 

comfortably, in outward respects. It will not be worth the while to accumulate 

property; that would be sure to go again. You must hire or squat somewhere, and 

raise but a small crop, and eat that soon. You must live within yourself, and 

depend upon yourself always tucked up and ready for a start, and not have many 

affairs. A man may grow rich in Turkey even, if he will be in all respects a good 

subject of the Turkish government. Confucius said: "If a state is governed by the 

principles of reason, poverty and misery are subjects of shame; if a state is not 

governed by the principles of reason, riches and honors are subjects of shame." 

No: until I want the protection of Massachusetts to be extended to me in some 

distant Southern port, where my liberty is endangered, or until I am bent solely 

on building up an estate at home by peaceful enterprise, I can afford to refuse 

allegiance to Massachusetts, and her right to my property and life. It costs me 
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less in every sense to incur the penalty of disobedience to the State than it would 

to obey. I should feel as if I were worth less in that case. 

Some years ago, the State met me in behalf of the Church, and commanded me 

to pay a certain sum toward the support of a clergyman whose preaching my 

father attended, but never I myself. "Pay," it said, "or be locked up in the jail." I 

declined to pay. But, unfortunately, another man saw fit to pay it. I did not see 

why the schoolmaster should be taxed to support the priest, and not the priest 

the schoolmaster; for I was not the State's schoolmaster, but I supported myself 

by voluntary subscription. I did not see why the lyceum should not present its tax 

bill, and have the State to back its demand, as well as the Church. However, at 

the request of the selectmen, I condescended to make some such statement as 

this in writing: "Know all men by these presents, that I, Henry Thoreau, do not 

wish to be regarded as a member of any incorporated society which I have not 

joined." This I gave to the town clerk; and he has it. The State, having thus 

learned that I did not wish to be regarded as a member of that church, has never 

made a like demand on me since; though it said that it must adhere to its original 

presumption that time. If I had known how to name them, I should then have 

signed off in detail from all the societies which I never signed on to; but I did not 

know where to find such a complete list. 

I have paid no poll tax for six years. I was put into a jail once on this account, for 

one night; and, as I stood considering the walls of solid stone, two or three feet 

thick, the door of wood and iron, a foot thick, and the iron grating which strained 

the light, I could not help being struck with the foolishness of that institution 

which treated me as if I were mere flesh and blood and bones, to be locked up. I 

wondered that it should have concluded at length that this was the best use it 

could put me to, and had never thought to avail itself of my services in some 

way. I saw that, if there was a wall of stone between me and my townsmen, 

there was a still more difficult one to climb or break through before they could get 

to be as free as I was. I did nor for a moment feel confined, and the walls seemed 

a great waste of stone and mortar. I felt as if I alone of all my townsmen had paid 

my tax. They plainly did not know how to treat me, but behaved like persons who 

are underbred. In every threat and in every compliment there was a blunder; for 

they thought that my chief desire was to stand the other side of that stone wall. I 

could not but smile to see how industriously they locked the door on my 

meditations, which followed them out again without let or hindrance, and they 

were really all that was dangerous. As they could not reach me, they had resolved 

to punish my body; just as boys, if they cannot come at some person against 

whom they have a spite, will abuse his dog. I saw that the State was half-witted, 

that it was timid as a lone woman with her silver spoons, and that it did not know 

its friends from its foes, and I lost all my remaining respect for it, and pitied it. 
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Thus the state never intentionally confronts a man's sense, intellectual or moral, 

but only his body, his senses. It is not armed with superior wit or honesty, but 

with superior physical strength. I was not born to be forced. I will breathe after 

my own fashion. Let us see who is the strongest. What force has a multitude? 

They only can force me who obey a higher law than I. They force me to become 

like themselves. I do not hear of men being forced to live this way or that by 

masses of men. What sort of life were that to live? When I meet a government 

which says to me, "Your money or your life," why should I be in haste to give it 

my money? It may be in a great strait, and not know what to do: I cannot help 

that. It must help itself; do as I do. It is not worth the while to snivel about it. I 

am not responsible for the successful working of the machinery of society. I am 

not the son of the engineer. I perceive that, when an acorn and a chestnut fall 

side by side, the one does not remain inert to make way for the other, but both 

obey their own laws, and spring and grow and flourish as best they can, till one, 

perchance, overshadows and destroys the other. If a plant cannot live according 

to nature, it dies; and so a man. 

The night in prison was novel and interesting enough. The prisoners in their 

shirtsleeves were enjoying a chat and the evening air in the doorway, when I 

entered. But the jailer said, "Come, boys, it is time to lock up"; and so they 

dispersed, and I heard the sound of their steps returning into the hollow 

apartments. My room-mate was introduced to me by the jailer as "a first-rate 

fellow and clever man." When the door was locked, he showed me where to hang 

my hat, and how he managed matters there. The rooms were whitewashed once 

a month; and this one, at least, was the whitest, most simply furnished, and 

probably neatest apartment in town. He naturally wanted to know where I came 

from, and what brought me there; and, when I had told him, I asked him in my 

turn how he came there, presuming him to be an honest man, of course; and as 

the world goes, I believe he was. "Why," said he, "they accuse me of burning a 

barn; but I never did it." As near as I could discover, he had probably gone to bed 

in a barn when drunk, and smoked his pipe there; and so a barn was burnt. He 

had the reputation of being a clever man, had been there some three months 

waiting for his trial to come on, and would have to wait as much longer; but he 

was quite domesticated and contented, since he got his board for nothing, and 

thought that he was well treated. 

He occupied one window, and I the other; and I saw that if one stayed there long, 

his principal business would be to look out the window. I had soon read all the 

tracts that were left there, and examined where former prisoners had broken out, 

and where a grate had been sawed off, and heard the history of the various 

occupants of that room; for I found that even there there was a history and a 

gossip which never circulated beyond the walls of the jail. Probably this is the only 
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house in the town where verses are composed, which are afterward printed in a 

circular form, but not published. I was shown quite a long list of young men who 

had been detected in an attempt to escape, who avenged themselves by singing 

them. 

I pumped my fellow-prisoner as dry as I could, for fear I should never see him 

again; but at length he showed me which was my bed, and left me to blow out 

the lamp. 

It was like travelling into a far country, such as I had never expected to behold, 

to lie there for one night. It seemed to me that I never had heard the town clock 

strike before, not the evening sounds of the village; for we slept with the windows 

open, which were inside the grating. It was to see my native village in the light of 

the Middle Ages, and our Concord was turned into a Rhine stream, and visions of 

knights and castles passed before me. They were the voices of old burghers that I 

heard in the streets. I was an involuntary spectator and auditor of whatever was 

done and said in the kitchen of the adjacent village inn—a wholly new and rare 

experience to me. It was a closer view of my native town. I was fairly inside of it. 

I never had seen its institutions before. This is one of its peculiar institutions; for 

it is a shire town. I began to comprehend what its inhabitants were about. 

In the morning, our breakfasts were put through the hole in the door, in small 

oblong-square tin pans, made to fit, and holding a pint of chocolate, with brown 

bread, and an iron spoon. When they called for the vessels again, I was green 

enough to return what bread I had left, but my comrade seized it, and said that I 

should lay that up for lunch or dinner. Soon after he was let out to work at haying 

in a neighboring field, whither he went every day, and would not be back till 

noon; so he bade me good day, saying that he doubted if he should see me 

again. 

When I came out of prison—for some one interfered, and paid that tax—I did not 

perceive that great changes had taken place on the common, such as he 

observed who went in a youth and emerged a gray-headed man; and yet a 

change had come to my eyes come over the scene—the town, and State, and 

country, greater than any that mere time could effect. I saw yet more distinctly 

the State in which I lived. I saw to what extent the people among whom I lived 

could be trusted as good neighbors and friends; that their friendship was for 

summer weather only; that they did not greatly propose to do right; that they 

were a distinct race from me by their prejudices and superstitions, as the 

Chinamen and Malays are; that in their sacrifices to humanity they ran no risks, 

not even to their property; that after all they were not so noble but they treated 

the thief as he had treated them, and hoped, by a certain outward observance 

and a few prayers, and by walking in a particular straight though useless path 
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from time to time, to save their souls. This may be to judge my neighbors 

harshly; for I believe that many of them are not aware that they have such an 

institution as the jail in their village. 

It was formerly the custom in our village, when a poor debtor came out of jail, for 

his acquaintances to salute him, looking through their fingers, which were crossed 

to represent the jail window, "How do ye do?" My neighbors did not thus salute 

me, but first looked at me, and then at one another, as if I had returned from a 

long journey. I was put into jail as I was going to the shoemaker's to get a shoe 

which was mended. When I was let out the next morning, I proceeded to finish 

my errand, and, having put on my mended shoe, joined a huckleberry party, who 

were impatient to put themselves under my conduct; and in half an hour—for the 

horse was soon tackled—was in the midst of a huckleberry field, on one of our 

highest hills, two miles off, and then the State was nowhere to be seen. 

This is the whole history of "My Prisons." 

I have never declined paying the highway tax, because I am as desirous of being 

a good neighbor as I am of being a bad subject; and as for supporting schools, I 

am doing my part to educate my fellow countrymen now. It is for no particular 

item in the tax bill that I refuse to pay it. I simply wish to refuse allegiance to the 

State, to withdraw and stand aloof from it effectually. I do not care to trace the 

course of my dollar, if I could, till it buys a man or a musket to shoot one 

with—the dollar is innocent—but I am concerned to trace the effects of my 

allegiance. In fact, I quietly declare war with the State, after my fashion, though I 

will still make use and get what advantages of her I can, as is usual in such 

cases. 

If others pay the tax which is demanded of me, from a sympathy with the State, 

they do but what they have already done in their own case, or rather they abet 

injustice to a greater extent than the State requires. If they pay the tax from a 

mistaken interest in the individual taxed, to save his property, or prevent his 

going to jail, it is because they have not considered wisely how far they let their 

private feelings interfere with the public good. 

This, then, is my position at present. But one cannot be too much on his guard in 

such a case, lest his actions be biased by obstinacy or an undue regard for the 

opinions of men. Let him see that he does only what belongs to himself and to the 

hour. 

I think sometimes, Why, this people mean well, they are only ignorant; they 

would do better if they knew how: why give your neighbors this pain to treat you 

as they are not inclined to? But I think again, This is no reason why I should do as 
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they do, or permit others to suffer much greater pain of a different kind. Again, I 

sometimes say to myself, When many millions of men, without heat, without ill 

will, without personal feelings of any kind, demand of you a few shillings only, 

without the possibility, such is their constitution, of retracting or altering their 

present demand, and without the possibility, on your side, of appeal to any other 

millions, why expose yourself to this overwhelming brute force? You do not resist 

cold and hunger, the winds and the waves, thus obstinately; you quietly submit to 

a thousand similar necessities. You do not put your head into the fire. But just in 

proportion as I regard this as not wholly a brute force, but partly a human force, 

and consider that I have relations to those millions as to so many millions of men, 

and not of mere brute or inanimate things, I see that appeal is possible, first and 

instantaneously, from them to the Maker of them, and, secondly, from them to 

themselves. But if I put my head deliberately into the fire, there is no appeal to 

fire or to the Maker of fire, and I have only myself to blame. If I could convince 

myself that I have any right to be satisfied with men as they are, and to treat 

them accordingly, and not according, in some respects, to my requisitions and 

expectations of what they and I ought to be, then, like a good Mussulman and 

fatalist, I should endeavor to be satisfied with things as they are, and say it is the 

will of God. And, above all, there is this difference between resisting this and a 

purely brute or natural force, that I can resist this with some effect; but I cannot 

expect, like Orpheus, to change the nature of the rocks and trees and beasts. 

I do not wish to quarrel with any man or nation. I do not wish to split hairs, to 

make fine distinctions, or set myself up as better than my neighbors. I seek 

rather, I may say, even an excuse for conforming to the laws of the land. I am 

but too ready to conform to them. Indeed, I have reason to suspect myself on 

this head; and each year, as the tax-gatherer comes round, I find myself 

disposed to review the acts and position of the general and State governments, 

and the spirit of the people to discover a pretext for conformity. 

"We must affect our country as our parents, 

And if at any time we alienate 

Out love or industry from doing it honor, 

We must respect effects and teach the soul 

Matter of conscience and religion, 

And not desire of rule or benefit." 

I believe that the State will soon be able to take all my work of this sort out of my 

hands, and then I shall be no better patriot than my fellow-countrymen. Seen 

from a lower point of view, the Constitution, with all its faults, is very good; the 

law and the courts are very respectable; even this State and this American 

government are, in many respects, very admirable, and rare things, to be 

thankful for, such as a great many have described them; seen from a higher still, 
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and the highest, who shall say what they are, or that they are worth looking at or 

thinking of at all? 

However, the government does not concern me much, and I shall bestow the 

fewest possible thoughts on it. It is not many moments that I live under a 

government, even in this world. If a man is thought-free, fancy-free, 

imagination-free, that which is not never for a long time appearing to be to him, 

unwise rulers or reformers cannot fatally interrupt him. 

I know that most men think differently from myself; but those whose lives are by 

profession devoted to the study of these or kindred subjects content me as little 

as any. Statesmen and legislators, standing so completely within the institution, 

never distinctly and nakedly behold it. They speak of moving society, but have no 

resting-place without it. They may be men of a certain experience and 

discrimination, and have no doubt invented ingenious and even useful systems, 

for which we sincerely thank them; but all their wit and usefulness lie within 

certain not very wide limits. They are wont to forget that the world is not 

governed by policy and expediency. Webster never goes behind government, and 

so cannot speak with authority about it. His words are wisdom to those legislators 

who contemplate no essential reform in the existing government; but for thinkers, 

and those who legislate for all time, he never once glances at the subject. I know 

of those whose serene and wise speculations on this theme would soon reveal the 

limits of his mind's range and hospitality. Yet, compared with the cheap 

professions of most reformers, and the still cheaper wisdom an eloquence of 

politicians in general, his are almost the only sensible and valuable words, and we 

thank Heaven for him. Comparatively, he is always strong, original, and, above 

all, practical. Still, his quality is not wisdom, but prudence. The lawyer's truth is 

not Truth, but consistency or a consistent expediency. Truth is always in harmony 

with herself, and is not concerned chiefly to reveal the justice that may consist 

with wrong-doing. He well deserves to be called, as he has been called, the 

Defender of the Constitution. There are really no blows to be given him but 

defensive ones. He is not a leader, but a follower. His leaders are the men of '87. 

"I have never made an effort," he says, "and never propose to make an effort; I 

have never countenanced an effort, and never mean to countenance an effort, to 

disturb the arrangement as originally made, by which various States came into 

the Union." Still thinking of the sanction which the Constitution gives to slavery, 

he says, "Because it was part of the original compact—let it stand." 

Notwithstanding his special acuteness and ability, he is unable to take a fact out 

of its merely political relations, and behold it as it lies absolutely to be disposed of 

by the intellect—what, for instance, it behooves a man to do here in American 

today with regard to slavery—but ventures, or is driven, to make some such 

desperate answer to the following, while professing to speak absolutely, and as a 
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private man—from which what new and singular of social duties might be 

inferred? "The manner," says he, "in which the governments of the States where 

slavery exists are to regulate it is for their own consideration, under the 

responsibility to their constituents, to the general laws of propriety, humanity, 

and justice, and to God. Associations formed elsewhere, springing from a feeling 

of humanity, or any other cause, have nothing whatever to do with it. They have 

never received any encouragement from me and they never will." [These extracts 

have been inserted since the lecture was read -HDT] 

They who know of no purer sources of truth, who have traced up its stream no 

higher, stand, and wisely stand, by the Bible and the Constitution, and drink at it 

there with reverence and humanity; but they who behold where it comes trickling 

into this lake or that pool, gird up their loins once more, and continue their 

pilgrimage toward its fountainhead. 

No man with a genius for legislation has appeared in America. They are rare in 

the history of the world. There are orators, politicians, and eloquent men, by the 

thousand; but the speaker has not yet opened his mouth to speak who is capable 

of settling the much-vexed questions of the day. We love eloquence for its own 

sake, and not for any truth which it may utter, or any heroism it may inspire. Our 

legislators have not yet learned the comparative value of free trade and of 

freedom, of union, and of rectitude, to a nation. They have no genius or talent for 

comparatively humble questions of taxation and finance, commerce and 

manufactures and agriculture. If we were left solely to the wordy wit of legislators 

in Congress for our guidance, uncorrected by the seasonable experience and the 

effectual complaints of the people, America would not long retain her rank among 

the nations. For eighteen hundred years, though perchance I have no right to say 

it, the New Testament has been written; yet where is the legislator who has 

wisdom and practical talent enough to avail himself of the light which it sheds on 

the science of legislation. 

The authority of government, even such as I am willing to submit to—for I will 

cheerfully obey those who know and can do better than I, and in many things 

even those who neither know nor can do so well—is still an impure one: to be 

strictly just, it must have the sanction and consent of the governed. It can have 

no pure right over my person and property but what I concede to it. The progress 

from an absolute to a limited monarchy, from a limited monarchy to a democracy, 

is a progress toward a true respect for the individual. Even the Chinese 

philosopher was wise enough to regard the individual as the basis of the empire. 

Is a democracy, such as we know it, the last improvement possible in 

government? Is it not possible to take a step further towards recognizing and 

organizing the rights of man? There will never be a really free and enlightened 
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State until the State comes to recognize the individual as a higher and 

independent power, from which all its own power and authority are derived, and 

treats him accordingly. I please myself with imagining a State at last which can 

afford to be just to all men, and to treat the individual with respect as a neighbor; 

which even would not think it inconsistent with its own repose if a few were to live 

aloof from it, not meddling with it, nor embraced by it, who fulfilled all the duties 

of neighbors and fellow men. A State which bore this kind of fruit, and suffered it 

to drop off as fast as it ripened, would prepare the way for a still more perfect 

and glorious State, which I have also imagined, but not yet anywhere seen. 
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